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REPOHT QB KiKiVit

C ay 2 V ^55)

1 textile and jut* Bills involving 51,COO workers at 
"u ’-neral ***** fro?i 2 1955 f<r ^XfiUment

. na^nds* Pr which notice was served <m the emplcy-ks
* ^tar rra ^^) Bernet nt on 8th April 1955*

it ion to t* scheme of rationalisation in the textile
* envis^*^ **• ^ao*idbar’s report and adopted at 
Itai Conff*”3* Jun* 1954, as it will, in the mum of 
^ali^tm» or^ *■**•••• the workload on iforkera to 
* . 7 100M or vor*t while wages will register an

M*.

> ^fatuity on retirement.

a© us justified standing Orders.

absi***** aHcwanoe for the period  ̂under suspension.
>2< (wr Kule transfer to be made.

(vi I*" wills to be stopped.

U.) kges tar the 6th January and ay Day.

,ii) 2^ Bonus for the past period and for future also. * *

(iy Permanancy

A) Dearness allowance according to the rates reeoweended by *i«sbkar 
Cornet tee for clerks and artisans.

(xi) Pay Peales and rates of increment as recommended by Kimbkar 
Committee .7-r-r j-

(xii) Mo vlctimisatiao.

(xiii) Fixation of oinisaim wages according to i&hkar Gcemittee report 
for jute, leather, chemical and oil workers also.

The notice was served on the following mills:

1. tigin Hills Go.Ltd.
2. hew Victoria ills Co.Ltd.
3. Hair Mills Co .Ltd.
4. Ian pur Cotton Hills Ltd.
5. Kanpur lot ton Textile Kills Ltd.
6. Swadeshi Cotton ‘Hills Ltd.
7. Ltherton ^est & Co.Ltd.
8. J.K. Cotton Spy. & Wvg.r'illB Ltd.
9. J.I. Cotton Manufacturing Mills Ltd.

10. Lakshwiratan Cotton Mills Ltd.
11. Cawnyore Woollen Mils Ltd.

$,(XX) of two juU mills vis: (1) J.K.Jute ills Ltd. and
Haheshwari Devi Jute Mils Ltd. also served similar notices.

Ik* Kanrur is the only centre in India where
Increase in workload in the nane of rationalisation has been successfully 
resisted by the workers till this date. Tbs attempt of the employers in 
tnis respect dates back to 1938, but textile workers of Kanpur united in 

' Mn1<m - Kanpur Saxdur ^abha * fought it suooessfully every time. In 
‘ the all over disruption in trade union movesent in India, Kanpur 

^ra ^ere also divided into various unions, whose number ulti
mo six. This was the most opportune moment for the

Ite of the fact that workers fought several timsa 
mill Basis or union basis; the mployers were 
o-called rationalisation in iknr Victoria Uis, 

ton mills?J Hill owners themeelves



having failed in the face of wo rkcrs’ dogged resistance to increase 
workload, approached the Government of U*P* in 1949 for active help 
in the name of coape tit ion with textile industry at other centres.
The Govemamnt 1a 1953 appointed a special officer named Or* Banal Dhar,. I 
who recoer ended increase in workload in the remaining mills also.
AU through thia V.F. Government had been consulting only 1 IV J affiliated; 
undone and sometimes those of the also in the tripartite msetin^k 
and conferences on this smbject. Kanpur >axdur babha, the AITVC afflicts} 
organisation and the oldest organisation was byepassed. In the usual 
manner a tripartite conference was held in the first week of June 1954, 
with DtTVv and HMS representing the workers and a seven man committee . 
with three representatives of workers and three of saw'layers and the 
Labour Gor iauioner as Chairman was appointed to introduce the ao-called 
rationalisation* While the Govsmmsnt was telling that there wo bld be 
no retrenchment as a result of the isplee^nt&tion of this scheme, tone 
of the employers made it clear that at least stout 9,000 workers would 
be rendered surplus. In Lakshmi Hattan and l«ew Victoria mill* where 
rationalisation was already introduced; workers bad experience of the 
increase in workload and wages* The sets* of rationalisation envisaged 
in kanpur textiles would have offered workers an increase of 5L1 of 
wages for a corresponding increase of 250% of workload* At present a 
piecer gets a basic wage of ai*30/- per month and dearness allowance 
about is. 50/-, i*e* £&> 80/- in all. He would get 45% increase in his 
basic wage of 30/- and not on the total earning of &MKV-, l*e. ha will 
get only ka.93/- in the new set up*

The moment^newe reached Kanpur^ainital agreement was rejected 
by the workers and the agitation against It reached such a tempo that an 
Action loBaittee comprising of the representatives of all six auiiona was 
formed to fight out this introduction of rationalisation. lAddtCl Kdt 
Lus to the pressure of this Action Oosoittee, two of the three la^ur 
representative s had to resign their seat on the ven-man Coawdttee and 
ultimately thia Oc\aittee *Ss to be dissolved by the Government. he 
Government issued instructions that henceforth employers shall be free 
to coms to terms with workers of their factory and introduce this habeas.

^orkers^leamt ths lesson of unity and based on their exf-?rience 
decided to dissolve all the six trade unions and form one united ”^ti 
mi Masdur Sabha* on August 1, 1954*

workers fought the attempts made by ths employers during 1954 
and early 1955 to increase workload in different mills and departnmrts. 
Of importame was the march of 3,000 workers of hall mill Mills from 
Kanrur to Lucknow, the Capital of U.F. - a distance of 4^ miles, on foot 
to demonstrate and represent before the Govemmerit in early 1955* ^«t 
the offensive continued and to fight it but! Mill asdur dabha 
had to give this strike notice.

Final atje&pt at settlearnt: Lven after the strike notice was given 
gave an offer in the last week of April 1955> that if ^ovnri.amnt 

and employers agree to refer the whole issue about the capability of 
the Kanpur textile industry to compete with other sama centres and the 
steps to bo taken in that connection to be decided by a Tribunal presided 
over by an High Court Judge, strike can be su^endod* Both ths employers 
and the Government turned a deaf ear to it*

Repreeslop: On the other hand Government depended upon its police
to break the strike. Much before the strike began, i.e. from August 
26; d*M«M.d* leaders - office bearers and General Council meters - 
started to be rounded off and detained in the prison. Is’ith difficulty 
permission was obtained to hold May Day rally in the city.

Terrcrisation, beating in ths working class colonies and arrests 
were the common feature and thousands suffered* 

strike aufetssful: Ins ite of all this the strike & on ?ay 2 was su 
ful and except in Lakshmi batten Mills where it functioned partially 
the work in all other factories was at a stand still*

The employers assisted by the Labour C^usiasiomr (0*F*) fr 
the very beginning were trying to demoralise ths workers by enlisting 
black legs from outside Kanpur, keep them looked in the mills and iti 
oxagerated figures of attendance* But the press representatives, wh<
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were allowed to visit the factories and eowe of the workers who caa© 
fro* imide the wills exploded the conspiracy and proved by the mount 
of eonaunption of electricity and the production figures, that the 
textile workers of Kanpur have stood by the strike decision.

At first workers were not allowed to hold rallies in Um sity. 
by clasping sect! cm IM, Cr.F.l. The workers and eitisens of nanpur 
then held their nestings 7 wiles off the city across the river Ganges; 
which was not under the jurisdiction of Kanpur Uis trie t hagiatrite and 
ix they were attended by fro* $0,000 to 1,00,000 people. The Government 
then realised its folly and allowed to held rally in the city twice a 
week* /

On the whole about 1,000 activists were arrested, hundreds of 
thee were susmarily tried without any defence facilities, within a few 
hours of their arrest and punishaest awarded.

support fro* All-India: The strikers had the suprort of working clasa
throughout India. AIW, XX WB, BW, All India Bank Kwployees Asso
ciation and their branches supported the strike actively. Heaters of 
Parliament free all opposition parties x* and groups visited Kan'pur and 
addressed the workers. 32 M.^s Issued a Joint press statement support
ing the struggle. Delhi Textile workers deronstrated before the Farlia- 
ent on Kay 7 in support of Kanpur textile workers’ struggle. A number 
of Lays were observed in support of the strike in and all over India 
during thia three Months period. For the relief lig^Bhe strikers and 
their families funds were collected and sent by x tr&^e unions irre^pectiv 
of affiliations. AITUC fro* its funds gave £id,000/- towards this fund.

On 26th Kay the city of Kanpur observed a general strike in 
support of strikers.

On 6th June, all the trade unions in Kanpur observed a token 
strike of 2 Lours ff&kXX3XX£Xll fro a 10 in the corning.

Lucknow Railway workshop employees went on a 2 hour token 
strike in support of the strikers.

Luff? rings of workers: Workers and their families went into untold 
sufferings in thia strike. The employers refused to pay the wages of 
the workers for the Month of April, due m in Kay. One of the K.Fs 
from the ruling Congress Party described the condition in Kanpur as 
barbarous. About 2G,000 workers had to go away froa Kanpur. harassment, 
eviction, beating and putting the* in jail, not only of the strikers 
but their families too, was kfes resorted to.

worker, aiac partial wU: worker, ana Uw failles of
striking workers also took part in the struggle. In preventing the black
legs, they did all that was practicable. They also resorted to picket
ing wherever necessary and took out a procession on June 7th. More 
than $0 of the* were arrested and Jailed for various term of Uprisoo*ent. 
Frier to this at the Police Headquarters hot water frem the fire brigade 
hoses was thrown on them and their babes ia arms.

elisf work: Several relief centres were opened in the city t© i^ue 
rations to ths strikers and their families. Mik centres were opened 
to distribute free milk for the shirt Iren. X 70 doctors offered their 
services and were rendering Medical relief to the sick among the* and 
whenever possible gave free Medicines. ’Chetna1 a literary organisation 
distributed free books and stationery for use by the school going 
children of the strikers.

Di-rUPtica: 1KTUC leaders of Kanpur and D.F. baa been fw fraa the very 
beginning trying to disrupt ths Movement. They opposed the strike IbbKM 
tooth and nail, but without any success.

w. t >; . y. Always fop peace ful sc ttlewe nt* Ths nost remarkable feature
of the whole struggle was its peaceful character Knopite of all sorts 
of provocations from the employers and the Government. Guch a long 
struggle involving 50,000 workers MMMOg remaining Kfcktax throu^out 
peaceful is uni ue in the history of Indian T.U. movement and thia fact 
has won support for the workers* cause fro* all sections of the people.

♦

Hot only this. The b.M.M.6. throughout the struggle has been



repeatedly endeavouring for a peaceful and honourable settlement of the j . 
strike. Or uunday the 10th July 1955, General Council of S.M.M.S* passed 
a resolution and reiterated its stand regarding rationalisation as 
follows: ,

"1. *he Sabha states that it does not intend and has in fact never intended 
to stand in the way of nationalisation as defined by the International 
Labour Organisation and the Prime Minister of India, if siawltaneously 
introduced in all the structures of the local textile industry under the 
guidance and the approval of a body on which labour is adequately represen- 
ted provided that it functions with actually agreed teres of reference and 
with a mutually agreed nan-official Chairman. The Committee will think 
about the raaxiamm measure of agreement but the contested points a will be 
referred to an agreed arbitrator.

2. The oaths oven agrees to reassessment or standardisation of work-load, 
ouster, wages and categories if it is carried cut under the supervision and 
with the consent of a body alluded to in the preceding paragraph, .uah 
standardised or reassessed work load, etc. will uniformly apply to all 
textile Rills of Cawnrore.

3. The babha considers the six assurances given by the Government and the 
employers in the hainital Conference to bo helpful when read with the 
assurance of the Chief Minister in his letter to Mr. Bal Krishna shares, 
M.P. that there is no existing scheme of rationalisation which nay have a 
predisposing effect on this issue and that all schemes coming from whatever 
quarter will be considered on their merits by the body commissioned for 
this purpose strictly observing the aforesaid six guarantees.

■* *
4. The Sabha urges the Government that for the s&ke of banco rd oue atmos
phere it is essential that status quo regarding work-load be maintained as 
from May, 1954.

5. The Sabha emphasises that other long standing demands enumerated by 
it in the strike notice or the co ar r anise formula submitted to the Government 
on April 28 are urgent and important for peace and industrial harmony and 
presses the Government to give an assurance that the grievances embodied in 
them would be remedied within a reasonable time.''

Other demands included regarding minimum basic wage of jute workers 
and reference of the dispute regarding Lal I&li mills to the adjudication, 
release of the arrested workers and me victimisation.

tarlie r Jr! Bal triahm ^mrea, an old labour leader and M.F. from 
Aanimr had attempted to intervene to bring; about a settlement but ti^ mill 
owners and the O.F. Government both spurned his offer In ths hope which 
they had built up from very early days that either this strike will not 
come off at all, or it will be negligible and after that it cannot be 
continue d for long and will fl isle out.

8. ta.. *** 1*^ of negotiations was very sig-sag.
First the Chief ini a ter of U.P. had taken a stand that it is a dispute 
between the employer* and the employees and the State would not intervene.

^Gtr' is police an^/machinery however, fully intervened on behalf of the 
employers to crush the movement but without desired success.

Then he bad informal talks; XKMt when eons sort of agreement was 
in sight, the employers and the IHTUC were brought in the way. It was the 
last bid of the IkTUC fully supported by the employers and the U.^. Government 
to/reWliatv itself on the starvation and hunger of the strikers and their 
children by theSetbod of war of attrition. As scon as the workers case 
to know of it; even after thia long strike with fhisxback to the wall they 
pirdled/hid^liora and the picketing resorted to by Vem again brought down 
the number of those attending the mills. On July 17, meetings, processions, 
demonstrations and telegrams of suprort from every corner of India on the 
joint call of aITUC, HMS and UTUS forced the Government to have a talk 
again.

After all a 14 point settlement (14 points attached) was reached 
with the Governiwnt on July 17. While this was being considered by the 
General Council of for ratification, the Kanpur textile bosses
tried to veto the settireent ever at this very last Mnsnt. They pat a 
number of 'ifs' and ‘bats’ in the points settled with theuovernment and 
said that they could not guarantee no victi is at ion clause.



The Government’s game seemed to be to tell the workers that 
this settlement was accepted by them knowing fblly well tie view ointi 
of the mill wmfi, so that after the strike la over and the points of 
settlement not implemented; it may be the labour leaders to biam®.

The workers m retorted back by saying that until their points 
as agreed to by the Ger ^rnnent are also agreed to by the mill owners, 
ths strike will continue. And it continued for another two^ays till the 
Labour Co®w1aaion®r sent a Letter confirming the acceptance -the mill 
owners also.

The strike was called off am July 21, 1955- 
/

But the trouble is not yet over. The employers are refusing 
to take substitute workers. Kanpur cotton Textile Kills have been 
permitted to lockout for ten days. Workers are being laid off. The 
employers have changed the working system of the machines and now 
workers are being asked to work on them, which will result in inconvenience 
and extra work-load. *Wft^’haw refused* hundreds of charge-sheets 
are being &v*n to the workers. The employers ars out to create trouble 
and victialse some workers.

The wry next day the Cnief Minister of V.P. cams out with a 
press statement that there has been no settlement with the Government, 
iven the arrested leaders are not released at once. Dia crimination is 
intended to be made amongst them. Howewr the release of arrested 
workers has started in batch of 40 per day from 27th July 1955-

The Government has a* nounced appointment of a Rationalisation 
Committee to Investigate and report on the conditions for the introduction 
of rationalisation scheme in the textile mills of hanpur. It will 
consist of five members - two each from the employees and tie workers, 
presided over by an Bm-High Court Judge dri &t'rr>

The workers’ representatives will be chosen one from the d.H. .b. and 
the other from IhTuC.



1. ' Assessment of workload and other cognate matters will be referred tov 
Cowrit tee to be formed by the Government. The co^lttee will record agrod 
points and the contested points will be decided by a suitable process to e 
notified by the Government. Tbs committee will function strictly under th 
frame-work of six guarantees gi vento workers at the Aaini Tai conference aid 
insubsequent conaunicatlons of thta Chief minister. The findings of the* 
committee will be enforced by the Government.

2. Dr. Bansidhar*s tentative proposals, IBCOfcb report of any other report 
will not have a pre-disposing effect on the deliberations of the oommittee 
and ths eomelttee will consider any achene of rationalisation submitted by any 
contending party on its own merits. /

3. Mr.ijampurnanand agrees with the idea of extension of rationalisation in 
the textile Industry to the managerial, marketing and financial structure 
also bet that this can be applied only on an all-Xndia basis which the Central 
Government alone are competent to do.

4. Wortairs returning after the strike will be put on their former Jobs, 
that is, no increased workload will be Imposed on them. In all those mills 
where some workers have been put on intensified workload since the ^ainl Tai 
conference, ths cases of such workers as complain in writing that they had to 
accept increased workload in duress will bo sympathetically disposed of 
on merits. In this connection the Labour Comnsiasioner cited the cases of thr« 
workers, who had approached him with the complaint of this nature. All of 
then were reverted to their fermer workload.

5. The findings and settlements of ths committee regarding workload, wages, 
master, categories, etc. will be uniformly a plled to all the textile mills 
of Cawnpur, that is, Lax drat tan, Kew Victoria, J.k. Cotton /manufacturing; 
and other* will also adjust themselves accordingly.

6. Mo rationalisation schemes will be launched in any nLil from the date of 
conclusion of the present settlerent till ths enforcement of the decision of 
the committee.

7. The question of referring the matter of fixation of minimum basic wags 
of Jute workers will be actively reconsidered by the Government taking into 
account the Mmbkar Coaoittee report. The Government resolution on it and 
other cognate considerations on representation by the union concerned.

8. The matter of the forfeiture of wages and holidays with wages in conne
ction with Kay Day observance for the past years to adjudication is already 
under consideration of the Government.

9. There will be no play off in the Lal I®li Mills till uotober 1955.

10. suitable Joining time will be allowed to the strikers resuming work 
(sabha suggestion 14 days).

11. Ordinarily no workman will be victimised for participation in the strike. 
(The Labour Cowasis si oner will di ecus a the details with employers and 

XJUeoK^unicate with the ’axdoor lab ha. Question of victimisation falling 
under three categories: (a) Eight days compensation; (B) workers on strike 
since hay 2, (C) workers who Joined the work and repartiei pated in the 
strike).

12. The Labour Jameisaioncr will discuss with the management the question of 
suitable compromise in respect of workers of the Cawnpore Textile, uir Mila, 
Bwadeshi I ills and Sawnpore Cotton Mills suspended for not accepting transfers 
from their machines or accepting increased workload etc.

13. The Government will consider tits following Issues on further and detailed 
representation by the ^asdoor Cab ha: (A) hot Irene nt gratuity; (B) Permanency 
of old substitutes, (C) pay scales of clerks and watch and wards; (D) irreco
verable suspension allowance, and (1) attendance allowance fbr substitutes 
who are not given work.
14• The question of nine-hour shift will be reviewed by the committee appoin
ted for th pur ose If the union makes a representation for the convening of 
the confit tee and satisfies the Labour iornsissionsr for the need to convene 
the nesting.



BACKGROUND OF STRUGGLES LEADING TO THE GENERAL STRIKE IN BOMBAY - 
APRIL TO OCTOBER 1928.

* »

The growth of the textile industry in Bombay and K India 

illustrates how the indeginous cloth ^production, carried over in scattered 

village units was replaced by production of the Lacashire mills. Having 

once capttxred the. Indian market, Lancashire supplied cloth to India while 

by its own contradiction of capitalism Britain also supplied textile machi~ 
/ 

nery to India# Thus by 1870 the British and Indian cloth began to contest 

for market. The first mill in India starting with British machinery in 

1851 had risen to 51 in 1877 with 12 lakh spindles and 10 thousand looms. 

It developed smoothely till 1896 with the number of its XXXHXXM 12 lakh 

spindles having grown te upto 38 lakh and 10 thousand looms to 35 thousand.

India by new was producing mostly yarn which was consumed by 

Indian handloom weaver and exported to China and East African markets. 

But the continually growing 200 percent increase in spindles and looms within 
•* t.

20 years in a subject country was frightening the British interest. Hence 

the appeal of the textile capital to the ruling interest in Britain succeeded 

in levying an excise duty of 3J per cent on Indian manufactures in 1896.

2. Despite it the Indian industry prospered. Mainly due to the long

hours of work and the low wages paid to the ‘Indian worker. The English 

spinner working 10 hours a day in good climate was getting 25 sheilings or 

Rs.13/- per week, while the Indian worker working 14 hours a day got fa 

4 shilling or Rs.2/- a week in 1890.

The Swadeshi agitation of 1905 gave another impetus to the 

industry. It was remarkable not so much in spinning as it was on weaving 

side. The spindle strength of 51 lakh and 50 thousand looms in 1905 rose 

to 62 lakh and 82 thousand looms by 1910 inspite of the excise duty which 

the Indian capitalists paid Rs.3,31,00,000 KiKXMjX from 1896 to 1910. On 

the eve of the war the spindles and looms had risen to 68 lakh and 1 lakh 

8 thousand in 1915. By 1914 the Indian production against imports of 3197 

million yards was 1164 million yards. The period before the war was one of 

wholesale expropriation of worker. There was no limit to hours of work, no 

weekly holidays, no effective factory Act etc. Thus the key to the 1928 

struggles of the workers lie in the war period development of the working

class and the bourgeosie.

3. War. With the outbreak of the war, the Indian

bourgeosie got a free field of development to the extent it could. But
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England being the only country which could supply the machinery to the 

Indian bourgeoisie the expansion could not take place* It could only 

exploit the existing plants* In the textiles no increase in the 

installation of new plants could place, but the export fxxxa£ from 

England having fallen, Indian production increased* Foreign cloth 

imports to India came down from 3197 million yards in 1913 to 1081 in 

1919 and the Indian production with practically the same spindle strength 

rose from 1164 million yards to 1640 million yards in 1919$ though proper 

data is lacking, it is accepted that the profits were fabulous. According 

to Mr* J.A. Wadia, visible profits were net 52 crores between 1914 and 

1920.

Thus though the prices and the profits rose, the wages fex 

of the workers fell* The war increased the prices of commodities and 

the price level in India with 1914 as 100 soared up thus:

Level of Prices - 1914 - 100 
1915 - 110 1919 - 195*

1916 - 130 1920 - 200

1917 y 145 1921 - 180

1918 - 175

As a result, the indebtedness of the workers increased, and 

for the first time a wave of strike spread in all the workshops, mills 

and factories for a moderate demand of a 10% increase in wages.XMxiSti 

In 1917 the increases were given* But with the price level at 145> this 

10% could not satisfy anybody and when the price level went upto 175, 

in 1918, the workersstruck again and got 15^ increase, i.e. l/5th of the 

rise in prices* The mill owners went on resisting the demands and so 

January 1919 saw a complete general strike in textile mills in Bombay 

lasting 15 days* It secured an increase of 20%* The last successful 

strike took place in 1920*

During the priod 1914-22 when the Bombay textile owners made 

a profit of 52 crores the workers had to strike for an increase in wages 

which never caught up with the level of the rising prices, and the cost 

of living* The deficit between cost of living and wages (granting the 

both to be coinciding in 1914 at 100 - which is not a fact) in the case 

of Bombay weavers alone comes to 10 crores of rupees between 1914-20. 

(these are my calculation as submitted by me to the Fawcett Inquiry 

Committee)* The result was starvation and debts.
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After the termination of the war the available stock of goods 

so long held back were thrown on the export market by Europe to meet the 

immediate demands of the war burden. The Sterling exchange having 

deteriorated and relatively the rupee having risen, imports into India 

became easier. To this was added the feverish schemes of the bourgeoisie 

for expansion as it was a boom period. The mill owning ring inflated the 

capital by a re-capitalising some plants at high prices by the simple 
/ 

method of book entries and change of the names of the companies. This was 

later used to spread exaggerated ideas about the losses of the industry 

and was one of the causes of the prolongation of the General Strike of 1928. 

The large part of the sudden jump if textile capital from 9*40 crores in 

1919 to 16,98 crores in 1920 was due to this trickery of finance.

4. The Dpression in the Industry and Attack on the Wages.

The Indian production went on rising from 1920 to 23 there was 

no stoppage of work in Bombay. Foreign imports of 1510 million yards in 

1920-21 as against the Indian production of 1581 million yards fell by 33% 

to 1090 million yards9 .as against the rise of Indian production to UK 1734 

million yards. The Indian bourgeoisie took advantage of it. It engaged 

itself in stock exchange MIKKKIXXIbK speculation and when prices fell, 

unloaded the stocks. With the gradual fall in prices, with exchange 

trouble created by the foreign Government in order to restore the credit 

of British exchange, the visible profits came donw from 10.10 crores in 

1920 to 8.46 in 1921 and 3«87 in 1922. The workers were the worst sufferers. 

They were informed by sudden notice that they would not get their bonus 

payment. The workers declared a general strike in the mills on 17th January 

1924. ^8 The strike lasted for 2 months. Strike was spontaneous as there 

was no organisation to lead it.

Attempts were made to call off the strike on the promise of an 

arbitration committee. The workers refused. On 19th February 1924, the 

Bombay Government appointed an Enquiry Committee presided over by an High 

Court Judge. While the committee was sitting, the workers held a meeting. 

XKO The police intervened and opened fire killing five workers. On March 

11th the committee declared its verdict rejecting the workers’ claim to 

bonus. The strike collapsed through mere exhaustion, and the work was 

resumed by 25th March 1924• Thus the mill owners had saved about 50 lakh 

rupees by the rejection of bonus.

Having won in the battle inflicting a loss of 50 lack rupees
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on the workers, the mill owners made another attack on the workers’ 

wages in September 1925 by announcing a wage cut of 11^%, i.e. a cut 

of Rs* 70 to 00 lakh in the earnings of the workers.

A general workers* strike began on 15th September 1925 

lasting till December in which 11 million working days were involved. 

But the bourgeoisie was too coward to fight its own battle of freedom 

for the development of its productive forces which would have yielded / • 
more profits to him. And so the mill owners in Bombay made the abolition 

of the 11^% Excise duty on cotton goods,an issue in the strike. The 

strike,in fact was not a strike, but alockout asking the workers to 

accept the 11J% wage cut or in the alternative asking the Government 

to abolish the Excise duty, by which it was to gain by about Rupees 

2 crores a year and by Rupees 96 lakh in Bombay city alone. The Government 

granted the demands of the mill owners and abolished the duty and the 
April 

dotton Duties Act was repealed in/1926. The lockout was called off, the 
•* t. 

notices of 11J% wage cut were cancelled, and the workers resumed work in 

December 1925 in a mood of victory.

Thus the textile magnates of Bombay in two years had made a 

saving in cost of production of 50 lakh a year by cancelling the bonus and 

96 lakh by way of remission of Excise duty. For the 11 wage cut would 

have yielded them only 70 lakh, while they actually got 96 lakh equivalent 

to 16% wage cut by the cancellation of the Excise duty. On the other hand 

during the strike period the workers lost 1^ crores in wages apart from 

the indebtedness they had incurred and several killed and wounded.

5. Rationalisation and Attack on Wages.

The war had destroyed once for all the equilibrium of the 

capitalist economy and there was no sign of returning to normalcy although 

the violent effects of it had mitigated since 1923. The imperialists of 

Europe had started their schemes of reconstruction and stabilisation 

vigourously. British capitalist economy undertook super human efforts 

to rationalise production and effect wage cuts. The resulting workers' 

resistance was ruthlessly smashed. Its Conservative Government then started 

a drive to assemble the empires resources to suppress the colonial discon

tent and arrest the decline of British capitalism.

In the case of India, the exchange ratio was turned in favour 

of the British Export trade, its suggestion to give it more political 

reform was rejected, and the Simon Commission was announced.
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It was the same time when the cry of Japanese competition 

gained strength® The reason was, in the textile trade Japan and China had 

advanced very rapidly® Whereas the all-Asiastic spindle strength in 1913 

was 9,384,000, it rose to 17,827,000 in 2 1927 - a rise of 90% while the. 

British increase during this period only 3%® Out of these 17 million 

Japan alone claimed 6 million spindles* Though Japan had not penetrated the 

Indian markets before or after the war, XXXXKX8 it had pevertheless shown 

signs of competing in goods like long cloth and shirting with Indian mills. 

Thus the proposal for an alliance xn between Lancashire and Bombay to keep 

out Japan was also discussed through Sir Ness Wadia but for

certain reasons the Government of India refused a protective duty against 

Japan. The Import of 323 million yards of Japanese textile in 1927 as 

against the total import of 2000 million yards in India was negligible. 

But in fact that the bilk of imports competed directly in price with some of 

the varieties produced by the largest mills in Bombay was enough to raise 
•* t. 

the cry of Japanese competition.

After the strike of 1925, the Bombay mill owners asked the 

Government of India for a protective duty which was refused® They then 

asked for the appointment of a tarrif board to inquire into the state of 

industry and its claims for protection® The Government of India agreed 

and the Tarrif Board started its inquiry into the industry.

The materials which the mill corners placed before the committee 

were mainly directed to shew the high wages they were paying to the workers 

in Bombay. But the main ground on which they asked for protection and 

inquiry was the Japanese competition which claim they could not substantiate 

So much that tk® even the Board, expecting the mill owners to substantiate 

their claim for protection against the Japanese competition on the basis of 

"full information as to the nature mf and extent of the competition ... 

or as to the markets in India into which the Japanese goods have 

penetrated" had to comment that, "little or no information was forthcoming 

from the Bombay Millowners1 Association upon fcny of these heads". On another 

ground of the mill owners as to the severity of the competition from the 

upcountry mills due to low wages prevailing there, the Board had to comment, 

that "the cost of production statement show that production both in cloth 

and yarn in Ahmedabad and in efficient up-country mills is as high as in 

Bombay", ^hen the Board asked them to submit cost of production account

only 21 mills out of 275 mills supplied them. Thus acting on such information
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the Board made recommendations on the basis of which the mill owners in 

Bombay started their attacks on wages in 1927 and 1928*

The workers also submitted their representation to the Board 

on their conditions of life and work, practices of unlimited mi fines and 

assaults, forfeitures of wages etc. But the Board asked the mill owners 

to take more work from the workers for the same wages and called this 

recommendations to increase exploitation by the name ®f "increasing 

efficiency”♦

Qn the basis of this Tarriff Board recommendations the mill 

owners launched a direct attack on the workers. Where the workers worked 

180 spindles on Rs.26 a month, they were now asked to look after 360 spindles 

on Rs.39. Half the increase in wages for double the increase in work. The 

Tarriff Board also recommended the disparity between the wages of the 

spinners and weavers. The mill owners instead of removing the disparity 

by raising the spinning wages, proposed to bring the weavers1 down. Thus 

the schemes of wholesale rationalisation not by means of improved 

technique or amalgamation of scattered plants or capital but by the 

simple and inexpensive method of doubling the work were planned out.

The task of introducing it was first begun by one of the biggest 

combines in the textile industry in India viz. E.D. Sassoon & Co.^td.

It introduced the new Sweating System in 1927 in 2 of their mills. Workers 

immediately went on strike which lasted for one month and ended in the 

beginning of September. The workers resumed work on the understanding 

that the adoption of three-loom system would be optional. But one by one 

all who did not accept were dismissed.

Again the beginning of 1928 saw a concentrated attack in 

9 mills, 8 of Sassoon and one of Sir Wadia. The strike affected 16000 

workers. One by one the strongest of the owners began their attack, the 

three main parties being Sassoon, Wadia and Fazalbhoy. XWQU&K These three 

mong themselves combined the largest spindles and capital in Bombay and 

employed about 52000 workers. Between August 1927 and April 1928 there 

were 24 strikes. BKXXiKKXKM Out of them 21 disputes were lost, one was 

compromised and the 2 merged in the general strike. Out of these 24 disputes 

12 arose out of measures adopted by Sassoon, 5 by Sir Wadia,X 2 from the 

Fazalbhoys and the rest from the individual owners.

Having seen the resistance of the workers in 1924 and 25, even

though they had no solid organisation of their own, the mill owners were not



DIRECT CAUSES OF THE STRIKE.

The method of attack followed by Fasulbhoy group was different 

from that of Wadia and Sassoon8 They transferred a large number of their 

looms to weave finer variety of cloth, mostly dhoties and bordered grey gpods 

with an introduction of artificial silk yarn. While they raised the counts 

of yarn woven they did not raise the rate of wages per pound. They also intro

duced the High Draft Systemin the spinning. The result was the reduction of the 

employed workers, increase in the work in the spinning and fall in the wages of 

the workers. This affected every worker and bred serious discontent.

This group of 20,000 workers combined with 40,000 workers beaten 

alone in an isolated single handed fight formed a single bloc of 60,000 workers. 

Hence when unemployment and fall in the wages affected the Fasulbhoy group, 

the scales immediately turned in favour of a general strike in the month of 

April 1928.

■* « 
ATTITUDE OF THE BOMBAY TEXTILE LABOUR UNION AND MR. N.M.JOSHI - OF GIRNI 

KAMGAR MAHAMANDAL TOWARDS THE STRIKE:

There were differences of opinion regarding the success of the strike. 

In the name of N.M. Joshi, the Bombay Textile Labour Union issued a statement 

on 8.1.1928 disapproving the idea of the general strike, on the ground of 

possibility, feasibility and possible success, though Mr. Joshi did not approve 

it in principle.

As for the attitude of the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal which reflected 

the opinion of the most advanced worker and under whose influence was the 

largest section of the workers, it also did not take up the idea of a general 

strike. When the KXX& Peasants and Workers Party issued in January 1928 a 

statement that only a general strike could stop the rationalisation and

wage cut drive the Gimi Kamgar Mahamandal in a leaf-let asked the strikers to 

continue work where change has not taken place and asked them pot to go and 

demonstrate near the other mills. But though the tactics of the localised 

strikes had failed the Sassoon workers were defeated and the mill owners 

commenced ® their second instalment of attack on the workers, the Girni Kamgar 

Mahamandal till 26th March 1928 still hesitated kkx to recommend the idea of a 

general strike as the only weapon to stem the advancing attacks of the owners 

until on April 17, when Girni Kamgar Mahamandal decided unequivocally to prepare 

for the strike and had to accept the view point of the workers and peasants party 

which they had put as early as in January 1928.
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BOMBAY TEXTILE LABOUR UNION JOINS THE STRIKE;

On April IB, 1928 at a meeting at Nagu Sayaji Wadi a Strike Committee 

of 85 was elected by us at the instance of the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal. But 

after its statement on ICth January 1928 the Bombay Textile Labour Union had 

so far shown the same defeatist attitude towards the strike. And after it saw 

the workers on strike on 16th April it moved forward to take charge of affairs 

kyxxnxaxKRslxKg by holding a meeting at'Delisle Road on 18th April in order to 

stop the spreading of the strike. But in view of the grand support the Girni 

Kangar Mahamandal had won and the attempts of the Bombay Textile XOROX- Labour 

Union to elect a separate strike committee were frustrated by the workers, Mr. 

Ginwalla of the Bombay Textile Labour Union (BTLU) agreed to the Girni Kamgar 

Mahamandal’s Strike Committee with some additions of his followers.

Thus in absence of any all embracing trade union organisation with a 

correct perspective of the whole industry to study the trend of the owners’ 

attack on wages, its reasons, the correct ideological lead to the workers was 

given by the Workers and Peasants Party from as far back as January 1928 and 

throughout February and March until the majority of the workers by their own 

experience accepted it. 

JOINT STRIKE COMMITTEE.

However with a view to presenting a united front to the mill owners 

serious negotiations were carried with BTLU for the formation of a Joint Strike 

Committee. This also meant a unity with the 30,000 workers under the influence 

of BTLU. This also meant the strengthening of our finances to guide and keep 

a huge organisation going. The BTLU had reserves of more than Rs.10,000/- and 

was in a position to command even more while we did not have more than Rs. 100/- 

not enough to pay even the conveyance of the organisers. On 2nd May a Joint 

Committee of 30 was formed without a President and with two Joint Secretaries 

and two Treasures and consisting of 15 members from N.M. Joshi’s section and 

15 from ours, who advocated a militant policy and were in the thick of the 

struggle.

On 3rd May 1928 this Joint Strike Committee first sent a formal draft 

of demands to the Mill Smers’ Association expressing-willingness to negotiate 

on the basis of the draft, but the Mill Owners did not even reply it and
Z 

recognise it, on the grounds that ’’the M3.ll owners could not agree to enter into 

any discussion with the Communist Members of the Committee”, even when the 

Committee had on it persons like N.M. Joshi, Asavale and GinwallaWXXXX £he

Strike Committee was equally adament in its view of a round table conference
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Instead of replying to the draft of demands the mill owners issued a communique 

in the press on 3rd, 10th, 12th and 17th May in which they refused to accept 

any of the essential demands of the workers on the question of wage cut, ration

alisation, increased hours of work, fines, retrenchment, profeitures of yages, 

ill-treatment and victimisation* They announced that they considered all 

1,50,000 workers as dismissed from work and that they would re-engaged only 

if they agreed unequivocally to their terms.

In the meanwhile the attempts of the Govennment to bring about a 

settlement through its representative^ Sir Cowasji Jehangir also failed. So 

much that the AITUC bulletin of which R.K. Bakhale was the editor and Mr. N.M* 

Joshi and Ginwalla its Managing Committee members had to observe "it has been 

plain from the tactics of the mill owners that they want this strike to be 

prolonged so that the workers can be starved into unconditional surrender".

The entire press in Bombay, every Congress and non-Congress papers 

joined hands against us in addition to the Government and the police force 
•* * 

and mourned for the loss to t he owners and asked the starving workers to XOX 

save the "national" industry and not to be mislead by us.

RUSSIAN TEXTILE TRADE UNIONS HELP FOR RELIEF.

On 28th April 1928, 7690 dollars were sent by the Russian

Textile workers for the relief to Mr. Jhabwalla, the Vice President of the 

BTLU and a member of the Workers and Peasants Party. The Government managed 

somehow to see that Mr. Jhabwalla, a member of the Workers and Peasants Party 

and a militant left trade unionist does not get the money and so it was 

arranged to transfer on the name of Mr. N.M.Joshi. This created a problem for 

the Government. The Government therefore played a trick of making the moderate 

group of N.M.Joshi the financial OKIXKX arbiter of the strike by handing over 

the money to them on condition that it shall not be given to the Workers and 

peasants party people. And so Rs.20,916/12/9 were transferred to the name of 

Mr. N.M.Joshi, President of the BTLU. But the joint Strike Committee spent 

every pie of this fund in purchasing corn for workers and organising relief.

The entire press in India made a scandal of this aid and denounced 

it. Mrs. Anibasant denounced N.M.Joshi. C.F. Andrews called it an aid 

from the Third International. The bouregeoisie abused the Government to let 

pass the money to the hands of the workers. But this storm was silenced for a 

time when Mr. N.M.Joshi stood for the right of the workers to redeive help from 

the international working class and in a press interview asked the bourgeoisie 

whether it was not trading with Russia and receiving profits of the red roubles.
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Unlike the strike of 1925 the Bombay Corporation also refused aid to start 

relief centres.

The joint Strike Committee then obtained concessions from the Co-opera

tive Steam ^avigation Co. to the extent of 25% of fares for the coast line places 

and the workers were asked to leave for their homes. The railways refused this 

concessions and it is estimated that 80,000 woik ers had left Bombay. 

THE BIRTH OF THE GIRNI KAMGAR UNION. * y .

However, when it was found that the mill owners were not willing to 

enter into any negotiation on the ground that two of the unions in the joint 

Strike Committee were not registered, it was decided to get the unions registered 

and thus pave the way for negotiations if only that stood in the way, as used to 

be given out by the mill owners. And so it was decided to get the Girni Kamgar 

Mahamandal registered immediately. But it was found that since the split between 

the President and the Secretary of the Girni Kamgar Mahairandal, both the factions 

were using the name of the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal (GKM) for their own purposes 
'•< •* * 

so much that the former Secretary had even got the name of the GKM registered on 

the 24th of May 1928. So a-change in the name of the GKM was necessary. But as 

the GKM was respected and cherished by the workers since 1923, i it had grown in 

the genera] strike of 1924, it had fought through strikes of 1925, the very idea 

of changing this name created a crisis. After a great persuasion the opposition 

of the GKM Managing Committee was overcome and on22nd May 1928 in a meeting of the 

workers at Nagu Sayaji Wadi a militant and fighting organisation of the workers 

was formed and was named as GIRNI KAMGAR UNION (GKU). It was subsequently regis

tered xx the next day with a cash balance of Rs.43/8/- and a membership of 174. 

The first new GKU office bearers were - President - A.A. Alwe; Vice-President - 

Ben Bradley; Nimbkar; Jabhwalla and Tamhankar; General Secretary - S.A.Dange; 

Joint Secretary - Tawde, K.N.Joglekar, and Saturn; Joint Treasurers - B.T.Alve, 

S.V.Ghate^ Jabhwalla later resigned and Kaise was elected in his place and 

S.S. Mirajker was elected Joint Secretary when Saturn resigned.

It is of importance to note that GKU had contributed 9 of its 13 office 

bearers in the so-called Meerut Conspiracy Case.

About the same time Jabhwalla got Mill Workers’ Union w also registered. 

As the BTLU was already ax registered union, the Joint Strike Committee now 

consisted of all the registered unions. That faction of the GKM which was 

opposed to the strike and had split away was not admitted to the Joint Strike 

Committee.

ATTEMPTS TO SABOTAGE THE STRIKE.
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On 25th May 1928 Pandit Madanmohan Malaviya sent for Mr, Dange 

from the strike committee in connection with the strike. But on Dange’s 

insistence Pandit Malaviya very reluctantly agreed to call Mr. N.M. Joshi 

also, whom he did not want because in his view he is a moderate. Thus a 

small conference was held at Birla’s house on Sandhurst Road where Mrs.Sarojini 

Naidu and few other Congress leaders werd also called. In this meeting when 

the workers’ side was explained Pandifji promised to put.our case before the 

mill owners. But surprisingly enough the next day Panditji began to explain 

to the leaders the losses of the industry and straight away asked how much 

reduction in the wages we would accept. The proposition was totally rejected. 

Panditji then began to explain how it was sinful to accept the help the 

textile workers of Russia, But when it was told by Dange that since the 

pious Hindu University of Banaras was also built on the donations of the 

sinful money of princes and landlords and that there was nothing wrong in 

accepting the relief money from the R workers of Russia for the starving 
■* 

workers of India, Panditji got expasperated and was never heard of IKXXKS 

again in the strike.
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KHILAFAT COMMITTEE’S HELP.

The Khilafat Cormittee of Bombay also collected Rs.27 for relief 

to the striking workers and wrote to the joint strike committee saying 

that this money be accepted only for the Mohan.odan workers and wanted the 

committee to appoint three Muslim workers to distribute this money to 

the Muslim workers. This was obviously an insidious attempt to sow the 
% 

seeds of Hindu-Muslim feeling among the workers, who hdd stood united 

irrespective of the caste barriers in the trade unions. The money, there

fore, was unanimously rejected by the joint strike coninittee which also 

consisted of Muslim workers and the Khilafat Com: it tee was accordingly 

informed.

FAILURE OF THE POLICE TO BREAK THE STRIKE AND DANGERS ARREoT.

After the failure of the police to break the strike by beating, 

fines and imprisonment, they decided to arrest the leaders of the strike. 

So their first ro nd of arrest began with the arrest of Dange at a meeting 

in Damodar Hall on 1st June 1928 on charges of intimidation, assault and 

wrongful confinement of two black-legs who were caught going to the mills 

by the workers and who were produced before Dange in a public meeting in at 

Nagusayajiwadi to be dealt with • They were set free after Dange explained 

to the workers how black-leging meant treachery to thousands of workers. 

But the police had persuaded them to register a complaint against Dange. 

Dange was released on bail and the police arrested two more workers and put 

them on trial with Dange. Unfortunately in the meantime the two workers 

had withdrawn the complaint against Dange and thus the first attempt of the 

police was foiled.

ARREST OF NIMBKAR. Ihe police then arrdsted Nimbkar on 6th July 1928 on 

grounds of assault on a p blic servant, because he refused entry to some 

C.S.D. reporters in a meeting of the B.B.C.I.Railway 1&XK Workers Union 

meeting in Damodar Hall, on 4th July 1928. Nimbkar was prosecuted but the 

Magistrate held the offence to be only technical and fined him latty kt.50. 

So another attempt of the police to sabotage the strike failed. 

FAILURE OF NEGOTIATION. After the failure of Pandit Malaviya's talks 

and the registration of all the unions, the mill owners now objected to the 

negotiations because they said the unions had formed a joint strike committee 

Ultimately on 7thJune 1928 Mr. N.M.Joshi IKOOX# in a statement to the 

press had to ask the mill owners whether they really meant business or

MO humbug? Because even after the registration of all the unions, they
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refused to hold negotiations. At the same time the workers’ resistance 

a]so stiffened.

After all attempts to break the strike, the Mill Owners’ Association 

(MOA) after one and a half months of the strike, •sked the joint strike • 

committee to meet them in conference. A Negotiating Committee of 6 was elected 

which met the mill owners’ committee on 9th June 1928. It may be noted that 

the MOA had still the hopes of breaking" the strike. The, MOA gave the committee 

copies of their schemes of standardised wages. By their scheme of wages in 

spinning they gave to understand that they had made no saving to the industry 

but on the contrary they had given increases in wages. With regard to 

weaving also they denied of any wage cut on the whole. But the could not 

however fool the workers. On the basis of the available data Dange proved 

that more than 10000 workers would be retrenched and that the weavers’ wages 

would be cut by 20% or so. A statement to that effect made the MOA laugh 

at it, but when the MOA was given a challenge to prove that statement wrong 
•* e 

they decided to give up the talk for further negotiation or amending the 

scheme and the talk fell throu^i on 26th June 1928.

Thus the MOA with the help of their textile experts produced a 

scheme by which they expected to fool the workers thinking that there were 

no experts among them who would analyse the scheme and expose the hidden 

wage cut in the complicated technique of their scheme. And so the MOA 

issued a communique to the press on 1st July 1928 after the failureof their 

talks that their scheme KK&K embodied “a fair day’s wage for a fair day’s 

work”. But they avoided a clear answer to the workers’ ehallange.

The months of June and July saw the failure of all negotiations 

through Government and directly with the mill owners and also the failure to 

enlist public sympathy, and failure to secure help from the municipality 

which had refused the request of the joint strike committee to spend Rs.1000/- 

daily for the relief of the strikers. At this time the workers were hard- 

pressed for money. About 30000 men and women were asking for relief. Large 

sums had already been spent. By 9th June Rs.15,000/- had been spent leaving 

only 2 weeks’ rations on hand. Hence it was decided to spend Rs.4000/- k a 

week and the number of centres were reduced km from 14 to 7 from 11th July 

1928. A vigorous campaign to collect relief was started. Altogether a sum 

of Rs.1450/- was received from organisations like GIP Railwaymen’s union, 

Bombay Port Trust union, GIP Rly Employees General union and the Bombay Tram

way workers union. It was the same time When the bourgeoisie had open 1® its
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purses for the Bardoli Satyagrahis. These dev^opments taught a lesson to the 

workers and still strengthened their determination to resist any wage cut and 

retrenchment.

ARMED OFFENSIVE. Now the MOA planned a big offensive in August 1928 

against the workers with the help of police, military and the press. The 

European Chamber of Commerce, the Share Brokers' Association and the Indian 

Merchants Chamber, all together called for a vigorous actipn to end the strike. 

Mr. H. Sawyer, Dy .Chairman of the Mill Owners’ Association (MOA) and a Member 

of the European Chamber, and Mr. Tairsee at that time presiding over the 

annual meeting of the Indian Chamber, asked the Government to take strong 

action and denounced the Commuriists. The nationalist press in Bombay also joined 

hands. Accordingly the MOA published a plan to reopen the mills by groups 

in seven instalments with the help of the police and the first experiment was 

fixed on I»m 6th August 1928.
given in

The workers were asked to resume work on the wages as/the mill owners’ 
■* t.

scheme. In reply the joint strike committee drew a scheme of intense picketing 

which was not left now to the volunteers alone. Each member of the strike 

committee was given personal charge of picketing on a number of mills from the 

group to be opened. The police were ordered to be ready at the mill gates 

at 4 %lock in the morning and so the picketing time was also changed to 4 in 

the morning. There were to be 50 mounted police, 50 arned police and 50 

ordinary police at the disposal of the owners. Under these guard the gates of 

eleven mills opened on khoa 6th August 1928 and sirens wistled. To the surprise 

of the owners and the Government not a single worker turned to the mills. 

The cavalry paraded up and down the lanes and by-lanes and saw the workers 

quietly smiling at them. Not only this, even those black-legs who had kept on 

going to the mills so far did not turn up on this day. So after a trial of 

eight days they police commissioner expressed his unwillingness to supply the 
there

police force as tkeyxxxw appeared to him to be no necessity for it. So ended 

the big armed offensive. This attempt stiffened the strike, rather than 

breaking.

HIDAYATULLA CONFER? NOE AND ITS FAILURE.
On 8th August 1928 a resolution was moved in the Bombay Legislative 

Council asking the Government to appoint a Conciliation Board km for this 

strike. Accordingly the Govt agreed to call a joint conference of the mill 

owners and the joint strike committee, with honourable general member Sir 

Ghulam Hussain Hidayatulla as President, to ascertain if the parties mx±£ would 
accept to submit their dispute to the Conciliation Board.
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Thus a conference was called and a committee was agreed to consider and report 

on the standard scheme and the workers’ demands. But the mill owners asked as 

to when the strike should be called off. The joint strike committee rejected 

the proposal to call off the strike until the report of the committee was out 

or in the alternative they agreed to the pre-cut wages of the workers and the 

conditions of the 1925. The mill owners only agreed to pay to the weavers the 

standard scheme wages which was the subject matter of dispute. And which meant 

20 to 30 percent cut in the weavers’ wages besides the retrenchment in the 

spinning and increased hours of work in other departments. To this the mill 

owners would not agree and they then withdrew their consent to an enquiry or a 

conciliation committee.

Thus one more attempt of the mill owners to 

get the strike called off, to put the workers on a standard scheme of 20 percent 

cut, was foiled by the workers.

MILL OWNERS’ ADMISSION OF THE WAGE CUT.

Since the publication of the scheme and during the negotiations the 

mill owners refused to admit that their standard scheme did not only standardised 

wages for the same calss of work as between mill and mill but it also retrenched 

workers, saved a lot in the spinning wages and effected an absolute cut in the

workers’ wages. But the mill owners could not hold long to their folsehood in

the face of the facts and figures as given by the workers and moreover because

they themselves were ignorant of the actual effect of the scheme. As a result

the Deputy Chairman, out of exasperation, did admit that the scheme did cut 

percent wages. Thus the game of hiding the cut began to collapse. Another 

mill owner, Usman Subhani, declared that they did not know what the cut was, but 

he thought it would be between 5 to 8 percent. At this, Dange once again exposed 

the lies ant of the mill owners and the press and stuck to his estimatiux of 20 

percent. So when the negotiations resumed again many mill owners individually 

accepted their ignorance of the scheme. Even the Tarrif Board report had said 

that ”of the 175 Directors of the mills in Bombay, there are only 11 who have 

received practical training”.

In the further negotiations the mill owners modified their orders to 

accept the scheme as it was. Mr. S.D.Saklatwalla, Chairman of the MOA, told the 

Fawcett Committee ”0ur original standard scheme was based on a cut of 11 percent”, 

and added "I hope to convince you that a cut not of 7i percent, but at least of I
30 percent would be fully justifiable in the weaving section”. 'The inill owners 

still held that they had increased the wages in spinning and had gained nothing
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but on this point it took more than a year to force out the truth from them, 

when their Chairman giving evidence before the Royal Commission on Labour on 

30th November 1929 admitted that “under the scheme there would be a reduction 

of more than MEX 2000 doffer boys and the industry would profit to the extent of 

2 percent”. The Question of reduction in other departments was cleverly ommitted 

Dange still put the figure at 10000, meaning a saving of 6 percent in the wages 

bill by retrenchment alone. Thus the refusal of the mill owners to tell the 

workers that their wages were cut, was deliberate dishonesty which they could 

not hold long. Henceforth it was admitted a scheme of wage cut and retrenchment 

and no more a mere scheme of standardised wages.

The Government of India was now not only intending to smash and 

cripple the leadership of the strike but it was also creating atmosphere 

favourable for a strong offensive against the working class leadership on an 

all-India basis. It was the same time when the Gazette of India published 

the public sagety bill on 25th August 1928. But the workers were still 

determined and ready to compromise if only the wage cut was withdrawn. 

MAYOR’S FUND.

Dr. G.V.Deshmukh, Mayor of Bombay started unofficially a ’Mayor’s 

Relief Fund’ for the children of the poor on 12th July 1928. The subscribers 

were the mill owners and share brokers. The collection amounted to Rs.48995-12-0 

There were 134 subscribers. It may be noted that Rs.20000/- were donated by 

3 persons only, namely Sassoon gave Rs.10000/-, Fazalbhoy and Raja Pratap Girji 

gave Rs.5000 each and Mr. Birla gave 1500 rupees. The Governor of Bombay, the 

Mayor and the native share and Stock Brokers Association and other brokers of 

the exchange together gave Rs.10000/-. Thus out of 34, 30 persons paid 40000 

rupees. In fact the mill owners wanted to gain the good will of the strikers 

through their children. So when the industrialists wanted the relief to be 

restricted to the strikers’ children only, the speculators wanted it to the 

strikers only. And ultimately it was decided to name ’’Mayor’s Relief Fund for 

Children”. To expose this Dange wrote an article in KRANTI of the 15th July 

1928 captioned “deceptive vampires of the bourgeoisie", exposing how the 

bourgeoisie out 50 lakh rupees from the wages of the workers and offered 20000 

to their children. And asked the workers to accept it. However very few 

families took advantage of the food which was due to the fact that the 

Chinchpokli Plague Innoculation Centre and the Parel Small Pox Vaccination 

Centre were chosen as the two centres for the distribution of the relief. The 

fund was closed after the calling off of the strike•
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MORE PROPOSALS FOR COKPRCklSE.

After the total failure of the talks many individual merchants and 

mill owners began their own efforts to settle the strike. First was Seth 

Mangaldas, a co-arbitrator of Gand’iji in Ahmedabad disputes. He sent for 

Dange and asked him on which conditions he would be prepared to call off the 

strike and offered his own proposals of making a common cause with him to 

scrap the millowners* standard scheme and on Dange*s asking decided to ascer- 

tain how many mills would be willing to join hands. Next'day when he called 

Dange again he told him that 20 mills were willing without disclosing their 

names and asked him to negotiate direct on the existing wages. This confirmed 

KJOiXKX Dange’s suspicion that only those mills would be reacty to accept Sethjis 

proposal as would be required to ray some what higher rates, if the standard 

scheme was applied to them than they were paying at that time, and that some 

of these mills must be of the worst lot and not belonging to the big Syndicate. 

Dange therefore refused to agree to it and the talks ended.

Then came a proposal through Madhavji Dharamsi mill that cefrtain 

mills were ready to accept demands of 1925 wages if the joint strike committee 

called off the strike in their mills and may continue it in another mills. 

But it was told to them that the joint strike committee would consider such 

proposal from individual mills and that it should either come through the 

MOA or such group should leave the MOA. But the mill owners did not agree. 

The dissensions among the mill owners’ grew and except the Sassoon, now they 

were prepared to restore the conditions of March 1927* When they were actually 

threatened with disruption, many negotiations and sittings were held. In these 

talks many important changes were effected in the spinning sections in the 

matter of rates and numbe> of men. But the mill owners refused on the weaving 

side. They wanted a cut of 7^ percent wages. They however came down to five 

percent when the joint strike committee expressed willingness to accept 2g 

percent, which too the joint strike committee ultimately refused.

It was the 5th month of the strike and the workers had stood 

united. They have remained unemployed for 5 months when their daily wages 

were not more than Rs.1-4-0. It was still difficult for the Sassoon group 

workers for they were already on strike for 2 months before the general strike 

began. The pressure of hunger began to be vi sible from a small section of 

workers who were recruited by the mills for the purpose of cleaning etc. 

Though Ig lakh workers were out, the indication of the general pressure slowly 

accummulating could be read. So compromise was essential and it was suggested
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MORE PROPOSALS FOR COMPROMISE.

After the total failure of the talks many individual merchants and 

mill owners began their own efforts to settle the strike. First was Seth 

Mangaldas, a co-arbitrator of Gandhiji in Ahmedabad disputes. He sent for 

Dange and asked him on which conditions he would be prepared to call off the 

strike and offered his own proposals of making a common cause with him to 

scrap the millowners* standard scheme and on Dange*s asking decided to ascer- 

tain how many mills would be willing to join hands. Next'day when he called 

Dange again he told him that 20 mills were willing without disclosing their 

names and asked him to negotiate direct on the existing wages. This confirmed 

KXKgKJ? Dange’s suspicion that only those mills would be ready to accept Sethjis 

proposal as would be required to ray some what higher rates, if the standard 

scheme was applied to them than they were paying at that time, and that some 

of these mills must be of the worst lot and not belonging to the big Syndicate. 

Dange therefore refused to agree to it and the talks ended.

Then came a proposal through Madhavji Dharamsi mill that certain 

mills were ready to accept demands of 1925 wages if the joint strike committee 

called off the strike in their mills and may continue it in another mills. 

But it was told to them that the joint strike committee would consider such 

proposal from individual mills and that it should either come through the 

MOA or such group should leave the MOA. But the mill owners did not agree. 

The dissensions among the mill owners’ grew and except the Sassoon, now they 

were prepared to restore the conditions of March 1927* When they were actually 

threatened with disruption, many negotiations and sittings were held. In these 

talks many important changes were effected in the spinning sections in the 

matter of rates and nuirbe> of men. But the mill owners refused on the weaving 

side. They wanted a cut of 7g percent wages. They however came down to five 

percent when the joint strike committee expressed willingness to accept 2g 

percent, which too the joint strike committee ultimately refused.

It was the 5th month of the strike and the workers had stood 

united, They have remained unemployed for 5 months when their daily wages 

were not more than Rs.1-4-0. It was still difficult for the Sassoon group 

workers for they were already on strike for 2 months before the general strike 

began. The pressure of hunger began to be vi sible from a small section of 

workers who were recruited by the mills for the purpose of cleaning etc. 

Though 1^ lakh workers were out, the indication of fche general pressure slowly 

accummulating could be read. So compromise was essential and it was suggested



that - (1) the rational system would not be extended to the mills where it 

was not working prior to the general strike,

(2) that March 1927 conditions, i,e. wage cuts and retrenchment should 

be restored.

This agreembnt was to be enforced till the enquiry committee had 

reported on the subject matter of the dispute. On the whole it was a victory 

for the workers for it restored the wage cut and retrenchment.

So at the instance of the mill owners, Sir Ghulam Hussain Hidayatull- 

ahjocalled another conference for the settlement of the strike. With the 

agreement of both the parties on 4th October 1928, where an agreement was 

arrived at and the strike was called off from 6th October 1928, The struggle 

had lasted for 22-1/3 million working days . '^he gains were that the mill 

owners agreed to restore the wage cuts and retrenchment, i.e. to give 

wages and rates and conditi ons of work of March 1927 and agreed not to extend 

their rational system which was not being agreed to by the mill owners even 

-in the August conference.
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TEXTILE STRUGGLES. .
y •
f . A ’umerable concerted actions/on the basis of collaboration 

/ between Me XITKM AITUC and HM3 in the South in Madras for implementa
tion of recommendations of the Tripartite Committee for increased wages 
and D.A. on XX 21st December 1954* Nearly 90,000 textile workers were 
involved in the action in one day strike. The Government refused to 
implement the recommendations.

Another concerted action on February 1955 in Madras on the 
basis of an understanding between AITUC and the HMS. At a joint Confe
rence demand for increased emoluments such as Rs. 1-4-0 basic wage and 
4 annas as D.A. was made. Joint
rallies were held throughout Madras State. The Govt slowly recognised 
the pressure of jibint action which they never expected.

INTUC purposely and deliverately kept aloof. The Government 
and Millowners Association egging on INTUC to have direct negotiations 
with the managements on the kax back of AITUC and HMS. Workers under
stand the role of INTUG.

Struggle in Amritsar: In Amritsar 1200 factories employing 
more than 20000 workers went on strike consequent on the lock out in 
Niemala Textile Mills and New India Embroidery Mills. (All due to the 
united demand for higher wages, XKO&Q6MA their present wages being 
only between Rs.35 to 50 including D.A. which is very low comparin'* to 
trie level of All India minimum for textile workers). Hundreds of persons 
were arrested and 144 promulgated to terrorise workers. The non-violent 
aspect of it caught the imagination of the public in Amritsar and 
at the instances of Public Committee the management lifted lockout, 
reinstated most of the workers; negotiation^fe.r^afoot on main questions 
as wages etc. This is an instance of united struggle without any 
difference.

Rationalisation: The historic struggle which is going
on in Kanpur involving about 50000 workersThe fight against 
rationalisation commenced early in the South and it took in the form 
of increased workload by introduction of automatic looms apd^then 

compelling minding of additional spindles etc. (Particular^in book-let 
enclosed). One important feature of fight against rationalisation 
in South is unit-wise struggle was launched in various places like 
Madura, Coimbatore, Karoor, Trichy etc. to resist increased workload. 
On account of alertness and prompt actions4there was a tremendous 
victory resulting in the restoration of the status quo in workload. 
One happy feature is the combination of ATTUC and HMS in Coimbatore. 

(WTith regard to Bombay rationalisation refer to SAD’s article in
New Age •) ***

Bonus: mWJpKXXXXNXXgXX AITUC Nagpur General Council
layed down the following formula for kxxxs: ascertainment of bonus. 
The bonus is in case where there is no profit in a concern, l/12th 
of the annual wages of the workers should be paid as bonus, whereas 
there is profit, out of gross profit made 2% is to be set apart for 
managing agency, 3% for depreciation on bldg and machinery and 4% as 
divident (all on paid up capital) and 50^ of the rest as bonus for 
workers. This formula for bonus was widely accepted by particularly 
textile workers throughout India b$r demonstrations, rallies etc.

The INTUC in their Sholarur Confev'en6e heUi recently on the 
XKMXKIXXII question of bonus held "the L.A.T. has not properly under
stood the meaning of rehabilitation and has assumed that a very larger 
amount will be required for such rehabilitation. But the industry has 
already got at its disposal by way of reserves and depreciation funds 
much more than its requirements of rehabilitation. Due to wrong assum
ptions workers are not getting their proper shares in the profits of 
the industry, inspite of the fact that the workers are not getting 
minimum washes at the present level of prices. The Conference therefore 
urged upon the Govt to prepare a standard formula in consultation with 
the interests concerned and give its legal sanction”.

*** INTUC on Rationalisation: {Sholapur Conference J In the private 
sector rationalisation can and may be permitted only to the extent it 
can be secured without creating any actual or potential unemployment, 
after creating suitable working conditions, so that workload XMI&XOK 
would not be detrimental to health and the worker is given most of the
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gains of rationalisation. The meeting further requested the Govt 
not to allow labour saving machinery of speed and other automatic 
machinery to be installed at least for the next five years to keep 
unemploymen't at the present level. A clear definition of workload 
and working conditions involved in the rati nalised
process including the rationalisation of duties and^requency of jobs, 
will have to be determined before rationalisation becomes accepted.

Bonus Awards: A startling decision contrary to 
natural trade uniqn^aw x and practice was held by L.A.T. in the 
bonus decisiorybetween the management of International General Elect
ric Co. of India and its workers, peHucing 4 months bonus award given 
by I.T. .to 2 months on the ground that the terms anc! conditions of 
service in the concern was much better than s’milar industry and 
negatived the contention of workers for share in the surplus profit 
as a concern.

Muir Mill Case: The Supreme Court held that a claim for 
bonus could be made only if the industry concerned had made profit 
in the year concerned. If in any particular year the working of any 
industry had resulted in a loss there was neither basis nor justification 
for demand of bonus. The Sec nd ruling the Supreme Court gave was 
that bonus cannot be treated as deferred wage as it cannot have 
precedence over dividend. The Third KSlOitO finding was that no consi
deration of social justice should be imported on the question of 
decision on bonus etc.



Ci'KKS CT HE I Xins mJCIUW assocwiol,
4, ooEEn's RQABf JuanaAE.

PRESS SWWiE 'T. । Thursday the Sth Uayt 1955.

The T xtile Iknufactiwrors1 Association has scon tie statement issued 

to the Press by the Textile Easdoor Ekta Counittee, which states that t e 

negotiations between the ropresentatiws of this Association and the Ekta 

Gem lit too broke den®'because the TJ2.A. wanted to end the services of all 

strikers, This is an absolutely baseless and false statement. The Association 

in its statement released to the Press on 3.5,55 have already declared tlfit 

ths 1 tills gates ar© open and the workers axe wlocme to resume duty. It is 

rather tragic that the Ekta Ccsxiittee is trying to leep the workers away from 

xzork by misleading propaganda and other questionable methods. This Association 

wants to declare emphatically that they propose to take no action against the 

strikers, who resume duty by 12.5.55, There would be no victimisation and no 

action will bo token even against those workers who have indulged in violence 

or incitement exec >t with the approval of the Punjab Industrial Tribunal, This 

Association appeals once again to the workers to resume wood: immediately and to 

restore normal working for the good of ths • aonomic life of this historic city 

and the industry which they love. But the Association would like to point out 

to the strikers that tho worlds^ of the mills oannot be Inpt suspended for an 

indefinite period and if the workers do not resume duty by 12*5,55 the manage

ment will be compelled to consider the recruitment of fresh labour so as to 

provide essential goods for the caxumity and also to maintain ths econcmic 

and also to maintain the econnic lifb of this groat city.

This Association wants to make it clear tint the above invitation to 

the workers to rejoin duty is without prejudice to ths settlement of their de

mands now pending before the Industrial Tribunal either by direct negotiations 

or by arbitration a? by adjudication in a «aoeful ataiosphore, The Association 

realises that the industry can run only by mutual cooperation of the workers 

and the management and they wish to continue treating their workers generously 

and keep then contented.

Sd/- Divan G. llchra 
llony. General Secretary,
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TEK^ OF AGWmilT BETIEEB TIE HGH^ISATIVEE
of

.xg^ A.a 2^g.x:

Present:*

On behalf of workers:- v
/

1. Ccnradp Satish Locnba, 

p *-•

On behalf of employers :-

1. Mr* Dixen C. Mehra.

2, Mr. Jug al Kishore Mehra.

3* Mr. Suhdcv Ub roy.

also present wore:

1. Bibi Slmnno Devi, MIA.
2. Jathedar Sohan Singh Hal Usman, 11A. ■* t.
3. Gai. T-rkishan Singh Surjit, IHA.

1. That the general strike in the Textile industry of Arritsar wi 1 bo 

called off and .-he verkerr will resume their -uty on 27th April, 195.'. Those 

who liavo gone to their villages er cannot otherwise resume their duty will be 

allowed to reaux? work by 2n of Iny 195'5.

2. Those workers who liavo been arrested will be allowed to resume duty

ci tr release on bail any or release or acquittal.

3. Al the above workers will bo allowed to resume work with continuity

of serv.ee an. without ary change in conditions of service,

• . The period, far which the worker® has been away fren the wozk will be 

treated as leave without pay and wherever leave under Secretary1 s Act is 

dw this period shall be adjusted towards that.

5. All charge-sheets issued 'bo the above woifers will bo withdrawn without 

actio:. '?!.<■ lai in against the workers. Similarly all a plications and 

oc^qlaints u/s 33 and S3A relating to the period of Dispute from 10th April 

upto the fl.to of this settlGmont will be TZithdraun by the parties.

G. The worlmrs irill work willingly and diligently and the employers will 

create f a suitable and proper atmosphere for such work so that as fhr as 

loss in ;; reduction anti va es can Io recovered.

7. The workers will resuu duty in normal and orderly canner without 

resorting to any demonstration.

...(contd)

serv.ee


yp e two.

. ! I - .1 ■ k .' to ' -. Is & Shula tortile Finishing

lUlls tie following settlerent was arrived at:-

a) All the workers who work on tto rolls the n. Ils on 1st Pove. bor, 

1954 will be ra*instated on thdr old jobs and on their respective 

osts a d machines on vhic 1 thzp -re wor-ring on 1st iiov, 1954.

b) That the above re-instatod vorlxjrs will resttue work froi the first 

shift of 27 th April and those who liave gone to'their villages or 

are othen&se for any reason whatsoever not able to re sudo duty 

on this date will do so by 2nd lay, 1955.

c) These workers who have been arre; tod since the 1st of Hovcnber,1 4 

in relation with any case pending against then arising out of or 

incidental too the dispute directly or indirectly, shall be re

instated with inoediate effect, thereafter be considered on leave 

without pay and be allowed to resume duty on their release on 
~ 1 

bail and /cr release or acquittal. •* t.

d) Those workers .who have been engaged for a specified period shall 

be re-ins to tod and the period of dispute shall net be cenmtod 

towards their service.

e) In cosos Where the Manager-ent my desire to dispense with tie 

services of any worker who vnvo boon newly employed during this 

dispute the workers will not defend their cases before the 

Industrial Tribunal nor will they raise an ■ a 1 nation because 

of their retrench:.© nt.

f) The nanogomnt will withdraw all th charge shoots and/or all 

orders passed fbw 1st Ikvenber, 1954 upto the date of this 

agreemnt ordering disniss 1, retrenchment, temination of 

service and any other punishments that any have bean avoided 

to the Workers during ^2© period of t s dis .uto i.c.

1st Hbveuber upto the data of this agreement. The parties 

unAciwtabo to withdraw all applioatio_is and c cnida into under 

section 38 and 33-A indvdiz^ the list of retrenched workers 

under Beferonce 4 of 1955 pc dii^ before the Secord. Industrial 

Tribunal.

g) With a view to a'liovt/to the econmic hardship of f.e 

workers the laanagcrentlxis agreed to disburse a Ml .

25,OCX)/* anong tte workers who will be reinstatod at
... resr.lt

resr.lt


result of t'ds settlement in pro rtion :< V sir on lueniw. - ‘La cmuunt 

W13JL bo paid as soon ad possible and in ajy case before 31st May 1955.

h) The workers will withdraw tlie tazo demands relating to re-instateneii 

of workers and relief in reference number 2 & 5 of 1955 pending 

boforo the Second Indus tidal Tri^inal.
/

i) With regards to the rest of those demands it was agreed that a 
be

sufficiently long adjournment will/applicd for by both the par

ties and the parties will in the meantime negotiate a settlement 

falling which the matters will revert to the Tribunal for adjudi- 

• cation.

^j)lt ocided that ; , x G. Mehra and Mr» Satish Loomba

will ba personally present at the gate of the Dew India Urnbroi ery 

Mills and the Hiemla Textile Mills to co duct peaceful resumption 

of work by the parties „n fulfilment of this agree: ont.

k) The Workers irill work willingly and diligently and the onpLoyers 

will create a suitable and proper atmosphere for such weak so 

that as far as practicable loss in production and wages can bo 

recovered.

C. The parties agree to create a peaceful atmosphere for good industrial 

relations and far this purpose it ws agreed that future disputes and 

points of difference will be discussed between Mr. Divan G. Mehra and 

lx. Saticl Locmba. In case no mutud settlement is possible tse will be 

made of the good offices of Dibi Shanno Dovi, IHA and S. Ihrkishan Singh 

Surjit, IHA for mediation. tor matters relating to indivi val mills Mr. 

Divan C. Mehra anl Mr. Satish Loodba will ncninat© one representative 

each to discuss the same.

. bl, a with 35bi Shanno Devi MIA, Jabhedar Sohan Singh Jalal

Unman IDA, ai.d S. .fcrlzishan Singh Surjit 1UA, will request the Govcnxient 

for withdravul of all cases and of all ponding warrants of arrest relating 

to or arising cut of the disputes settled under this agreer^nt so asto 

help in ; . x* t m of good will and bettor relations.



The General Secretary,

Textile Manufaturerg Association, 
Anri tsar.

Dear Sir,

Textile Mazdoor Tkta Cbmmittee has been your 

press note dated 5th May 1955,in which you have publically 

assured the wrkerg that T.M.A.* ” pn^oses to z take no action 

against the strikers Mio readme duly by 12-5-55. You have 

also stated in the statement that there would be no victimis

ation and no action will be taken even against those workers 

who have indulged in alleged voilence or incitement except 

with the approval of th e Punjab industrial Tribunal.

In order to flilly understand the implication of 

this statement we would reqpest you to clarify the following:- 

(i) *hat will be the position of those workers who 
cannot join the duty on 12-5-55,for certain*un- 
avoidable reasons? please specially clarify the 
position of those workes who have been arrested, 

will be
(2) Does it mean that all the wo rk er g/al lowed to 

resume duty with the continuity 6f service without 
sny change in conditions of service?

(3) H ow will you treat the period (for which the workers 
have been awsy from the work since 11th April.

(4) As you know hundreds of workers have been aharge- 
sheeted since 10th April aid many workers kxxs 
applications *«id canplaints have been filed under 33 
section 33 of I.D.Act. what will be the position 
of those wharge-sheets and ccmpl aints? How do 
you poropo se to wl thdraw or cencell these?

(5) You have statedin your statement that "no action 
will be taken even against those workers who have 
indilge in alleged voilence or indtenent e xcept 
with the approval of Punjab Industrial Tribunal. 
This looks to be contradictory with the main x 
contact of your press  it not be desirable 
that this right is also not exaercised for mutual 
cooperation of the workers aid the management.

note.Mil

Expecting an early reply.

Yours Sincerely,

note.Mil


Peculiar situation has developed in the Bharat Spinning 

and Weaving Mills at Hubli for the last three months. The Manage

ment under the excuse of incurring heavy loss has almost closed 

down the mill. Last December the Management has put up a notice to 

the effect that the night shift will be closed. Then the workers 

agitated against the closing down of the night shift. Represen

tations were made to the Government. The District Collector also 

intervened with the result the management was formed to continue 

the night shift. After a few days trouble started again. The 

management used to sound the whistle at 7 a.m., allow the workers 

inside the mill, make them sit there for half an hour, mark P.O. 

in the service card (P.O. means Play Off) and then ask to go out 

of the mill. This is going on since January 1955* The same *is the 

condition for the night shift also. For the last three months the 

office clerks were not paid their pay. The workers did not get 

their pay of February. As the workers are not given work the mill 

is completely closed.

Upto 194# the workers were paid Ite. 2/d.A. per month. It 

was raised to Rs. 0-14-0 in 194^. In 1951 the Industrial Court 

santioned Rs. 1-9-0 per day as D.A. But the Rastriya Girni Kamgar 

Union and the management came to an understanding and it was agreed 

that instead of Rs. 1-9-0 pax the workers should be paid Rs. 1-2-6 

D.A. Thus since 1951 the workers are getting only Rs.1-2-6 as D.A. 

They were to get three years ’ arrears at the rate of Rs. 1-9-0. Due 

to the betrayal of INTUC leaders the workers are put to a loss 

of nearly Rs.400/- each on an average.

Average pay of the worker per day is between eight annas

to twelve annas. Average earning of a worker per month is about
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Rs. 40/-. For the last two months they are almost starving. 

When there was agitation against the closure of night shift, 

the Central Government sent Mr.Jilani, the Textile Commissioner 

from Delhis Mr. Jilani came to Hubli, inquired into the working 

of the mill and it seems he submitted a report to'the Central 

Government in which he has recommended some relief should be given 

to the mill as it is working at a loss, ^he same was forwarded 

to Bombay Government. The Labour Minister, Shantilal Shah of 

Bombay appointed one Mr. Khanji as arbitrator and the Management 

says that this arbitrator has recommended last month that the 

workers should forgo 25% of their earnings for the benefit of the 

management. This thing was communicated to the INTUC leaders. 

Mr.Joshi, the leader of the INTUC Union, it was reported, readily 

agreed to this proposal and he tried to exhort the workers to agree 

for this cut. But the workers did not agree to this. He was openly 

insulted by the workers. Now he is trying to come to some agreement 

through Mukadamsand Supervisors. Now the management has suggested 

that they will open the mill if the workers agree for a cut of 4s 

annas in the D.A. The workers have frankly refused this offer also.

Formerly one independent fellow N.B.Hiremath had the union 

under his control. In order to disrupt the union, the management 

gave scope to the Congress leaders to organise the rival union. 

With the help of the supervisors and mukadams the Congress is 

forcibly collecting union subscriptions and their union has been 

recognised as there presentative union. The workers last Saturday, 

i.e. 19th have demanded the key of the Union from Mr. Joshi so that 

they can elect their own leaders. Mr.Joshi is refusing to hand 

over the key of the office to the workers. The local Communist

Party has taken up the issue in their hands. They are holding



4
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meetings and trying to give a correct lead to the workers. For the 1 x e
last four days police party has been stationed in front of the g^te . 

Out of three textile mills in Bombay Karnatak, N.C.Mills of 

Gadag has been closed down some four years back. About two thousand 

workers are starving for the last four years. Repeated represen

tations to the government had nojf result. Now the second mill at 

Hubli is almost closed. Even though the Government is in know of 

this fact, it has not done any thing to force the management to 

run the mill regularly. Both the people and the workers are very 

much agitated over this issue.

HUBLI N.K.Upadhyaya

21-3-1955.



In the uourt of Shri R.A. Payil, B.Ag., Taluka Magistrate, ^ubli. 
Hubli, 22/3/55.

Order under section 144 ^r, P.0.

Whereas the Management ef the Bharat Spinning and Weaving Mills Hubli 
has closed the Mill from 16th instant and consequently about 3000. 
employ ment since then.

Whereas there are two unions of workers, 
namely Ras tri ya Grirni Majadur Sangh and Girni Kamagar ^angh which are 
holding meeting of workers and are making speeches inciting them to 
counter-act the action of the mill management and wh ile doing so, 
each party is try ing to show its predominance over, the other.

Whereas the information is laid before me that, to achieve their 
end, each party is trying to resort to such acts and propagandas 
as are likely to inflame the feelings of the workers ard cause distun- 
bance of the public tranquility. And whereas, in my opinion, there 
is sufficient ground for proceeding under Sec. 144 Cr. P. 0., 
and speedy remedy is desirable to prevent the disturbance of the publ 
ic peace. I,Shri R.A.Patil, B.Ag., Taluka Magistrate Hnbli, hereby 
issue the following directions applicable to the area, lying within t 
the limits of the Municipal Sorough Hubli/and within a radius of 
five miles therefrom.

1 . No public meeting should be held to discuss about the closure of 
the Bharat Spinning and Weaving ^ills Hubli, and other subjects 
connected therto.
2 .No pocession should be taken out with regard to the above.ikHxidx kx 3. No slogans regarding the closure of the Bharat Mill Hubli 
should be shouted.
4. No propaganda of any sort with regard to the above should be 

carried on.
5. No one should go about in procession and carry with him lathis, 
sticks, scythes, axes or other offensive weapons.
6. No posters, bills or cartoons in respect of the above matter 

should be exhibited.
7. There should be no interference or coersion to the  mill 
worker.

bonafi.de

8. There should ge no assemblage of five or more persons within a 
radius of four furlongs from the Bharat Mill.

9. There should be no picketing of any kind.
10. No nne should commit such acts as are likely to cguse a breach 
of public peace.
11,. The above order shall not apply to religious, marriage and 
funeral processions.

This order will remain in force for a period of 
ten days from today.

Given under my hand and seal of this court this 
22nd day of March, 1955.

■^aluka Magistrate Hubli.

bonafi.de


Peculiar situation has developed in the Bharat Spinning 

and leaving Mills at Hubli for the lest three months. The Manage

ment under the excuse of incurring heavy loss has almost closed 

down the mill. Last December the Management has put up a notice to 

the effect that the night shift will be closed. Then the workers 

agitated against the closing down of the night shift. Represen

tations were made to the Government. The District Collector also F 
intervened with the result the management was forced to continue 

the night shift. After a few days trouble started again. The 

management used to sound the whistle at 7 a.m., allow the workers 

inside the mill, make them sit there for half an hour, mark P.O. 

in the service card (P.O. means Play Off) and then ask to go out 

of the mill. This is going on since January 1955- The same^is the 

condition for the night shift also. For the last three months the 

office clerks were not paid their pay. The workers did not get 

their pay of February. As the workers are not given work the mill 

is completely closed.

Upto 1948 the workers were paid Fb. 2/d.A. per month. It 

was raised to Rs. 0-14-0 in 194^. In 1951 the Industrial Court 

santioned Rs.1-9-0 per day as D.A. But the Rastriya Girni Kamgar 

Union and the management came to an understanding and it was agreed 

that instead of Rs. 1-9-0 wx the workers should be paid Rs. 1-2-6 

D.A. Thus since 1951 the workers are getting only Rs.1-2-6 as D.A. 

They were to get three years1 arrears at the rate of Rs. 1-9-0. Due 

to the betrayal of IFTUC leaders the workers are put to a loss 

of nearly Rs.400/- each on an average.

Average pay of the worker per day is between eight annas 

to twelve annas. Average earning of a worker per month is about



Rs. 40/-. For the 1ast two months they are almost starving. 

When there was agitation against the closure of night shift, 

the Central Government sent Mr.Jilani, the Textile Commissioner 

from Delhi, Mr* Jilani came to Hubli, inquired into the working 

of the mill and it seems he submitted a report to the Central 
/

Government in which he has recommended some relief should be given 

to the mill as it is working at a loss, ^he same was forwarded 

to Bombay Government. The Labour Minister, Shantilai Shah of 

Bombay appointed one Mr. Khanji as arbitrator and the Management 

says that this arbitrator has recommended last month that the 

workers should forgo 25% of their earnings for the benefit of the 

management. This thing, was communicated to the INTUC leaders. 

Mr.Joshi, the leader of the INTUC Union, it was reported, readily 

agreed to this proposal and he tried to exhort the workers to agree 

for this cut. But the workers did not agree to this. He was openly 

insulted by the workers. Now he is trying to come to some agreement 

through Mukadamsand Supervisors. Now the management has suggested 

that they will open the mill if the workers agree for a cut of 

annas in the D.A. The v:orkers have frankly refused this offer also. 

Formerly one independent fellow N.B.Hiremath had the union 

under his control. In order to disrupt the union, the management 

gave scope to the Congress leaders to organise the rival union. 

With the help of the supervisors and mukadams the Congress is 

forcibly collecting union subscriptions and their union has been 

recognised as there presentative union. The workers last Saturday, 

i.e. 19th have demanded the key of the Union from Mr. Joshi so that 

they can elect their own leaders. Mr. Joshi is refusing to hand 

over the key of the office to the workers. The local Communist 

Party has taken up the issue in their hands. They are holding
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meetings and trying to give a correct lead to the workers. For the 

last four days police party has been stationed in front of the £ate .

Out of three textile mills in Bombay Kernatak, N.C.Mills of 

Gadag has been closed down some four years back. About two thousand 

workers are starving for the last four years. Repeated represen

tations to the government had no/ result. Now the second mill at 

Hubli is almost closed. Even though the Government is in know of 

this fact, it has not done any thing to force the management to 

run the mill regularly. Both the people and the workers are very 

much agitated over this issue#

HUBLI N#K.Upadhyaya

21-3-1955.



GARDEN REACH TEXTILE WORKERS' UNION>______
affiliated to : all India trade 

UNION CONGRESS

( REGD. NO. 463)

Q77, AKRA ROAD : CALCUTTA. 24
PHONE : AL I PORE 4092

Date...............................195 .

To
The General Secretary,
All India Trade Union Congress,
Pawha Mansion, 
Asafali Road, 
NEW TH I FI.

Marhet,hcmx a

Tear friend,

As per your circular we are 
sending herewith the reply of the 
questionnaire.

We are sorry to he late in 
sending this reply than the sche
duled date.

Hope that these informations 
and the reply of the questionnaire 
would be helpful to you.

ith fraternal greetings.



Name of the Mill Kesoram Cotton Mills Co. Ltd., 
42, Garden Reach Road, Calcutta 24.

Managing Agents M/S-Birla Bros. No. of spindles : 59,250. 

No. of Looms lo72, (ordinary); and 182 (automatic).

Monthly production About 8 million yds. of cloth. 

No. of workers 8,ooo in three shifts.

Balance sheet:-

Paid up capital : °s80 lakhs.

Net profit : Rs 92, 11,872

Net Block a/c : Rs 2, 08,50,000

Reserve & other £
Funds: Rs 2,48,01,142

Cash &Securities:Rs 85,36,420

C. Forward : Rs 85,759
Dividend :

’48 40%
’49 10%
*50 12$*
’51 17|*

Paid up per share RslO/- 

(Vide Capital 8thMay’52 )•

The paid up capital was Rs 40 lakhs in ’48, which was doubled 

in the year 1949 by issuing Bonus Shares to the share holders.

*
Introduction

K.C.Mills is a composite Textile Mill which 

aldo produces Hosiery goods. Its looms consume all the yam its 

Spinning Department produces excepting a small portion which is 

sold for Hand Loom weaving purposes, and a very meagre quantity 

as ropes, strings etc. for miscellenaeous purposes. This is the 

biggest Cotton Textile Mill of West Bengal.

The management pursue a policy of mostly 

feudal in their outlook regarding labour relation and admins trac

tion. Also near feudal methods are employed in their policy 

of labour recruitment. It is done through Company’s touts 

and jobbers from backward areas of Bihar, U.P.,C.I.,Orissa etc. 

Many workers especially the mat backwards are kept in Coy’s 

barracks (lines), surrounded on atl sides by high walls. Entries
Contd..•.
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are restricted by pass system/, v/orkees have no security of 

service. There is continuous dismissal and new recruitment 

which helps the management to cheat the workers. The manac>e- 

menttake many a vile measuees to discharge and to break the 

continuity of service. By these the workers are firstly de

prived of the employer’s contribution to the Provident Fund, 

ZH secondly their due annual Bonus and other facilities. The 

Company generally declares the annual Bonus Just before the 

Durga Pujas. The workers with more than one complete year of 
X

continuous service are entitled to get the Bonus, k® To avoid 

paying this even a number of workers are dismissed arbitarily 

before their completion of tne said service. After some days 

many of them are re-employed but they get no bonus.

A good number of thugs are directly employed by the 

management in its labour welfare Dept. Besides these the warders, 

Jobbers and masters are used to spy on T.U. activities, to beat 

up and assault worker militants and others who do dare to pro

test against any hign hand/dness of tne Officers and touts. 

They evict workers from the mills by force or extort resignations 

out of them, And also take thumb impressions against pay-bills 

at the point of physical assault on the workers concerned 

without paying them the due scheduled. The later one is used 

very often.

Answers, td the qu estionaires :-

No.l. Membership :-1712 in *53-’54. The Union is registered, 

ho. 2 Rival Unions:- The workers belonging to our Union/ are 

the only organised. The overwhelming majority of them do not 

belong to any Union and as such are totaly unorganised. There 

are no rival Unions in real sense. The management under their 

own initiative hang a sign board in the vicinity of the mills, 

as Kesoram Mazdoor Union. INTUC leaders Dr.Sures Banerjee and 

Phani Ghose formed one Union, Kesoram Cotton Mill Employees 

Union as early as kkx faxmalxan 1^3o-3^. But It became defunct 

gradually. Still/ now the registration though maintained, it has



1L lias no activity whatsoever* None of "these two have any actual
membership.

No. 3 No. None though we tried to contact the solitary

person who claims to be a man of 1NTUC for joint action in the 

form of representation to tne Govt, ho sort of Committees.

No. 4 No strike.

No. 5 7/ages - There are two system of wages; 1J daily-rated

and 2) piece-rated. Payment is on weekly basis.

■Pu.ily— i atec • — ^pinning ... annas/12/6to he
weekly

( A chart of x/wage-bill D. A.
Double-piecer---- l^-Ll-6 ..11-11-6

do 15-10-6 ..11-11-6
Single piecer---- 14- 0-6 .. b-11-6
Jharuwaila -- 43- o- 0 .. o-ll-6
Doffer —15-3- 0 .. o-H-6

Basic Pa/ 
5-0-Or 
6-15-0 
5— 5—0 
4-12-0 
6-7- 6 )

b) hlre-House, c) Dye-House? d) Printing.........
all workers get -12-6 per day.

Here it may be mentioned that 27 workers in each 
of these deptartments must finish 6u bales a day.

piece-fated :- Teavers £

The weavers are to operate four looms. The 
management some times employ two workers per four looms and at 
the end of week they calculate on the basis of one person per 
week. By these the management save D. AA of one worker. Generally 
temporary workers are the victimg. Each of thn such workers are 
recorded to have woekdd three days per week. As result of which 
they are deprived of many a facilitied*

( 2 wok er s operating 4 loins earn 26/-to 25/- per we k 
including D. A.

1 worker ................... 4 looms .. 24/~to 26/- ....................  )

Hign-speed winding Generally earns 
-15-6p to Me 1-o-U per day excluding D.A.

Reeling :- Earns -3 ^5/- per we-^k provided 
the production is 100 lbs a day.

Contd



Each worker operated 2 machines
®XKB&RgX: jcafXKKX. • • &XKRX kh^Xt

•.. about Rs2/-ner da^ .
( excluding D. a.)

Daily-rated (con td):-

Fancy—Jobber : Rsl/2/- to Rs 3/- Basic pay.
Checker : Rs 1/8/ fixed ............
Sizer : Rsl/©/- to Rs 3/-...............
Cooly ; as/18/6 to /lb/6 .......

Maintain an ce :

Carpenter : ^$1/5/- basic pay. •. per day.
Vice-man : °sl/5/-   ...
Welder : Rs 2/©/-   ...
Fitter : Rsl/5/- to Rs3/-   ...

Ail unskilled workers get -/12/6 .... ...

No.^. D^ame^s /I Iowancp : -

Temporary workers as per Standing Order get/ ^30/-P.M.

Workers whose wages are from He 1/2/6 and above get c?
RsbO/12/6/p.g.

Workers who get less taan 1/2/6 per da^ ^et 37-7-6 F.M.

No.»?B 0 N U S:-

Though the basis.should be Profit sharing as per
Award of Cotton Textile Tribunal,‘48, but since that year 
the management pay 13^% of the annual wage to those who have 
completed a continued service of one year, while calculating 
the attendance they notified that 220 days should be the 
qualifying basis but in reality workers even with an attendance

I
 of 260 days are deprived of this facility, as the workers possess 
no such books or documents Ip which ixkkfckKx their actual attend 
dance is recorded, it is proving very difficult to challenge 
the management in this point.

No.8. L __L V c :-

Facilities are granted as per standing order.
But if any worker absents himself for a day oi' two 

and applies for Casual Leave for the days he is forced to undergo 
involuntary unemployment, (ofcourse without any benefit) for 
the subsequent days.

9. P R 0 DU C T T 0 N BONUS NIGH 1 ALLO VZ a rq-r

Production Bonus is paid only in Weaving 6ection @L/7/-as. 
per Rupee which has be n included in the chart fif above as b in 
B asi c P ay •

Night shift allowance s are given to daily-rated workers 
1^% of the basic/ pay.

No.10. H 0 U S I N G * t c. :- -  ■ .  -   ■.   —- — -—— —   • •"  r“-1 —'

c o n t d.............



5.
SBOO^vorkers is a line one thousand rooms accomadiiting about

b) ^here is a canteen with meagre provisions and a Canteen Com
mittee in the names sake who have no power to do anything.

C) , d) , f) , 6. g)^------NONE.

h) School - There is aSecondary School (Hindi standard) .

N^. n , — -NONE.

No. 1?. P P 0 V 1 n Eh T FUND

Before the Tribunal Aw^j?d the Coy's sen erne was the workers 
were entitled to the Coy’s contribut-uon after five years and half 
the company's contribution after tnree years.

The new recruits after the publication of the award are entitled 
as per award.

But a vast majority of the workers are deprived from the fac^l 
lities of tire Coy’s contribution, as (See introduction).

N0.n-< Standing Ordp^s;- Copy attached.

N^. 14. works Committ^ :$•

A works committee was elected in early ’53. Members of the 
Committee are mostly Coy's men as the Union could not contest the 
election. The vast members of the workers »were not allowed to 
vote, as for example, in the weaving Dept, out of more than 3000 
voters only 300 were allowed to vote.fchxThe works committee generally 
do noj meet though regular meetings are noted by the management 
and the members are forced to sign. Still we tried to move the 
committee on very simple issues. But the management threatened the 
members and they became panicky.

Nn. 15.................. No. No.

No V. Adjudication °tc.
No adjudication was conducted. But an important case in the 

Court of Authority under payment of Wages Aet on behalf of 30 
workers was filed claiming the bac^ Bonus, i.e., the Bonus which 
was payaole under the Cotton Tactile Jribunal '4b. In that case 
we won, and Ps 20,000/- was decreed in favour* of those 30 workers. 
The Company, however, appealed against the above decree and it is 
still pending.

As earlier said the workers are very often? deprived even of 
their earned wages and the P.F. contributions, so scores of workers 
have to go to the P.W-A. court to realise their duess At least o 
such cases are pending and many more are to be settled in the Lab our 
Directorate.

The main problem which wetace in such cases are 1) delaj, 
and 2) absence of authority in trie P.W.Act to realise the Coy’s 

icontribution in P.F. and dues accrued in lay-off and retrenchment 
benefit.

No. I7* Non-imnl^mentat-i on or ?ffctnmps Act. «-

The management pay scanty respect &o any lav/ of this land 
which goes to have any say in their ruthless exploitation, fts 
such labour legislations are systematically and regularly violated.

Qontd.•••
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Even the provisions of the Factories Act ( Sec. 51 to 56 ) 
Are not observed. Occassionally some depts. &x* section 
down for night shift. In that period the other two shifts work/.

are shut
Workers of these shifts are then forced to work even for 10-1 hours 
a day. xhe workers of the night-shift do not get any benefit 
whatsoever for this arbitrary closure. A good number of workers 
do not get even any weekly rest. Their attendance in the weekly 
’off-day’ are recorded in seperate slipa. Even there are instances 
where workers have worked more than 350 days in a year. Night shift 
workers are to work/ 8 hours at a strethh without any rest. On Sunc^s 
all shifk workers are to work in the following timing

"A" shift :

”C”

7-30 
1-30
7-30

a.m. to
p.m. to
p.m. to

1-30
7-30
1-30

p.m. at a stretch 
p.m...........................

.( sometimes
even upto 3 a«m.)

N Oh 5? 1 Ml L EM Eu 1 Al lOw 0 F ? w A it jj _ : -

The management never implemented the provisions of the award 
regarding Bonus. Though the workers are entitled to get same per 
cent of their annual wages as Bonus as the mueh the percentage of 
divident (Setlerdd for the share holders. Our best endeveavours failed 
to move the Labour Directorate in this matter.

No. 18. T.u. idgnts :-

There is almost no T.U. rights enjoyed by the workers. The 
management use feudal and brutli methods to crusfr the T.U. activities 
of the workers and as such even the formal T.U. facilities are deni ed. 
Union leaders can’t even hold gate meeting . The paid thugs of 
Birlas rules|rthe vicinity of the gate as the masters. The Union 
Secy. wasSnce manhandled by these thugs.Victimisation on suspision 
of T.U. activity are too common. The management do not even allow 
the I.N.T.U.C people to organise any T.U. here.

NO. 19 .NON

No.20. No.

No. Ole NATIONALISATION:

The main feature of rationalisation in this mill is through 
increase of work-load. Though recently some automatic looms have 
been installed and the weavers are to operate 6 looms each. The 
later recieved a heavy resistance from the workers and the management 
are still finding difficulty to run it.

Ca^es of increse work/load : a) Hi^n speed Winding dept. : 
Minimum production per worker was 501bs in 5” bobin in ’46.

i». ... ................ is 110 lbs-6” .. since 1952.

b) In April 1954 231 workers were retrenched in spinning,Inter, 
Roving and Drawing Depts, due to the increase workload in the 
following manner :

Inter : - v/orkers are to operate 2 machines instead of 1.

Roving; - workload have been doubled - strength of the workers 
have been reduced to 27 from 54.

Drawing :- Each worker is to operate 2 machines instead of 
2 workers per 3 machines. Total number of machines is 70. So 
in three shifts 33 workers were unemployed.

Spinning 39 helpers, 39 doffers, 12 sweepers, 15 bobin 
E&ZLEigeE cleaners and thre sirdars have been removed due to increase 
m work-load.

Contd
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thus in the above departments retrenchment has been done in the following manueri-

Spinning LG3, Inter :-63, Roving :-27, Drawing :-33 total-231.

Even alter this, the managieient took further rationalising mea
sure® especially in Spinning Department:-

i) No. of spindles per machine were increased from 336 to 400.

ii) Since Aug’54, 4 sides in place of 2 sides in 24 machines 
have been introduced. 36 workers are out of employment.

UM-Recently 2 looms system is being systematically abolished 
in favour of 4 looms in the Weaving department. Approximately 
300 workers have lost theib jobs.

(d) Fancy jobbers Former workload - 50 dobbies, Now - 62.

JS&JWtx Workers resisted though in most cases, hubtto give 
way ultimately to this offensive of rationalisation, workers of 
Spinning Department resisted for a pretty length of time.

Ho. 22. - NO. N 0. N 0.

No. 23. U N T O N O F F T r e

Functions almost/yegularly. Office hours - 5p.m. to 8p.m. 
Workers do come to the residence of the Secretary and President 
almost throught the day .One part time organizer besides some 
times given by the Secy, and President.

No. 04.
Rupee one per annum. Average collection- 50/- to Ps 60/-. 

Expenses the same ammount.

No. °5. One general body meeting was neld in the last year. 
There is no General Council, working Committee meets occassionaily.

No.^. One library is run under the patronage of the Union, viz., 
Peoples Library, Matiaburz. Library possesses 250 books, mainly 
Urdu, Besides periodicals and dailies. There are 120 members.
One cultural programme viz., Mushairah was organised for the aid of 
the Library, besides three soviet films show. In all these the 
Union militants tools leading part. There is one reading room in 
the Library which is situated just in front of the Union office. 
Casual efforts are taken for adult education or Union Militants.
One night school was started but could not be continued.

-concluded -
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EEsORAM COTTON MILLS LTD.

Standing Orders For Operatives.

1. These Standing Orders Shall cone into force in accordance with 
Section 7 of the Act.

2. In these orders unless there is anything repugmant in the subject 
or context
a)"Operatives" means all work-people, male or female, employed 

in the Mills and includes Jobbers and Overseers.
b) The "Company” means Kesoraia Cotton Hills Limited.
c) The "Manager" means the Company’s Manager or Acting manager 

for the time being.
d) The masculine includes feminine.

3. Operatives shall be classed as -
1/Permanent। 2) Probationers; 3) Esdlis; 4) Temporary Operatives; 

and 5) Apprentices.
A)’Permanent’ operative is one whose name has been entered in the 

Muster-roll and has been given s permanent ticket and has 
completed a probationary period of two months’in tne same or 
another occupation in the Mills.

A ’Probationer’ is one who is provisionally employed co fill a 
permanent veccancy, and has not completed two months* service 
on the post. If a permanent operative is employed as a probation
er in e new pest, hema, at any jtMxing. time during the probation
ary period of two months’ , be reverted to his eld permanent 
post •

A ’badli’ id one who is employed on the ~oet of a permanent oper
ative or probationer, who Is temporarily absent.

a ’Temporary * operative is one who is engaged for work which is 
of an essentially temporary character.

An *Apprentice’ is e learner whether paid or unpaid during the 
period of his training.

4. (a) The name of eveyy operative without exception shall be entered
in the i:ustervroll, and against the name of every operative 
shall be clearly indicated the classification to which he belongs 

(b) Every operative without exception shall be provided with a 
ticket, card or token bearing his number and any other particulars 
which the company at his discretion may require. It is incumbent 
on the operative also to get such a c. rd for daily attendence 
entries•

(c) Every operative, on attendance each day, shall show or deliver 
up his ticket, card or token at the place provide! and also at 
such other time and place as may be prescribed by the company*

(d) Should an operative lose or at time of ceasing to be employed, 
fail to deliver up his ticket, crad or token, he shall be liable 
to pay the sum of two pice.

5. The Mills will work each uay for such number of hours as the Manager 
may, from time td time, fix in accordance with the Indian Factories 
Act, and the periods of work for all classes of operatives shall 
be posted up on the Notice Board at the main entrance as required 
by the Indian Factories A^, 1934.

6. Notices specifying (a) the days observed by the Mills as holidays 
and (b) pay days, shall be posted as required by the Factories Act, 
and the Payment of Wages Act respectively.

Cont6



7• Notices specifying the rayes of wages payable to all classes 
of workers and for all classes of work shall displayed in a 
conspicuous position in the departments in which the operatives 
concerned are actually working.

8. service for a total period cf 12 months’ in a Mills shall quali
fy an operative for a total period cf 1 monthb leave without 
pay. Grant of such leave shall depend on the exigencies of the 
Mills and shall he at the discretion of the Company. Any oper
ative who desires to obtain leave of absence which in all cases 
shall be without pay must app>y previously to the Head of his 
department or hist any officer appointed by the Manager for the 
purpose who if he thinks fit, may grant him leave for a period 
not exceeding one month, (If the leave applied for exceeds two 
days, the Officer granting it shall keep a record of his grant 
and the operative shall be given a written and signed certifi
cate as tc the period of leave granted to him.) In special cases 

theManager may grant leave for a period exceeding one month.(if, 
however, the leave is refused or posponded, the fact of such 
refusal or poeponment and reasons thereof shall be recorded in 
writing in a register to be maintained for the purpose; and if 
the operative ec desires, e. copy cf such entry in the register 
shall be supplied to him.) If the operative after proceeding on 
leave desires an extension thereof, he shall make an application 
for the purpose tc the authority granting leave in writing. In 
any case a written reply either of the grcht or refusal cf exten
sion of leave shall be sent to the operative if his address is 
available and if such reply is likely to reach him before the 
expiry of the leave originally granted to him.) If the operative 
remains absent beyerd the petod of leave originally granted or 
subsequently extended, he shall lose hi* lien on his appointment 
unless (1) he returnee within eight days of the expiry of leave 
and (2) gives explanation to the satisfaction of the authority 
granting leave of his inability to return before the expiry of 
leave. In case the operative loses his lien on the appointment, 
he shall be entitled to be kept on the ’Badli* list.

9. (a)Shift working and the working time cf the departments shall be 
regulated in accordance with the Factories Act. More than one 
shift may be worked in a department or departments or any section 
of a department at the discretion of the Company.

(b)If more than one shift is worked in the Mills, operatives shall 
be liable to be transferred from one shift to aother.

(c)Shift working may be discontinued after puting up a notice at 
the main entrance. Notice of one month of discontinuance of any 
shift shall &o given provided, however, that it r.hall not bM 
necessary to give one month’s notice if as result of the discon
tinuance of the shift/ no permanent employee id discharged.If 
as a result of discontinuance of shift working permanent employ
ees are likely to be discharged, they shall be discharged having 
regard to the length of their service in the Mills, those with 
the shortest term of service being discharged first.

(d)If the shift restarted, a weeks notice thereof shall be given 
by posting a Notice atthe Mills premises and the employees dis
charged as a result of the discontinuance of the shift, if they 
present themselves at the time of restarting of the shifts shall 
have preference in being reemployed, having regard to the length 

of their previous service in the Mills, with the longest term 
of service being re-employed first.

10. All operatives shall be at work in the Mills at the times fixed 
and notified to them. Operatives attending late shall be liable 
to be shut out and treated as absent.

XX 4®)Any operative who after presenting his ticket, card or pass, is 
found absent from his proper place or places of work during 
working hours without permission or without any sufficient 
reason, shall be liable to be treated as absent for the period 
of his absence.

Contd



If, howevex', he is eo absent from the Hills premises during 
working hourr without permission, he shall be liable to be 
treated as absent for the whole day, in case his absence 
cormaences before the recess period, and for half a day in case 
his absence commences after the recess period. If the operative - 
is eo absent from the Kills premises with the permission of the 
Head of the Department, his wages for the period of absence shall 
be liable to be deducted.
Ihe deductions from the wages to be made for the period of absenc< 
under this Standing Orders shall be made in accordance with the 
provisions of he Payment of Wages Act.

11. Any wages due to an operative but not paid on the usual pay day 
on account of their being unclaimed shall be paid by the Company 
on such unclaimed wages ret days following the date on which a 
substantiated claim was presented, by the operative or on his 
behalf by hie legal representative, provided that such claim 
was submitted within one yearfrom the date on which the wages 
became due to the operative.

12. An operative may be granted casual leave of absence without pay 
not exceeding ten days in the aggregate in a Calender year. Such 
leave shall not be more than three days at □ time except in 
case of sickness. Such leave is intended to meet special circum
stances which cannot be foreseen. Ordinarily, the previous 
permission of the Head of the De apartment shall be obtained 
before such leave is taken but when this is not possible, the 
Head of the Department shall, as soon as may be practicable, be 
informed in writing of the absence from work and of the probable 
duration of such absence.

13. The number of holidays to be granted to the operatives and the 
days which shall be observed as holidays by tr.e Mills shall be 
regulated in accordance with the Vactcries Act and the custom 
or usage of nhe Mills.

14. No operative shall enter or leave the Hills premises except by 
the gate or gates appointed for the purpose.

15. All male operatives ore liable, on leaving the Hills premises, to 
be searched by the gateman, and all female operatives are liable 
to be detained by the gateman for search by the female searcher, 
if acting without malice he suspects that any operatives male 
or female, who is detained or searched has wrongful possession 
of property belonging to the Company provided that no such 
search shall be made except in the presence of two other persons 
of the sure sex as that of the suspected employee.

16. The Company may at any time or times, in the event of a fire, * 
catastrophe break-down of machinery or stoppage of the ^cver 
supply, epidemic, civil commotion, shortage of lebcur, or etther 
cause whether of a like nature or not beyond the control of the 
Company, stop any machine or machines or department or depart
ments wholly or partially for any period or periods without 
notdee and without compensation in lieu of notice, In the event 
of a stoppage of any machine or department under this Order 
during working hours the operatives aifacted directly or indi
rectly shall be notified by notices as soon as practicable when 
work will be resumed and whether they are to remain or leave 
the Mills.

17. The Company may at aby tine or times in the event of shortage of 
orders or for any other trade reasons stop any machines or de
partment or departments, wholly or partially, for a period not 
exceeding three consecutive days in any one week and not excee
ding rwelve days in The aggregate (excluding statutory holidays) 
in any one Calender month without notice and without compen
sation in lieu of notice.
If an employee is played off under this rule for a period of 
twelve days in the aggregate in any one calendar month, he may 
leave the Company’s service on intimation of his intention to
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do so without any further notice.

18. An employee played off under older 16 shall not be considered 
at dismiBsed from service, but ah temporarily unemployed, and 
will not be entitledXto wi^ges during such jckfjct. unemployment 
except to the extent mentioned in order 16.
Til operatives played old win be given prior rights to reins- 
tut er rent on the resumption of normal work provided they pre
sent themselves for work when hcttorI working is resumed.

19. The Company in the event of a strike affecting either wholly or 
partially any ore or more departments of the Pills may close 
down either wholly or partially such department or departments 
and any other department or departments affected by such do
bing down end for any period or periods, and without notice 
or payment of compensation in lieu of notice to the operatives 
employed in such department or departments • The fact of such 
closer will he notified by notice put upon Notice Board of the 
departments concern; the operatives concern shall also be not! 
fled by general notice prior to the resumption of work as Co 
when work will be resumed.

2O. (a)The employment of any permanent operative may oe terminated 
without assigning any reason by 14 days’notice or by payment 
ot 13 days’ w&ges in lieu of notice. If he draws wages on a 

p4ec*-> rate basis, the 13 days* wages shell be computed on the 
avarMge daily earning of such operative for the days actually 
worked during the previous wage period.

(b)Probationary operatives other than those transferred from 
permanent posts in the Pills and Badlis, Temporary operatives, 
end apprentices may leave or be discharged iiom service with
out notice by an officer not bedow the rank ci the head of 
the Department.

(c)Where the employment of any person is terminated by or on bc- 
hrlf cf the Mills, the wages earned by him shall be paid 
before the expiry of the second working day from the day on 
which his employment was terminated.

21. July permanent operative aesireus of leaving the Company’s ser
vices shall give 14 days’ notice to the ^ead of the Depart
ment concern. The wages due to such an operative miist, if 
possible, be said on the day the notice expires and in any 
case within two days after theexpiry of the notice. If any 
permanent operative leaves service without notice he shall 
be liable to pay notice wage.
If ten or more employed persons, acting in concert absent 
themselves from work without clue notice as required in this 
Order, and without reasonable cause, they will, at the dis
cretion cf the Manager and in accordance with the Payment of 
Wages Act, te liable to a deduction from their earned wages 
of on amount not exceeding feight days’ earnings in each case.

22. Any operative who adjudged by the Manager on examination if pre
sent and of the facts to be guilty of misconduct, is liable 
to be dismissed without notice or alternatively to be suspen
ded for a period not exceeding four days.
The following acts or omissions shall be treated as misconduct 
:- a) Willful insutoidinatiun or disobedience whether alone 

or in combination with another or others of any law
ful and reasonable order of a superior.

b) Striking werk either singly or with other operatives 
without giving 14 days previous notice.

c) Inciting whilst in the premises any operative to 
sttike work without giving 14 days previous notice.

d) Theft, fraud or dishonesty in connection with the 
Company’s business or property.

e) Taking or giving bribes or any illegal gratification 
whatsoever.

Comtd......................
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«) Habitual absence without leave or absence without 

leave for more than six consecutive days without 
sufficient cause.

(g] Habitual late attendence.
(hj Habitual breach of any standing order.
(i) Collection or earmarking for collection of any moneys 

within the Mills premises for purposes not sanctioned 
by the Manager.

(j) Engaging in trade within the Mills premises.
(kj Drunkenness or riotous or disorderly behaviour during 

working hours in Kills premises or any act subversive 
of discipline or efficiency.

(1) Habitual negligence or neglect of work.
(m) Habitual breach of any rules, or instructions for the 

maintenance and running of any department or maintaining 
its cleanliness, and any other serious act of misconduct.

(n) Hrequent repetition of any act or omdesion for which a 
fine may be imposed under the Payment of Wages Act. 
An operative suspended under this order will not be 
permitted to work in the Mills for Lhe period of suspen
sion and no rensneration will be paid or be dues to him 
for this period.

An operative may be lined for any of the under-quoted offences, 
tut the oifences if repeated, or in any gross case, may be 
treated as misconduct under order 22. Vines will be imposed 
in accordance with the provisions of the Payment Of Wages 
Act for the following offences or at the discretion of the 
Manager for acts of misconducts specified in order 22 as 
an alternative to dismissal or suspension.

eJDameges to (5) machines (ii) production.
b) Absent without leave without sufficient cause.
e 5 Late coming.
djkegligenee of duty.
®)Brcach of rules and regulations, 
f)Disobedience of orders.
g)Misconduct•
hlExcess Booking.
i)Law efficiency.
J)Loitering.
k)Making too much wastw.
1)Distributing pamphlets and holding meetings inside 

the Mills premises.
m)Threatening, intimidating any operative or operatives 

or eny employee of the Fills within the Fills premises.
n)Disclosing to eny unauthorised person or persons any 

information in regard to the working or process of 
the Mills which comes into the possession of an oper
ative during the course of his work.

o)Gambling within Mills premises.
p)Selllng or canvassing tickets of lotteries or raffles 

or coupons in connection with any sbheme.
q)Spreading of false rumours within Mills premises like

ly to incite operatives or employees.
r)Smoking in the Mills premises except in places where 

smoking is permitted.
s)Interference with any safty devices installed in the 

Mills.

No fine shell be Imposed except by the officers author
ised under the Payment of Wages Rules and until the 
operative concerned has been given an opportunity 
of being heard.
The order of suspension whibh shall be in writing will 
be passed after the operative has been given the opp
ortunity of explaining the allegations made against 
him. The copy of the order if desired by the operative 
shall be given to him in writing and may take effect 
immediately or after as the case may be.

Contd
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24. All fines imposed on operatives and realised will be credited 
to ©’Special Tines Fund* which will be utilised for such 
purposes as may be approved in this behalf by the locat Gov
ernment in accordance with the provisions of the Payment of 
wages Act•

25. All complaints arising out of an operative’^ employment including 
those relating to unfair treatment or wrongful exaction on 
the part of the employer or hit agent or servent shall be 
submitted by an operative or on hie behalf by the Labour 
Officer of the Company or by the Government Labour Officer 
to the Manager or such other Officer or Officers as he may 
appoint. The Manager or such other Officer shall personally 
investigate the complaint at such time and places as he may 
fix and the complaintat operative, the Company’s Labour office 
or the Government Labour Officer shall have the right to be 
present at such investigatioh where the complainant alleges 
unfair treatment or wrongful exaction on the part of his empl
oyer or his agent or servent; a copy of the order finally 
made chain be supplied to the complainant if he asks for one. 
In other c soa, the decision of the investigating Officer, 
and the action, if any taken by him shall be intimated to 
the covplainant provided that the complaints relate to - 

(a) assault or abuse by any person holding a supervisory 
position, or (b) refusal of any application for urgent 

leave, ahal? be enquired into without avoidable delay by 
the Manager or such other officer or officers as he may 
appoint.

26. k/hen any probationary ox permanent opar&tive is summarily dismissed 
suspended or discharged cr leaves rhe services of ths Company, 
or is granted leave of absence, he will, except in cases of 
general retrenchment» closing down of departments, strike or 
lock-out, be give^i a written order in the form prescribed by 
the Company from time to time.

27. The Company reserves the right of refusing employment or re-emplo
yment to any person.

28. Each Overseer, Jobber or Jamsdier will be personally held respon
sible for the proper and faithful observance of the standing 
Orders and of the special rules made under the Factories A.ct 
and posted in thr. Mills, particularly regirding the employ
ment and working of women and children under him.

29. These Standing Orders shell be ported in the Settee Fcprd in 
sccordance with Sec 9 of the Act.

30. Any amendment shall be made in the Standing Orders in accordance 
with Sec 10 cf the Act.

31. The decision of the Manager upon any question arising out of, in 
connection with or Incidental to these orders, shall be final» 
subject, however, to appeal to the Managing Agents and with
out prejudice to any right cf on operative aggrieved by his 
or their decision to approach the authorities under Trade 
Disputes Act or Standing orders Act, or to resort tc legal 
proceedings in ejrf Court of Lew.

KESORAM COTTOS MILLS LTD.

General Manager.

26-6-*47

gg



Replies submitted by the Siddheswari Sutakal Mazdur Union*

1. About 500 workers in 2 shifts.

-- It is registered. Registration Number is 2672

2. There are other unions in this industry no doubt, but there is 

no other union in this mill*

3. There has been no necessity of the same aS there is no other 

union^. Demonstrations and meetings and other directions of the 

A.J.T.U.C. & B.P.T.U.C. h-ve been duly observed.

4. Yes, twice. Once in the month oi July and again for the second 

time in the month of August, 1954. The first dispute centred on 

the issue of leaving umbrellas outside the mill gate. Without 

making proper arrangement for keeping umbrellas outside, the 

company all on a sudden forced the workers to leave the sjane as 

a result to which some workers lost their umbrellas, as protest 

a day’s strike was resorted to. The company had to accede to the 

workers* demand at last. The second dispute centred round the 

issue of molesting and abusing a worker by the Weaving Master 

who was severely beaten by the workers. Some workers were 

arrested and the armed police force was posted. The workers 

resorted to strike on the demand of withdrawal of jsXkkxjXjk 

police force and for the release of arrested workers. After 

2 days’strike, the Weaving Master apologised openly, the workers 

were released bnd the police force was withdrawn.

5. Minimum wage has been fixed at K .20-2-5 per month by the award 

of the Cotton Textile Tribunal of West Bengal in 1948 and that 

is still in force. No maximum wage h-s been fixed. But this 

company avoids payment of this meagre minimum rate even by 

recruiting daily workers ns unskilled hands at the rate of 

Ra. 25/- fixed per month including D. A. Their names are not 

entered into the mills register. But the maximum rate does not 

exceed R..90/- per month including D.A* which is also granted 
in a very few Cases.



Thou^i there is provision of differentials from the minimum

rate nt different destination for different categories of 

workers, still this is not strictly observed by this mill.

6. D*A» of Ra.50/- per month at flat rate is provided in the said 

award in case of male workers and Rt. 22/8 in case of female 

workers.
7. Though there is provision of profit sharing bonus in the said 

award, still bonus has not been granted in the past year. The 

formula mentioned there is outdated and inexplicable.

Bonus of a worker Total wages & D*A. Total number of days 
in a year - earned by the worker worked plus authosi s^d

in the year x leave & holidays in
divi de^ddecHied y full pay zg

100 No of days Tn the ~
year.

This year the company has for the first time paid lb days 
Bonus b efore the Puj a.

8. leave is granted as provided in the said award as follows • 
besides the statutory leave •

a) Sick leave for 15 days with full pay
b) Casual leave for 5 days with full pay.
c) Festival leave for 6 days with full pay'.
Thejrarely observe^ it.

9. No production Bonus - No night shift allowance.

10. No provision for housing facilities, no canteen - no cretches -

no rest houses - no recreation facilities - no reading room - 

no school etc.

11. No co-operative store - no cheap grain store.

12. There had been no provident Fund system and it has been 

introduced from the end of 1955 under the scheme of the employee 

Provident Fund Act.

•r No pension scheme.
-- Though there is provision of gratuity for the uncovered period 

of P.F. in the said award, still it has not been observed in 
this mill.

15. Yes. There is standing Orders. Copy not available at present.

14. ho works committee has yet been formed.

15. Not yet recognised.

16. There wns one Tribunal on the following issues;
a) Basic ¥ag©s.
b) Issue of service cards.
6) Retiring Benefits.
d) Bonus
e) Leave
f) Involun t ary unemploymen t.
g) Relief for the temporary closure
h) Reinstatement of 2 workers.



Result of the lower Tribunal •
a) Company sagreed to observe the basic wage, retiring benefits, 

leave, issuing of service cards as provided in the award of the 
Cotton Textile Tribunal and but no relief was granted for the 
past years for non-observance of those items.

b ) Bonus refused. ✓
c) Reinstatement or compensation refused.
d) Wages for involuntary employment granted. Company refused to 

pay any wage for involuntary unemployment as Xxsxa. their
, standing orders did not provide the same. The company 

asked by the Tribunal to amend their standing orders.

- - Both the union .and the company have preferred Appeals in the xzjkrb

Labour Appellate Tribunal of India and the Appeals are pending.

- - 8 cases under section 33A of the Industrial Disputes Act are still 

pending in the Lower Tribunal*

- - ^0 criminal cases and 1 sessions caseAbrought against different

union workers*were conducted by the union, but in all those cases 

workers have been acquitted.

17. The provision of Bonus, leave, basic wage, Profident Pund, 

gratuity and Involuntary unemployment aS granted in the major 

award of the Cotton Textile Tribunal were not observed.

18. Please refer to item No. 16. About 40 workers were arrested under 

different charges falsely’ in different occasions for their 

persuing legal trade-union activities.

19. Several memorandifte were submitted to the Provincial Govt but no 

step was takerPon any issue. No representation has been made to 

the central Govt.

20. No women and child labour in this mill.

21. Not yet adopted.

22. Cnee closed during this period for cleaning the i&iiii boiler, but 

no wage as taivoluntary unemployment has been paid.

23. Yes. The office is functioning from 6 A.M. to 11 P.M. It is 

regularly kept open. One whole timer and lb port timers are 

working. The part timers are all workers of this mill.

24. Re.l/- per year. In the ?year of 1953-54 about R^,.5OO/- has been

realised aS subscription and Rc.1500/- as donations from workers.

-- The average monthly expenses have been about Rs . 200/- per month 
including all court and tribunal costs and office expenses.

25. 5 meetings cf the general Body and 23 meetings of the working

committee of the union h^ve beexi held in jihe year of 1953-04.
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;26* No cultural function.

o’ There is arrangement of taking newspapers in the union office

where the workers come to read in their offdime. There is also 

arrangement of reading over daily news to the workers vho can 

not read.

So ms important pointe need mention as follows

1» This mill is situated in a village whicn is about 40 miles off 

from Calcutta and 30 miles off from the nearest industrial area 

and there is also no conveyance from the nearest Railway station 

which is also about 30 miles away. The country boat is the only 
> 

conveyance which takes about a days journey.

2. The union was formed about 2 years ago. Since the formation of the 

union about £0 criminal cases and 1 sessions case against union 

workers on different charges^but all the cases fell through due 

to want of evidence .in, -all the abowcgj.ses. The union had to 

spend about R^.4000/- durigg last 2 years which they raised as 

subscriptions and donations.

3. During l^st 2 year there had been 5 lock-outs and about 25 strikes 

but all of them were of very short period.

(
4 . The company has at last agreed to recognise this union in this 

month of October, 1954 after such stiff fight by these small 

number of workers.



THE KULAPPURAM SPINNING & vOAVING MILLS WORKERS UNION, MANDUR Po.
MB MB MB MB MM

/ / Po. Mandur, Via Payangadi,
"2-V / North Malabar, dated 27-9-54.

To

The Secretariat,
All India Trade Union Congress, 
Pawha Mansion, Kamala Market, 
Asafali Road, New Delhi.

Comrade,
Ref. Your Circular Unions/54 dated 16-9-54.

With reference to your above cited circular I submit below 
the partisiKKar-x answers to the questionaire put down in that 
circular.

£. 1. : This Union has 172 members. Registered as No.688
A. 2 : There is a rival Union and it has been affiliated to INTUC.

It has a membership of 50.
A. 3 : We have conducted joint actions against retrenchment of 63

workers. Propogaanda and agitation on the basis laid down 
by the AITUC are being waged by this Union to build up trade union unity and progress^ have been witnessed recently 
that some workers from the rival union have resigned ixxix 
from the INTUC and Joined our union. Yet we could not 
form a united factory committee.

A.4 : No strike has been conducted by this union since May 54.
A.5 : Maximum wages paid in this industry is 2s.2-3-0 and minimum

wages Es.0-14-0. Women are paid from 0-13-0 to Rs.lw5-0. 
There is wage differential on skillness (so called )

A.6 : D.A. has been enforced in this industry with effect from
22-9-54 @ Es»0-3-0 per one indux point.

A.7 : No.
A.8 : Only casual leave allowed and that tooxf for the workers- -

who have services and to (father workers the management choose. 
No paid National or festival holidays are allowed in this---- 
industry.

A.9 : Neither production bonus nor night allowance are paid in this
mill.

A.10 : No.
A.11 : No.
A.12 : No. But provident fund facilities have been provided for

certain persons in this industry, and that is on the basis 
of service. —

A.13 : Standing Orders for our industry exist. Copy is not now
available but perhaps from the KPTUC office you can have one.

A.14 : The working committee consisting 11 members functions
regularly but the committee is not much experienced as it 
came into being only last year. — —~

A.15 : No.
A.16 : No. But conciliations were conducted and it still goes on.

It was on the following issued.
a) Retrenchment b) D.A. c) Casual leave - —--- -

The conciliation proceedings were a bit favourable to the 
workers as it has arrived at an agreement on those subjects.

A.17 : Awards and labour legislations were not implemented
satisfactorily. Campaigns are being waged against this.

A.18 : The management had tried to victimise the irade union
activities. Recently 7 workers were dismissed from this 
mill just because of their trade union activities. They 
were also arrested later and the case is still pending in 
the Magistrate court.

19 : Submitted resolution s to the State Government : List
will be shortly sent to the AITUC Office.

A. 20 : No.
A.21 : Rationalisation is being adopted by this mill and as a

result of that 63 workers will be retrenched. Active 
steps are being taken by the Union to fight this. Meeting
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and similar other agitational methods are adopted by the 
Union to face this repressive measures* Conciliation is 
also going on on this issue.

A.22 : Regarding the unemployment the union could not take active 
and fruitful stpps by somehow efforts are being unleashed 
to collect materials and to organise the unemployed. 
No complete or partial closure of the m411 has been effected 
during the last year.

A.23 : The office of this union functions regularly but office hours 
are not yet fixed. There are 2 full time workers and 6 part 
time workers for this union and the office kept open always.

A.24 : The rate of union subscription is @ 0-2-0 ^er member.
Average monthly collection is 2s, 
Average monthly expenses is 2s.

A.25 : General body meetings were held times last year and 
working committee met times last year.

A.26 : One reading room is running on in the mill premises and 
efforts are being taken to conduct audult education.

Yours comradely,
-I
Secretary,

Kulappuram S & W Mills Workers Union, 
Po. Mandur, Via Payangadi.

North Malabar.



Prom?

Mazdoor Sabha (Textile), Gwalior,

To,

The General Secretary, 

A.I.T.U.C., Delhi.

Dear Comrade,

With reference to your circular dated 15th Sept 

*54, in connection with furnishing the information 

about our Union, we regret to state that we are send

ing it late due to our negligence, but we hope that 

it may yet be useful.

The reply to your questionare is given in the 

same serial number of the questionare.

1. 2()0O. Yes, registered under Trade Union Registrat

ion Act.

2. Gwalior Mazdoor Congress having membership of 

2500 affiliated to I.N.T.U.C.

3. No joint activity. We have appealed to I.N.T.U.C. • %
on every issue but our appeal fell flat. No. * *

4. No. » — ...... . ’"v * » _ • • •» - — .
5. Minimum wage is fixed Ps. 26/- but in realing sec

tion there is no fixation of wages.There is no 

difference in the wages of males and females, but 

there is considerable difference m -ne workload 

in some departments of J.C.Mills. Birla (Textiles) 

for example, in Winding Department women workers 

are given 12 lbs more load than the male workers 

for the same wage.

6. The D.A. is paid on the average of Bombay,Ahmedabad 

and Sholapur.D.A. (in cash it comes to Bs. 50/- p. h.)
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7• Bonus for 1951 was paid equal to if months wages, 

and for 1952 equal to 2 months wages.

8. No.

9. No. No.

10. There is cheap Housing arrangement for J.C.Mills 

workers but housing condition is very defective 

and unhealthy, for Motilal (Textile) Mill having 

about 900 labourers.

11. No.

12. Provident Fund. In the name of Labour Welfare 

Madhya Bharat Govt., allot Ps. 6,500/- yearly but 

a very small portion of this amount is spent for 

workers. Most of it is misappropriated by I.N.T.U.C 

for its Organisation Stork.

15. Yes, according to B.I.R.Act we are trying to get 

a copy and then send it.

14. No.

15. No.

16. No.-We were very negligent about legal side of 

T.U., but now we have taken certain cases •

17. A compromise between I.N.T.U.C. and the Manage

ment was contracted last year for the doubling of 

work in Spinning Department on the condition that 

there shall not be more breakages than 100 of 

threads in one hour. But the material supplied 

by the Mills is so third rate and the breakages 

are even more than 500 per hour.As for the labour 

laws the authorities very often violet them not 

giving intervals or leave for making water,1 atrine, 

calling the worker sometime earlier than the fixed 

time etc.

18. At present No.

19. To Central as well as State Govt, a copy is being

sent to a.I.T.U.C.
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20. They are not supposed as Mill Workers.

21. Authorities doubled the work in Spinning Department 

inspite of opposition. We held meetings and demons

trations. An effort was also made to introduce 

automatic looms(which fere manufactured in ^another 

factory of the same Birla Concern .just near J.C.Milli 

in place of ordinary looms in weaving section but 

they withdrew due to opposition from our side and 

I.N.T.U.C.

22. Unemployment is there but no efforts to organise 

them. No.

23. From 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.Two full 

time workers and about 4 part time workers arethere.

24. Four annas per month. Average monthly income and 

expenses are about Ps. 150/- p.m.

25. About 25 G.Q. 15 Council and 10 W.C. meetings.

26. No.

Some More Facts.

There are two more factories of the Birla Concern 

at this place, one is Texmaco and the other is Rayon 

Silk Mfg. Co.In Texmaco ( about 500 workers are working) 

No bonus has been given until now. D.A. is in two 

grades Rs. 37/- and Rs. 33/-. There are two fa«x fractions 

of Mazdoor Sangh quarreling between themselves. A good 

number of workers under the influence of Red Fla£, but 

no Red Flag Union.

The other factory is Birla Rayon Silk Mfg. Co., 

There is no Union. There are about 500 workers. No bonus 

and D.A. is comparatively less (Rs. 40/- fixed p.m.).

than J.C.Mills.

Yours sincerely,
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Replies submitted by the Sri Han urn an Sutakal Mazdur Union.

1. About *2000 workers in 2 shafts. Registration Number is

2. There are many other unions in this industry, but there 

is no other union in this mill.

5. There has been no necessity of the some as there is no other 

uni on A in this mill* Demonstration, meetings and other 

directions of the a.I.T.U.C. &B.P.T.U.C. have been duly 

ob served.

4. No.

5. Minimum wage has been fix^d at Re..16-9-1 pies ^er month 

for the workers of the Spining Mills only by the award of 

the major Cotton Textile Tribunal whereas in ^ase of the 

workers of the Weaving or the composite mills it has been 

fixed at IL. 20-2-5 pies. This being out and out a spinning 

mill its rate is R^.16-9-1 pies. No maximum wage has been 

fixed. In no case the maximum total emolument exceeds R^..80/- 

per month including D.A. which is also granted in a very 

few Cases.

-- Though there is provision of differentials from the minimum 

rate at different de^onlnations for different categories of 

workers, still in all cases it is not implemented.

6. D.A. of Rg.30/- per month at flat rate ae provided in the 

said award of the major Cotton Textile Tribunal of 1948.

7. Though there is provision of profit sharing bonus in the 

said award, still bonus has not been granted in past year£. 

The formula of bonus as enunciated in the award of the said 

major Cotton Textile Tribunal has been mentioned in the 

reply of Stddeewnri Sutakol Mazdur Union.

8. Leave as provided in the said award is aS follows besides 

the statutory leave

a) Sick leave for 15 days with full pay.

b) Casual leave for J(5 days with full pay.
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c) festival leave for 6 days with full pay*

But the above system of le«*ve is raj^y observed.

9. No production Bonus and no ni <#it shift Allowance.

10. Quarters for about 100 workers only provided and those are also 

in dilapidated condition.

— no canteen — no crotches -- no Best House -- no recreation 

facilities -- no reading room -- no school etc.

11 .No co-operative store and no cheap grain store.

12 .There ha< been no Provident fund system and it has been introduce 

since the operation of the Employees’ Provident Pund Act in the 

later part of 1953.

— No pension scheme.

-- No gratuity system for the uncovered period of P. P. though it ii 

granted in the saida^ard.

13 .Yes, there s standing orders. Copy not available at present.

14 . Works committee has been formed in 1953. All the employee - 

members of the Works Committee were nominees of the Union.

15 .Not yefc recognised. Only the President of the Union who is a 

local M.L.A* is allowed to negotiate with the employers on behalf 

of the union.

16 . Th ere was no Tribunal recently.

17 .The provision of Differentials le^ve, Provident kxind, gratuity 

as granted in the major Cotton Textile Tribunal are not observed

18 .Please refer to the remarks at the end.

19 .Several memorahdifM were submitted to the Provincial Government 

but no steps has been taken^ors any issue. No representation to 

the Central Government has been made.

20 .No women and child labour in this mill.

21 .Not yet adopted.

22 .When it is closed temporarily, in voluntary unemployment wage ii 

paid ns per provision in the said award.

23 .Yes. The office is functioning from 8 a*M. to 10 P.M. It is 

regularly kept open. One whole timer and 20 part timers are 

working. Part-timers are all workers of this mill.



24. Rc.l/- per ye^r is the subscription, in the year of 1956-54 

about Re.1800/- was raised as subscription.

-- The average monthly expense/ is about R^rlOO/- per month.

25. 3 meeings of the general Body and 10 working committee meetings 

have been held in the year of 1953-54.

26. $o cultural function.

There is arrangement of taking newspapers in the union office nnd 

the workers rend the same in the\r off-time.

Remarks •-

Previously i.e., about 4 years ago there had been strong unior 

in this mill. The said union was so strong that no appointment or 

retrenchment could be made without the recommendation of the union. 

Profident Bund, Gratuity and leave etc always had to be recommended 

first by the union. The Asst. Secretary was the whole timer worker 

whose wages was used to be paid by the Company. About 4 years ago, 

the said mill was closed down maifcly due to quarrel among partners# 

After the case was disposed of in the Hon’ble High Court, the mill 

was re-open^ed about 2 years ago under the new set of partners. All 

powers of the union were taken off and the recognition wa© withdrawn 

with the re-open£iig of the said mill. Some important union workers 

were not admitted into the mill after re-opening.

But the union has gathered much strength within last 6 months. 

The company hns been forced to allocate a room of the cooly carters 

to the union for its office and has been compelled to withdraw all 

retrenchment and dismissal notices issued against 80 workers.
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7 / Mill Kamdar Union, 
Rakhial Road, Ahmedabad. 
Dated 25th Sep. 1954.

Dear Com.,
Please find attached herewith replies to the questionaire 

issued by the All India Trade Union Congress vide its circular 
No. unions/1954 dated September 16, 1954. We have tried to 
supply as much information as possible. /

With Greetings
Yours fraternally,

General Secretary, 
Mill Famdar Union.



Ans.l. Our union is a registered union under the Trade Unions 
Registration Act 1926. Our union was registered in the 
year 1935 and it’s registered number is 118. Lembership 
of our union for the year ending Larch 31st, 54 is 5:00.

Ans.2. There are following six unions in Textile industry at 
Ahmedabad at presents-
1. Uajur Lahajan Sangh (Textile Labour Association) is 
the oldest union of Textile worker s, founded by lahatma 
Gandhi in the year 1917. Itts membershij: is approx irately 
70,000 seventy thousand. Its budget is attached herewith 

"Tor information. Three leaders of this union are elected 
to the Loksabha( 2 general and reserve for shedule cast) 
of when 2 are ministers (Sri Thandubhai Desai and Sri 
Gulzarilal Nanda) in the central cabinet, one in Rajya 
Sabha and one to the Bombay State legislative Assembly.
It has got 22 carparaters in the Ahmedabad municipal 
corporation. It is affiliated with INTUC.

2. Lill lajur Sabha (ELS)This union was formed in 1947 
(indugral ceremony performed by Srimati Aruna Asafali) It's 
membership is about 3000 at present. It is affiliated with 
the H.L.S. -------

3. LILL LAJUR 1ANDAL. This union is also registered union 
run by ex Royists, Sri Chandraftant Daru. kainly this union 
is run on the basis of a Lawyers firm. No meetings, no ilBKaid 
demands, cases in the labour courts is the only funttioh of 
the union. Their dayte to day legal functioning is very 
efficient. Ite approximate membership is about 7000 seven 
thousand. It is fonnaly affiliated with H.L.S.—

4. Lajur Seva Sangh. This is newly formed registered union. 
It is run by the shedule caste federations leaders. Its 
membership is less than thousand and is not affiliated with 
any all India bodJrT—

5, 14jur Panchayat. This is unregistered union. It is run by 
the Tagore group since last so many years. In practice it is 
not a, union but a snail group. It does not even enrols regular 
members. Only occassionaly in the nare cf union either they 
is ue staterents or held meetings.

6. Li11 ramdar Un ion.

An s 3 Though organisational joint actions or demonstrations were 
not held, in day to day strug, les large number of workers 
have been participating in the programmes and struggles con
ducted by our union, Recently in Calico mill workers struggle 
we were able to organise a demonstration of 12,000 workers and 
a mass rally of 20,000, though our membership is only 5000

A- ^aere are 11 United mill committee. —“

Ans.4. No.

Ans.5.J?or the textile workers of Ahmedabad were fixed the award of 
the Industrial court dated 1/7/47. ^inirur wage fixed f^r

fixed tor.........
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fixed for Ahmedabad is Rs. 28/-

Ans.6. D. A. is paid on the basis of living index, fixed by the 
award of the Industrial court.

Ans. 7. Bonus in the Textile Industry is being paid according to 
the L. A. T. formula. For the year 1952 only 22 mills paid 2 weeks 
Bonus to tne workers, i.e. only about 50 thousand workers received 
meager bonus while 80 thousand workers have been deprived of Bonus. 
All ndia coordinated agitation and action to change the L.A.T. formula 

aoou^ bonus is overdue.

Ans.8. Textile workers are getting only leave with wages under the 
provinxsions of Factory Act. Out of 15th August and 26th January- 
gational holidays- if they can not be substituted tinder Factories Act 
then only 15th August is granted as paid holiday.

Ans.9. There is no system of production Bonus. No right allowance
is goven in the 2nd shift. But in the 3rd shift the mills work only 
6^ hours, there compensation for 1^ hours is given in the basic wages.

Ans.10. No other facility is given except provided under Factory Act. 
Housing problem is also very acute problem. A note was submitted by our 
Union to the government in connection with housing problem copy of the 
same was sent to AITUC. for information.

Ans.11. There are neither cooperativer stores nor cheap grain stores.

Ans.12. State Insurance scheme is to be introduced here from January 
26th 1955. Provident Fund Act is applied to the Factories employing 
more than 50 workers. There is no grauity or pension scheme^ but lag off 
and retrenchment (amendment act) is applied.

Ans. 13. Standing orders for Textile Industry for the Bombay state if 
is framed under the B.I.R. Act. Copy of the same must be with the 
AITUC office. If you need it please inform us we will sujply you.

Ans.14. Under BIB Act representatives of the employees are Not to 
be ELECTED directly by the workers but are to be nominated by the 
representative union. Mostly the workers committees are defunct and 
many mills a they are not constituted at all.

Ans.15. Under the BIR act only one union can be recongnised by the 
employees and that is representative union. And here Textile Labour 
Association is the representative union.

Ans.16. Under BIR Act only representative union can take up Industry 
wise problems and can approach the conciliator.workers can only 
Industrialy approach the Labour courts for their individual cases.
Last year our union conducted about 300 individual cases in Labour Court 
4 cases in the compensation court.

Ans.17. Last year three mills— Maheswari mills, Gujrat mills, and 
Lal Mills- did not ppaid the wages of the workers for 2 months, and Lal 
Mills did not paid the bonus for the year 1951 as per the agreement. 
We carried on agitation xA and had approached the payment of wages 
authority for the recovery of unpaid wages for Rs. 81,000/- (eighty 
one thousand. Mills had paid the wages before the case came up for 
hear ing.

Gujrat cotton mills did not paid and closed the mill, and it 
went into liquidation. Yet the unpaid wages are not recovered. But the 
court receiver has made announcement that it will be paid soon.

Recenly the city of Ahmedabad mills had ciosed the mill .j^ 
paying the retrechment compensation. Textile Layout Assocnwo.



took up the natter in their private arbitration. The arbitrators 
differed and the matter was sent to umpire Sri Divetia who awarded 
that the retrenchment compensation be paid. But the mills company 
has filed a case before the Labour Court that the award of the 
Umpire is not binding and has challenged the legality of the agreement 
between the mill owners association and the Textile Labour Association 
about the private arbritation.

Ans.18. BIR Act is the worst type of labour act which gives all powers 
to the representative union. Even the collection of subscription of 
other unions is prohibited. To terrorise the workers our activiests are 
being victimised. Last year our 15 leaders were victimised whose cases 
are pending before the labour and Industrial court since one year.

Discrimination is the other menthod unfair/ labour practice. 
If any grievence is placed by the activiests of our union, than it will 
not be granted hpw however trifling and legaly sound it may be. And if 
the same matter is taken up by the Textile Labour As sociation or other 
unions it is Iddked after, thus impressing upon the workers that our 
union can not do anything to remove their grievances.

Last year we had run a very big compaign against the introductio 
of automatic looms in Sarangpur No. 2. Mills wk and we used to organise the 
processions of thousands of workers daily for about 20 days. Immediately 
after the D.M. has framed rules that without the permission of D.M. 
procession can not be taken out. And whenever there is burning issue and 
general tempo amongst the workers is high we are refused the permission 
for procession. Very recently our 8 workers were prosecuted for taking 
out procession without permission. There is oimilar restriction on the 
instalation and use of ludspeaker. 8 cases are instituedd against the 
general secretary of our union for use of land loudspeaker without 
permission.

Even hunger strike before the mill gate is not allowed. 
Recently first minicipal corporation had instituted case against the 
hunger strikers, and later on police had arrested the hunger strikers 
under Bombay Police Act.

There is restriction even on singing songs in meetings or 
any other cultural programme. No songs can be sung or programme can be 
performed without the prior permission of District ISagistrate.

Ans.19. Mill owners are adopting a policy of throwing out women 
workers from the Textile Industry altogether. Only in the winding 
department women workers are employed. Now a days all most all 
badli workers are stopped. And new women workers are not employed.

Ans.21. Report on rationalisation was already sent to AITUC.

Ans.22. No efforts have been made by our union to organise unemployed.

Ans. 23. Our office is kept open from 9 A.M. to 12-30A. Jfi. and from 
3-30 to 7 P.M. It is kept regularly open and is closed only on the 
day when mills are closed. There are seven full titre cadres working 
in the office. *
Ans.24. Subscription of our union is Rs, 1/8/- per year. This year we , 
propose to increase it to Rs. 3/- annas four per month. L

Average monthly collection is about Rs. 800/- and expenses is 
also about the same. Our union has no bank balanee,

Ans.25. Usual practice of general body meeting is only once a year. 
8 managing committee meetings were held during the current year,

Ans.26. At present no such activity is conducted by our union. Bat 
our union has Bkalxed chalked out a programme to start FIVE CULTURAL L 
CENTERS in different areas. In all these centres there will be a reading 
room, carrum-board and valley Vail games, a discussion group meetings.



4 (4)
meetings once i. wee'r, shewing of 16 a. filrs- in this respect 
we heedx holy from AITUCr- a volenteers corps with band. For this 
purpose our union has decided to collect P.s. 5000/-.
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/ Hill Kamdar Union,

I I Raldiial Road, Ahmedabad.
' Bated 24/9/54.

Bear Comrade,

Herewith I am sending a copy of the Annual retrunn and 

list of office-bearers of our Union, submitted by our Union.

to the Registrar of Trade Unions, Bombay State, Bombay.

I hope it will acquaint you with the state of affairs 
/ *

of our Union. /'

With Greetings Yours fraternally,



G.C.P. (J.R. 454-----4000-3-52
. G.^. , G.D. No. 6377/D dated 20-6-27 
*

FORM 1.

Spl-R. T.U.90

ANNUAL RETURN PRESCRIBED UNDER SECTION 28 OF THE INDIAN TRADE UNIONS 
ACT, FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31st KARCH 1954.

Name of Union- . The Mil Kamdar Union, Ahmedabad

Registered Head Office- Gomtipur Road Chartoda chawl Ahmedabad.

No.of certificate of registration - 11$

Return to be made by federation A. Number of unions affiliated at 
of trade unions. begining of year*. nil

B. Number of Unions joining during 
year* nil

C. Number of unions disaffiliated 
during year*. nil

D. Number of unions affiliated at 
the end of year. nil

This return need not be made by Number of members on books at the
federations of trade unions. begining of year. 3007

Number of members admitted daring
. • the year (add) 2093 * *

Together 5100
Number of members who left 
during the year (deduct) nil

Total number of members on books 
at the end of the year. 5100

Hales 4900

Females 200

Number of members contributing 
to political fund. nil

• ( .... ........... _ . - • £

A copy of rules of the Trade Union corrected up to the data of 
despatch of this return is appended.

Dated the 22/9/54
(Batuk Desai)

General Secretary.

* The names of the affiliated and disaffiliated Unions should be given 
in separate statements marked ”A”, ”B” and ”C”.



STATEMENT OF LIABILITIES ATO ASSETS

Liabilities
Rs. as. ps. 

Amount of general fund 1121 -4 -9

Amount of political fund --------

Loans from----------

Debts due to .............

Other liabilities to be 
specified) ..

ON THE 31st DAY OF MARCH 1954.

Assexis
Rs. as. ps.

Cash------

In hands of trea
surer 31-0-6

In hands of Secy. ---------------

In hands of v. .. --------------

In the Hindustan Commerc
ial Bank Limited. 120 -14 -0

In the Bank ....

Securities as per list 
below ....

Unpaid subscriptions duel. Nil

Loans to •••••• -----

Immoveable property - ... •*

Goods and furniture ... 969 -6-3.

Other assets(to be 
specified) ... ----------------

Total assets ... 1121-4-9Total Liabilities.. 1121-4-9

LIST OF SECURITES

Particulars Face value 

♦

Cost price 

♦

Market price at 
date on which 
accounts have 
been made up

In hands of

Treasurer.
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GENERAL FUND ACCOUNT

Income
Rs, as. ps.

Balance at begining 
of year. 1158 -4 -9

Contrinutions from 5100
members at Rs 1/8 
per member. 7650 -0-0

Donations ... ....

Sale of periodicals 
rules and books etc...

Interest on investments---------------

Income from miscellanea 
ous expenses.--------  -----------------

.ixpenditure 
Rs. as. ps. 

’• - 4 'I
Salaries, allowances
& expenses of officers 2576-15-6

Salaries, allowances 
and expenses of 
establishment 869 -4-0

Auditor’s fee... ... 25 -0-0

Legal expenses...................... 1519 -3-0

Expenses in conducting 
trade disputes.•.. ----- — -

Compensation paid to4 4
members for loss 
arising out of 
trade disputes. .... -------  — -

Funeral, old age, sickness 
unemployment benefits.... ---------------

Education, social and 
religious benifits .... ----- - -

Cost of publishing 
periodicals..............  ....... - -

Rent, Rates and Taxes 490 -~4 *0

Stationary, printing 
and postage......... 1851 --3-6

Expenses incurred under
Section 15(J) of the 
Indian Trade Unions Act, 
1926(to be specified) ................ ........

Other expenses (to be 
specified)............. ••••• 225 -2 -0

(propeganda)

Balance at the end of 
year.............1121 -4 -9

Total 8808-4-9 Total  8808-4-9

POLITICAL FUND ACCOUNT 
Rs. as. ps. Rs. as. ps.

Balance at Payments made on objects
begining of specified in Section 16
year...........  (2) of the Indian kxtan

Trade Unions Act, 1936
Contributions (to be specified)................
from members 
at per member Expenses of management

(to be fully specified)..

Balance at fend of year...

Total...
Total. •. .

Treasurers.
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AUDITORS* DECLARATION

The undersigned, having had access to all the books and accounts 
of the Trade Union, and having examined the foregoing statements and 
▼ariefied the same with the account vouchers relating thereto*,now sign 
the same as found to be correct, duly vouched and in accordance with the 
law, subject to the remarks, if any appended hereto.
22/9/54 Auditor (Sheth and Co}

Auditor (Chartered Accogmtantx 
Auditor^) '

The following changes of officers have been made during the year:-

OFFICSRS RELINQUISHING OFFICE.
——OFFICE DATE OF RELINQUISHING OFFICE

OFFICERS APPOINTED

Nams Date of Private Personal Title of Date bn other 6ffi
Birth Address occupation position 

held in 
Union

which 
inted
5 was

appo- 
in column 
taken up

ces held in 
addition to 
membership of 
executive wit 
-t dated

1_ 2 3 4 5 6 7

Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil

(Batuk Desai ) 
General Secretary.



► * List® of the officers of the Union (including members of the
c Executive committee) for the year ending 31st 1954.

Registered No. 118

Nam® of the Union:-1 X r The MILL RAMDAR UNION, Ahmedabad.

S.No. Name Age Private address personal Title of
occupation position i • 

___________________________________ held in Union.

1. Hanuman sing 35 Chamanpura Weaver President
Rajrang sing

2. Mahmudali Nasirali 49 Rakhial Road " ^Vice-president

3. Ahmed Husein 53 Shahpur n -Do-
Gulam Husein

4. Batuk Desai 28 Raikhad Trade Unionist , General Sec;

5. Halidas Solanki 30 Dariyapur Spinner Joint Secy.

6. Rampratap shukla 35 NarodaRoad Weaker H

rj Ismail liuhmad Patel 33 Halupur n n

8^ Sakharam Rathod 34 Amraiwadi Tradeunionist n

9. Abdul Axis 
Shaikh Yunus

35 Rakhial Road Weaver Treasurer

A
10. BN Baldi tyarkhan 

Naushad Than
39 n n Executive 

member

11, Aziz Hamza 30 n H

12, Abdul Vahid 32
H »i It

13. Earuqali 34
it n II

14. Chotaji piraji 35 Jamalpur n 11

15. C. Madhavan

16. Agnit Yumar

17. Abdul Gafur

24

26

35

Darwaja Bahar 
J amalpur 
Vagharivas 
Shahpur 
Delhi Chakla

it

Spinner

Weaver

11

n

ii

18. Abdul Rajaq 29 Dariyapur n W

19. Mubaraq Suleman 24 -Do- n II

20. Rahimkhan 22 Naroda Road ii 11

Yusufkhan

21. Maganlal Bhagat

22. Parmanand

30

36

Chamanpura Spinner

Weaver

II

11

Page 2---- --- ---------- ~



Cont

23. Mahmud Jalal 21
-2-

Naroda Road Weaver Executive member
24. Nurmohmad Saikh 24 Saraspur it it

•
25. Iiotilai Pannalal 39 Saraspur it n

26. Mohmad Yusuf 33 Balabhai it n
■ Fumar chai

27. Sanker S. Parmar 22 it Spinner / it

28. Pitamber Patil 39 Saraspur Weaver ti

29. Narayan Madhu 29 Somtipur ii it

30. Alihasan l&nulla 28 Vajumali Chai ii ti

31. Balaji .Mahadeo 30 Man inagar H ii

32. Chandrikasing 
Chiranj ivsing

28 Maninagar society ri H

33. Pyarelal Todila 29 Amraiwadi it H

34. Chintamani it ti 11

A Panj ankar •*
35. Popatlal Harilai Vavovas 

Ameraiwadi it 11

36. Premnath D. Mehta Rakhial Hoad.

Xll the above officers were elected ixn by-the annual general meeting 

held on 27/7/53.
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Ksferenoat- BOHBAY GOVUUiMdMlJEAiuTI'K, UAXMb IW'H UCTOBtH 195U.

BLFORb TIL, LABOUR APP ^LUTK TRIBUNAL pF INDIA IT BOMBAY.

PRiiLLWTl
xu YMtiMMI sdJ 04 da [•tq A . t *

bhrie v» . . Majumdar, Chairman.
noidosrdo bias arid To eecqioq erfd acH ,O^QC xo r.oH

looDsaPi HIM 3ill AMDl'iedsm eia adosT .ni.of £ol 9nj
talou^ •dgosC XailD ad J bne tVsdaod <d£H£U

X 53. .Shri. R. U. Mitter. >d ovgi Xse .a .1JJ ni Jnborx.b'i 
‘ KShri. A. F< Lahsbmana R$<U r c --a j. .,. >. .tj u. 1. 

unri. B. ' • iir.th r. /
•X ^vJShrlii B. Jeajvebhoy,Di xr. d?u Mambers,.. .:.. ^43 v/.Lio

•xetrur edon^iele*! o.*fJ abac?! 2*19^703 To anoint ^evifsdn^ee'iqs'i aasdT 
gno •• d^Pt t joA anolisfaJ latndaubal x^di oS add ic a-£V floidoeg

Be^weent^ - * ' 3 ni a r * ; : ,os-- ni
- s < 1 Hu riXaL JUhilim AouUUXa£ x■«d f uU* dhx.

• YlavXJoaqno-x To d (31) bna 94Qt To (3I).bo4 eontTslei 
no . j i T--a q ■ u? j J noAND^w.i alt >< >: o. \p: t . . 3i; _ d.

XedmoH ad 23W b'lawa &d3 ana <Q%^r vlub ddV ad J
T«^ KALdTu.aA<faLL B^ad,nB^AX. ’ jn .. i>a.

X1M 10 d4anu anoCberMw 5jj nl »bu ,
t^oA (Xsnudiii adBiIsqq.tj aa^uoetd IA Hdauhnl ^dj

* ^0,IL2JL^^ irluuaaA >- Lp^avbt^pcy, -
1 WveiH 2.4 The Avard ol thodindustrial Court, Bcmifcay, which is the

> l. badudldanoo us subjtct matter el thn, appeal to the ^abuvr Apellate 
add aiol^d •sirlbuiuil was pubilahvu by w* at. pa£* 97&» £/he objection 

bi^x nv ‘:a? wae raia d to the maintainability ol\ the aopval on the
1 r:jewoiiX \4J iod a ground that thoj-pr^caediug^ ware inttitutea befbr* the

• 51 IncUistriaX uiapube©) s^PP^Habe /riLunaL) <4ct of 1950
£ Ci £ : ,9 Jo^ came into A©rBe» Thir conofnLiQ^ web rejected oh the 

od nv I J3 >i£ ground that th*; award 34 XnaustrlaX Court > Bombay, was 
> n / 3^. jj io* •. mue a^’tur thet wot; capit* ^nto force* ~j ri^u 

inxUnoq sew Hold* bna JoA add To JnoaJoane edJ eaoTed bo 4.3a a * ad h ad
d. bon<M0w4& i*yfiLle SR Ai ' is5-

BImmv oeiwtted.to >1 Uia iribunai t^L Uu*y wpn* noL jcepaf^d td, accede 
to the view that. Inj.the matter of payment of bohus a unit 
of an industry in a particular region slfoiilct lie ordered 

t ■ x v 10 to pay qa the ground tl^t come amon^t them are able to
So : a pay by reusoai of having aur^ua* lf L */ t e r 

* i Jd A *
3. Bomia • wtaL

ixiu rmos^ij o C The tribunal rei*wlUd c<MXeuVio»> that bonus is
r 1 (YuVegfrwtia payment L**<m standardised,

* oespceiaXly as wages had not r^ach^4 Che living w^e 
standaru* , v j .

aaeYjxa to on^aJe 1 dJ nt fioiiaajqo svtt
4« uonUs <• prtnai _< X

held that the xirst,energys oo^ro*s profit are (1) to 
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. * 1. A preliminary objection as to the competency of the
appeel has ba^rais^l on behalf of»thalreuponJents in >1. 
No«1 of 1950. For the purpose of cons!daring the said objection 
the following facts are material. The liashtriya Mill Mazdoor 
oangh, Bombay, ana tha-Kurla Girni Kamgar laugh. Karla, the two 
respondents in this appeal have been^registored under th® Bombay 
Industrial Relations Act, 194b, as "representative unions” of 
textile workers in the cotton textile Ind I M ' ty of 
Bombay anc the Ker la Borough municipality area, respectively. 
These representative/ Unions of aork^rs made two references under 
section 73*A of the Bombay Industrial halations Act, 1946 - one 
in December 1949 and the other in January, 1950, Those two 
references were marked by the Industrial Court, Bombay, as 
reference ftos.(lC) 195 of 1949 and (IC) 6 of 1950 respectively* 
The Industrial Court made its award on those two references on 
the 7th July 1950, and the award was published in the Bombay 
Government G&sette on? the 12th July 1950, XgrxkkKMwxxdxuax 
judridatkautidrcxKk&xXK^^ In the meantime on the 2Qth of Mgy 
1959> 151 Industrial Disputes (appellate Tribunal) Act, I960 
(he • XIVHI of 1 50), hw r*»iwaf ter called' the. Act, - came;Into Zorce• 

^actidn 7 of the Act gav*»^ right, of appeal./to an ag^rieved~party
' j in;>SM 4Mx^tri^l° to th< Appellita tribunal constituted under

•section 4 p* the hM in respect of ortaih matters, before the Act 
hsd been enacted mo appeal hat been {providea for against an award, , 
given by the: Industrial Court constituted under the Bombay Industrial 
Kalat iems Act;*+946 with the e oneequonca- that an award given then by 
the Industrial Uovrt establl«hed By the said Bombay Act was a final 
one. The" redponderlts contend thrt the Act bad no application to an 
award made by The Industrial t>ourt, Bombay, in a.proceeding which 
hap be ?p started before the enactment of the Act and which was pending 
wlieh thp Act came Hito fbree, though the award may have been given or 
published after Itt en ctmentr lTw»y say that to hold otherwise would 
be tb £lve retrospective ej>eratihn to the Mit<

f ' 'isfuoirisq b ai x^iJaubnl a& io
2, ’g do think the dhtter is tuscaptible of v ry lengthy 

exposition, the principles which would guld^ uuurts in considering 
the question oi retrosp ctive operation of a statute are well 
settler. ' ‘fhfly have b^en clearly formulaued in the Jtull Bench 
accision of th^ Calcutta High Gourt in Hhe oi Jogadanund
Ir h -Vs- writ al al tprkar. (X,1,K,22 Calcutta* 7b7) Thore 

Banerjee J. pointed out the* The c orract rule oi construction 
was not that a statute which created a n»w;rigaV>oulci not be 
given retrospective operation in the absence of express enactment 
□r necessary"intendment to th* contrary, but that that a
statute which effected a vested ..right or created a new obligation 
or imposed a new disability xasnat to be given retrospective 
operatic® unlesFthe legialeturecihad expressed, ifcs intention to the 
contrary or that inteiXion could be-^atnarcd.Txp^ the enaclunent, 

Then* he pointed out that this distinction would in most cases 
be an Ln. ateri«l one for, generally, the creation of a right by a 
statute in one parton would create a corresponding obligation in 
anoth r; but that in some cases the &aic distinctioK would be material 
and the decision in Jogodanund Dinah's case furnished the illustration 
fh^t beinj' the prireii^e, the question resolves itself into tv^> 
partss-

(1) fehath r* the Act has t &Ken away or lias curtailed any vested 
rigiit of th^ respondents, as in this case the question of 
an imposition of a new obligation or of a new disability 
does not arise;.and

(2) if so whether an int ntion of giving it retrospective 
operation can be necessarily inferred.



J. ihat the right of appe- i- « wubaturn Iva right, and not 
a part of th^j procedural law, has been established by the decision 
ox the Judicial C^uittae ol th© Vrivy Council in the case of 
Colonial -ugar Refining bo., -¥©• Irving (1903 A.L.J69). ihat was 
however a converse case* Ihara A rxght of appeal to hia ha J t) sty 
in council had b an taken away during the pendency of the suit in 
ths ^ourt of first iust^ncft. Lord Kacaau&hton in delivering the 
Judgment of the frivy Council first observed that the right of appeal 
was a substantive right, he then hold that a litigant acquired the 
right to invoke the Jurisdiction of a superior court as soon as and ffob 
the time, the suit or proceeding, as the case may be, was comencad. 
Hence ths right of appeal was a wstodvright during the pendency 
of ths suit < 1a ths vourt of Xirst instinct. > ith
regard to the baling away or curtailment of a right to appeal during 
the pendency of the suit or proceedi^ in tn© bourt of first Instance 
that decision is the last word. In the case however, where a right 
of appeal is for the first time conferred th© t^me of the institution 
ox the suit or pxvcuau^ng may not oe the material lector, 1 he 
respondents, liovuver, contend, that the institution of the suit or 
proceeding as the caw way ba, in the court ox first instance gives 
a litigant a vested ri^ht to have a final Judgment, as the judgment 
would have been accordlag to the xaw in xorce at its institution, 
and in support of tlw t contention tvo cases have b en cited, namely, 
Subramanian ^iyor Hamasiyaya A&ari (a.X.R»1918 Madras 162) and 
Lakin© Bibi -Ve- ^tephont (a.I.*. 1926 Rangoon 205)• ^he relevant 
observations in the first mentioned case, nowwver, is an obiter 
dictum, for that case coulc bv and was in fact claposed of on a 
construction of s^ctxon 102 of tiw u.k.w. py holding that the phrase 
* cognisable by a Court of *>«&11 Causes" occurring in that section f 
Indicated th«i tim^ oi the institution ol tne suit. In th© second 
case, ths excision on the point was necessary but no reasons were 
given. In the first mentioned case, the learnvo budges observed 
that the decision given in Colonial Lugar Manufacturing >o., equally 
applied to the converse case, via., where th^ right of appeal is 
n«wly conferr^o, as

^the right claimed by one party to take up a matter to the 
Appellate tribunal is inor* sacred than tho right given 
to the other party to prevent, th<s right of finality 
attaching to the decree obtained by him not being disturbed.*

*0 do not agree with the viuw that a litigant acquires the right of 
preventing his opponent to carry the proco-dinga ak to a superior 
irlbunal th© momnt the suit or proceeding, as the case may ba 
is instituted, if at its institution there ws no stich right. Ths 
Material point of tKe in this type of cases is, in our opinion, the 
date whan th« Jud merit or order sought to bo challenged in the appeal 
is passed, ior by that Judgment or order, the rights of the partifA 
vested rigtits ar« acquired by the party in whose favour the judgment 
or order was passed, this view is supported by the observations of 
tne Judicial itter in belhi button Mils & Agency Co., Ltd., 
-H- ths IneciBStax uor^iissionjr (54 421) where in holding that ths
newly introduc xi section 66*1 of the ineo^^tax Aat, which for the 
first tiae conferred a rignt of appeal to His Majesty in Council could 
not be called to his «ia by tha appellant to England, special 
emphasis was laid on the fact that that section was introduced into 
the statute after the Hifh Court had given its opinion under section 
66. Am the Act had come into force before th© award now in question 
had been made, we hold the appeal to be competent*

4. In the view express^ above, it ia not neceenary to consider 
the further question whether there are indications in the Act from 
which it can be gathered that the legielatura intendec the provisions 
relating to appcali to &pply Fwtrospfectivoly, but we think that we 
should also express our vi*?ws on thia aap^t of the matter. -xpr^ss 
words are not uycy^ary for giving retroactive operation to a 
statute. her** the statute i» not oxoress an enquiry into the 
intention of th© legislature must be evbarkad upon, and for the 
purpose of ascertaining the intention of the legislature, as has bean 
said, In Pardo •Vs- Lin^ham (1869) L.R. 4 uh. hpp* 735 st 740•)

*h« oust look to th£ general scope and purview ox the



statute and at the remedy sought to be applied and consider 
what was the former state of the lav; and what it was the 
legislauury contemplated#2

Jhf examing the provisions of the Act in the light of these observe- . 
tions, we have come to the conclusion that the legislature intended 
to rive a right of appeal against awards made after the Act had cone 
into force, enough the proceedings had been pending from before# 
taction 7 excluding the right of apponl in some cases, gives a right 
of appeal Akxxxxx from any award or decision of an Industrial Tribunal 
in certain matters. According to tne definition (section 2 (cj) of the 
Act "Industrial Tribunal" means*

(1) any Industrial Tribunal constituted under the Industrial 
1 isputeo net, 1947 (XIV of 1947); or

(ii) its Taxation to cases where an appeal has from any court, 
wage board or other authority, set up in any otate under 
any law relating to tha adjudication of industrial disputes 
made, whether before or after the commeneesjlnt of this Act, 
by the legislative authority of the dtate to any other 
Court, board or autnorlty set up in the utete under such 
law, that court, board or authority exercising appellate 
jurisdiction within the Btate; or

(iii)in relation to other cases, where no appeal has lies under 
any taw referred to in sub-clause (ii) , any court board or 
authority set up in any state under such law# *

The Industrial uourt set up by the Bombay Industrial relations act# 
1.946, would come within the definition as contained in clause (iiij 
and in regard to the question of' appa al an award made by it stands 
exactly on the same footing as an a ward made by an Industrial 
1 ribuna 1 constituted unaer the Industrial disputes Act (XIV of 1947) 
section 34 of the Act amends some of the pro bisions of the Industrial 
disputes Act ixlV oi 1947) in the manner indic&tec in the schedule 
section 15(4) of th* original Act (X XIV of 1947) in express ttsrms 
declared the a ward of an Industrial Tribunal constituted under that 
Act, on being declared to be binding by the bocal Government, to be 
final# That sub-section as also the connected kyxxkK sub-sections 
(2) and (3) were deleted by the amend ent# This, in our opinion, 
was done because the right of appeal was given by section 7 of the 
Act, and gives a strong indication of the intention of the legislature 
to maxe section 7 applicable to awards made in proceedings pending 
at the time of it6 urn etui exit. Bif f er jnt considerations may or may 
not arise in the case where the* award of the industrial tourt, 
sought to be challenged in appeal was mad® pr ior to the Act u 
coming into force. Un this point we express no opinion#

5# ka may now t.m to the examination of other questions that 
arise in the appeals. From 1941 to 1945 the member mills of the 
Millowner’s Association voluntarily dcclar^G bonus. The amount in 
194f represented the 1/dth of the annual ba-ie earnings oi the 
employees ano irou. 1942 to 1945 1/Z6th thereof. In 1946 and 1947 
there wer- disputes regarding bonus and the matter was referred to 
the Industrial toux't, Lombay, for adjudication# That court awarded 
l/5th and l/6th of the employees* total annual basic earnings for 
those two years respectively subject to certain conditions. The 
awards ware made more or less on adhoc basis. For the year 1947 
the Milowners * Association of their own accord paid <onus equivalent 
to one month’s wages in addition as Mindependence tonus”, lor 
the year 194^ there was a^ain dispute between the parties end 
the matter was referred for adjudication to the Industrial court. 
This reference was numbered (IC) 7 of 1949* The parties were the 
Millowners’ Association, Bombay (consisting of 5# member mills of the 
said association) ana 22 Tther cotton textile mills who were not 
me mbers of the said i ssociationand their employees# The Industrial 
Court went elaborately into the matter, laid down certain principles 
and awarded uonus equivalent tn amount to 3/Bth of the total basic 
^grnings subject to certain conditions# The award was published In 
the Bombay Gov ran ent Gazette /Jitraordinary, dated the 5th May 1949*



This award, hereinafter referred to as the 194# award, has been made 
the corner stone of the arguments addressed to us by the foil town era 
Association* * e will have to refer to it la some detail hereafter.

6. The subject Matter of the two appeals is in respect of the 
claim for bonus for the year 1949. The dispute is between the 
Millowners* Association, Bombay, representing 59 mend)er Mills situate 
in the city of Bombay and the Aurin area, and the employees of those 
mills. The Mill owners9 Association appeared for 55 mills and the 
remaining four Mills, namely, (a) the Co la ba Land and Mill Co., Ltd., 
(b) The Hirjeo Mills Co., Ltd., (c) The Moon Mills l£d-. and (d) 
the Raghuvanchi Mils Ltd., were allowed to enter appearance 
separately and to put in separate written statements. The Industrial 
Court made its a*ard on the 7th July 1950 hereinafter referred to 
as the 1949 award. It awarded as bonus 1/6th of the basic earnings 
to all employees, whether permanent or temporary, of the 55 mills 
whose cases had been represented by the Milowners ’ Association, 
Bombay, subject to yhe following conditions, namely5-

(1) employees who had worked for less than 75 working days 
but more than 32 working days were to be paid a bonus to 
the extent of 50 per cent, that is to say, 1/12th of 
their basic earnings and those who had worked for less 
than 32 days were to have no bonus;

(2) any employees who had been dismissed for misconduct was 
not to be entitled to any bonus, even if he had worked 
for more than 32 days;

(3) bonus was to be calculated on earnings, exclusive of 
dearness allowance and bonuses paid during the period 
between the 1st January and 31at Bece&ber 1949;

(4) in the ca^e of women, who had been on maternity have 
during the said period, the actual maternity allowance 
drawn by them was to be included in their earnings 
for the purpose of calculating the bonus payable;

(5) bonus payable is to be paid in two instalments by the 
14th August, 1950 and 14th September 1950;

(6) persons who were eligible for bonus, but who were not 
inservice of the mi 11 son the date of payment were to be 
paid in one lump by the 31st December 1950. In all such 
eases, claims in writing were to be submitted to the 
Manager, of the mill concerned.

7. The award absolved the four mills, which had entered 
appearance separately, frou the liability to pay bonus. It was not 
disputed that three mills, namely, the Co labs Land and Mils do., 
Ltd., the Hirjee Milxs Ltd., and the Kaghuvanshi Mills Jo., Ltd., 
incurred bosses in the year 1949 and the Moon Mils Ltd., had been 
destroyed By fire and remained closed for the whole year 1949«

3. Against tnis award the two appeals have been preferred. 
Appeal ho.1 of 1950 is by the Mllowners1 Association, who contends 
that no bonus ought to have been awarded as theme would be no 
surplus left after setting apart frou the gross profit for the year 
1949 sums of Money necessary to meet prior charges. They rely 
upon the 1943 award for determining what those prior charges 
should be. Appeal bo .8 of 1950 has been filed by one of the 
representative labour talons at whose instances the reference, 
resulting in the award under appeal, had been made. Their contentions 
are*



* (1) that except the Moon Mils Ltd., the other three mills 
wiiich had been exempted by the avard, ought to Max* bo 
directed to pay bonus to their employees;

(2) that bonus amounting to l/4bh of the annual basic warnings 
should be awarded, as the available funds are adequate;

and

(3) that two of th^ conditions, namely, the last part of the 
first and the whole of the second, imposed by the 
Industrial Court, ought to be deleted*

9* In the a. p als the discussions appear to lie in a very 
narrow compass. The substantial question we have to decide 
is whether on the facts as disclosed, any bonus should be given to 
the employees for t he year 1949, and, if so, at what rate, and 
whether three out offour mills that have been excluded from the 
liability should also be required to pay bonus.

10. .e shall now consider the first contention urged An 
support of appeal No.5 of 1950*

11• It is admit Wed that after a notice of change had been 
given under the provisions of section 42 (2) of the Bombay 
Industrial Relations Act (Al of 1947), tho otate Govern .ent issued 
a notification under the provisions of sub-section (5) of Section 
43 of the said Act. Mr.Bhantilal Shah contends firstly that the 
effect of this notification is that the whole of the cotton textile 
industry in the said area would have to pay whatever bonus may be 
det an in«d on the consolidated figures of the profit and loss 
accounts of all the mills and secondly, in any event the principle 
of 'collective bargaining9 should be extended in making the award 
for bonus on industry-cun-region basis, and, as such, all the 
mills should be held liable to pay bonus except the Moon Mills Btd* 
To support this second contention he relies upon*

(1) recommendation ho. 12 of the Fair bages Committee 
aumiiarised in Chapter VI of their support.

(2) the award of bonus in res^s ct of the 1 ho la pur *dlls 
(published in the Bombay Government Gazette dated 
22nd becember 1949) where a particular Mill, which had 
carried on business at a loss in the relevant year, 
was alad ordered to pay the bonus along with the other 
mills which had made profits.

(3) the award made by the Indust rial Court. Bombay, in 
Reference No.1 of 1948 (The Millowners9 Association, 
Bombay -Vs- The employees of the Cotton Textile Mills, 
Bombay - Ke- Bonus for the year 1947) *-

12. In our opinion, Mr.Bhah’e first contention must fail* 
The effect of the notification issued by the Government under 
^ub-Sectlon 5 of section 43 of the Bombay Industrial Relations 
Act (XI of 1947) is that the whole of the cotton textile industry 
in the said areas was affected and so became interested in the 
dispute, and, as such, all the cotton textile mills in these areas 
could be made parties to a reference made under Section 73-A of the 
Act; it did not tie the hands of the Industrial tourt by leaving 
no option but to make an award directing z ll the cotton textile mills 
in those areas to pay bonus irrespective of any other consideration*

13« Ag to his second contention, we are not called upon to lay 
down any rule as to whether the principle of "collective bargaining" 
could be extended in making an award for bonus, but suffleft it to 
say that the materials relied upon by Mr.Shah do not lend support to 
his contentions, nor do they seem to be applicable to the facts 
of the present case.

1A. h co ndation of ciu ^ie ; ages Com littee does not
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14» Reeommendatihn Bo* 13 of the Fair >ag«s Committee does not, 
in our opinion, carry the case ver; far. The recoiwondation was 
obviously Bade on the principle that wages of all the employees 
performing the same duties in industrial Concerns of the same nature 
and carrying on business in the same locality should be standardised 
at the earns figure*

15. The aware uade against the mill which incurred loss, in 
the holapur case stands on a different footing, as in the case the 
finding was that the managements of that particular Bill had been 
guilty of Mismanagement (page 2223 of Xho Bombay Gove rment Gasette 
dated the 22nd December 1949) »in the present case tlfere is no such 
allegation before ua. It is also pertinent to observe that the sane 
adjudicator is a neabar of the Court which gave the award under appeal 
where he has expressed a different view*

16. In reference ho.1 of 194# (Millowner», Association, 
Bombay -Va- the xmployees in the Cotton Textile Hills, Bombay 
Re- Bonus for the year 1947) this precise question did not arise* 
There the question was the rate at which the bonus was to be fixed 
for 1947. The hillowners1 Association contended that no bonus 
ought to he awaruud for the year at all, and the reason given in 
support wasthats

**though the profits earned by some of the member mills left 
a surplus from which a bonus could he paid, yet if the

... average capacity of the average all! was to be taken into 
consideration, the financial position was not encouraging • 
enough for the ^rant of a bonus."

Thia contention was overulea on the ground that its acceptance would 
drive the Court into the concept of ability to pay of the ’’Marginal 
unit" when determining the question of bonus. It observed that for 
that purpose the consolidated/ figures of the profit and loss account 
should be the proper material to gp upon and the capacity of the 
Industry as a whole would be th material consideration.

17* he are, therefore, not prepared to accent* to the view that 
in the matter of payment of bonus a unit of an industry in a partlcul r 
region should bo ordered to pay on the ground that some amongst 
them are able to pay by reason of having surplus, particularly when 
that unit of the industry has been permitted to appear separately 
and raise a special defence.

We accordingly overrule thia contention and hold that the 
Industrial uourt rightly refused to direct the four mills, to pay 
bonus to their employees for the year 1949*

1S* both parties have suggested that it in desirable that 
def inite principles should be f or am la tec for the purpose of 
determining the questions relating to bonus. Without doubt principli 
are necessary in order to eznre as guide for future years, as that 
is likely to lead to a uniform practice and to promote harmonious 
relations between Capital and labour anu ensure industrial peace, 
things which are ver/ desirable and which would tend to increase 
production, which th* welfare of the nation urgently requires 
Bir Uamshedji Aamga, howuver contends*

(l) that general principles have air ady been formulated by 
the full ^ench of the Industrial Court Bombay, in the 
award concerning the claim for tonus for the year 194# 
and (a) those principles are binding £kk by reason of the 
provisions of ^ec*95~A of t he Bombay Industrial disputes 
Act (XI of 1947), (b) that they are not to be ignored 
by the Appellate tribunal now or in future ^ar« and (c) 
at any rate they should not be departed froa the period 
of 10 years coeurdncing from the date of the said award, as 
had settled the bonus structures for that period.

If this contention is not acceptable, his further contentions 
are*-
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(2) that when the wage structure has been settled by 
standardisation bonus is to be regarded as gratuitious 
payment* If the standardised wa ,es are not sufficient 
to meet the legitimate needs of the employees) the 
remedy lies in having the wage structure revised; and

(3) that at any rate grant of bonus cannot be made for the 
purpose of making up the deficiency between the actual 
ana living wages*

19* before discussing general principles, we think it necessary 
to deal with the above three contentions*

Section 95* of the Bombay Industrial delations Act cannot bo in 
invoked to bind us* The scope and effect of that section is to 
make the law declared by the Full Bench of the Industrial Court 
binding on other Benches of the Industrial Court of Bombay, consti
tuted in accordance with the regulations made by the Industrial Court 
under the powers given by section 92 of the said Act and on all other 
tribunals and authorities set up by that Act* It cannot bind a 
higher Tribunal constituted for the purpose of revising the awards 
of the Industrial Court* »e must, however give due weight to the dm 

decision qnd should not depart from the principles laid dowin in 
the awaru, either wholly or in part, unless ax better and mose 
satisfactory principle can be evolved or the circumstances of 
the case demand* hs to the contention (l)(c) it is sufficient 
to say that the period of ten years mentioned in that award was ' 
merely taken as a reasonable period for the purpose of calculting 
the amount of reserves that were to be set apart for rehabilitate 
tion, replacement and modernisation of the machinery*

20* bow, bonus is cash payment made to employees in addition 
to wages* It cannot any longer be regarded as an exgratia payment, 
for it has been recognised that a claim for bonus, if resisted, 
gives rise to an industrial dispute, which has to be settled by a 
duly constituted Industrial Court on Tribunal*

”It differs from wages, in that it does not rest on contract, 
but still payments for bonus are made, because legally due, 
but which the parties do not contemplate to continue indefi
nitely” (per lord Birkenhead in Sutton vs* Attorney General) 
<1923) 39 294)

here the goal of living wages has been attained bonus, like profit 
sharing, woulu represent more as the cash incentive to greater af 
efficiency ana production. We cannot, therefore accept the broad 
contention that a claim to bonus is not admissible where wages h 
have (as in the cave at before us) been standardised at a figure 
lower than what is said to be the living wage* tehere the industry 
has capacity to psy, and has been so stabilised that its capacity 
to pay may be counted upon continuously, payment of*living wage9 
is desirable; but where the industry has not that capacity or its 
capacity varies or is expected to vary frtm year to year, so that 
the industry cannot afford to pay ’living wages’, bonus must be 
looked upon as the temporary satisfaction, wholly or in part , 
of the needs of the employee* In the case before us wafes of the 
employees had been standardised by an award made by the Industrial 
Court, Bombay, in reference hos*1,4, and 5 of 1946, published in 
the Bombay Government Gazette extraordinary, dated the 2nu Gune 
1947* It is not denied that the standardised wage falls short of 
the ’living wage’ as some of the other factors which contribute 
towaras ’living wage’ are still wanting. In these circumstances, 
the second and the third contentions of Sir Jamshedji also cannot 
be accepted*

21* tee will now consider wnat should be the general principles 
governing bonus* As both capital and labour contribute to the aac 
earnings of the industrial concern, it is fair that labour should 
derive some benefit, if there is a surplus after meeting prior or 
neces saryc barges.



22. The gross pro!its are arrived at adter payment of wages and 
dearness allowance® ot the employees, and other items of expenditure 
which are not necessaryfor our present purposes to enumerate in at 
details* as investment necessarily implies the legitimate expects* 
tion of the investor to secure recurring returns on the Money invested 
by hie in the industrial undertaking, it is essential that the 
plant and machinery should be kept continuously in goe working 
order for the purpose of ensuring that return, anxd such maintenance 
of plant and machinery would also be to the advantage of labour, 
for the better the machinery the larger the earnings, ana the better 
the chance of securing a good bonus* ihe first charge pn the gross junx 
profits should be therfore the amount of money tnat would be necessary 
for rehabilitation, replacement and modernisation of the machinery} 
As depreciation allowed by the income tax authorities is only a 
percentage of the written down value, the luxnu set apart yearly for 
depreciation and designated under that head would not be sufficient 
for these purposes. An extra amount would have to be annually set 
apart under the heading of Preserves” to maxe up that deficit•

23, do far tnere car be no dispute, now can it be denied kA 
that the pe id up capital is entitled to a fair return. It is 
common ground ghat the fair return on pain up capital in this 
case should be a 6 per cent* The hill owners claim in audition a 
fair return on the reserves employed as wording capital. The 
employees, however, dispute the right of the Millowners to any 
return on the reserves employed as working capital* This is a 
question of principles, ana requires a decision*

•* t.

24* The reserves which are carried over from year to year 
in law belong to the company, and in our view the company is 
entitled toaome return for the monoy employed as working capital. 
The Company is entitled to dealawith this return as it chooses, 
and neither the shareholders individually nor the employees can 
a* a£ rgrt rl£i& claim anx direst byns^t, accruing out of the 
employed capital; therefore this amount has to be credited to 
the company, there cannot be any doubt that the employment of 
the reserves as working capital obviates the borrowing of mone y 
pro tanto from outside sources for the same purpose, and may 
be at higher rates of interest. The payment oi nifher interest 
would necessarily reduce the gross profits; to that extent the 
employment of reserbes as working capital would be beneficial 
to the employees.

25. The paid-up capital however runs a double risk, vis., 
(1) normal trade risks and 12) risks incidental to trade cycles; 
whereas in the case of tne reserves employed axs working capital 
which more liquid than fixed capital the incidence of risk to 
which it is subject is rather ssmalx. bo the fair return on reserves 
employed as working capital must necessarily be much lower than 
the fair ire turn on paid-up capital. This has been recognised by 
the Tariff Board in its Report on the Cotton lam and Cloth prices 
in BombayI194#)•

26. The claim of the employees fox’ bonus would only arise 
if there should be aresidue after making provision for (a) prior 
charges and Co) a fair retmm on paid-up capital and on reserves 
employed as working capital, oo we will now sat out side by side 
the basis on which the 194# and 1949 awards were made by the i 
Industrial Court, Bombsym as well as tna calculation on which 
the Millownars* Association have resisited the claim for bonus.



paying dividend 
at 6 per cent*

Re.bonus for 1948.

(in crores)

Ra.Bonus for 1949. de.Basis of contention
of xillowners’ As^ocia 

4In crores) tion. (In Grores)

Gross Profits. 
Less deprecia
tion.

20.36

1.30

9.96

1.63

9.96

2.15

bonus to clerks 
and other staff
Taxes at 72
annas per Rs.

19.06

0.45

6.70 Taxes at 
6^ annas 
per rupee.

3.06

0.30

2.40

Taxes at 61 
rupee.

7.81
/

per
3.17

Reserve, (i.e 
4.26 - 1.30) 2.95

Reserves(i
4.15 - 1.

• e
86)2.27 deserves.

4.64

2.95

Bonus to work
men at 3/8 of 
basic wages. 4.32

Bonus to 
workman at 
1/6 of the 
basic wage

Dividend.

1.69

2.25

s. 1.86

dividend.

Balance.

2.25

2.39

♦ 1.25
♦This sum of 1.25 
crores was taken 
to be adequate in

deficit • 0.36
•#

27. The representative labour unions have not supplieaany written 
estimate like that of the Mill owner s’ Association but Hr.Uiantilal Shah 
gave us the details of his calculations in the course of his arguments, 
during the arguments, the parties accepted 1.88 crores as in th^ 1949 
award, to be the proper depreciation.

28. The paid up capital of the mills in 1949 was 17-02 crores. 
Proceeding on that basis the fund allotted to dividend in that year 
(2.26 crores) would work out at a rate dittle over 12 per cent. On the 
paid up capital. In the 1949 award the Industrial Court took the paid 
up capital to be 20-09 crores and held that the baLncc of 1.29 crores 
would be sufficient for paying a dividend of 6 percent. In fact, the paid 
up capital in 1949 was not 20-09 crores but 21.58 crores, so if a return 
of 6 per cent were to be given, the amount required would be about 
1.30 crores.

29. In the 1948 award, the sum of rupees 72 crores was found 
to be required for rehabilitation, replacement and modernisation of 
existing .achinery. It fixed the period of ten years, ie up to 1952 
for replacement etc., it alt® found that 30.46 croruca was available at 
the end of the year 1947 in the shape of liquid assets which couxa be 
employed for that purpose, he are satisfied that this bul included 11 
odd crores, being the refundable excess profits i’ax. un the basis of 
these figures, that Tribunal found that 41*54 crores would be necessary 
to xxkxkiddtluddautx rehabilitate, replace and modernise the machinery 
in the course of the next tenyears. If, therefore, held that it would 
be necessary to set apart 4*15 crores. It was also sale that so much 
of the reserves, a& had been employed on working capital enoula be given 
a 4 per cent., return, and that that could be given to the share holders 
in the shape on an additional dividend over and above the dividend of 
6 per cent. In the 1949 axard no consideration has been paid to the 
question of return on so much of the reserves as had been employed 
as working capital. The amount of the reserves so employed in the year 
1949 was 23 crores odd. The &illowenrs contend that the return should 
be calculated at the same rate of 4 per cent and earmarked for payment 
to the share holders in the shape of additional dividend. They further 
nontsnri t-nnt
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contend that the rehabilitation ana r*aplacement Tuna shoula be 
fix-d at & higher figure than 4*25 crores, ihey said it should be 
1.33 crores (depreciation fund) plus 2*95 crores to be put into 
reserves. If their contentions are accepted, they say that there 
would remain no surplus for the payment of tonus. In fact, there 
vould be a deficit balance of 0.56 crores.

JO. Mr.ohantilal ^hah, on bohalx ox the representative unions 
of the employees on the other hand, has contended}

(1) that th* total coet of rehabilitation, replacement and 
moesrnisation of the machinery would be not 72 crores 
but much leas; *

(2) that more liquid assets, much more than 30.46 were or 
ought to have b available at the end of the year 
1947 ano much more than 35*07 crores were or ou^ht to 
heve been available for that purposes atf the end of the 
year 1949)

(3) that at any rate, as the ordinary life of textile 
machinery is over thirty years, the period of replacement 
etc., ought to be further extended; and

(4) ho return on the reserve employed as part of the working 
capital should be a it apart for the purposes of calculating 
bonus•

He says that if his contentions are accvptea, ths surplus wou^a be 
sufficient to pay 4th of the basic wages as bonus alter payment of 
6 pjr cent, dividend oxi the paid up capital. He further contended, 
as we have already paid, that the last part qi the first and the 
whole of the second conoit ion made in the award under appeal ought 
to ha deleted.

J1 • Both parties accept 9*96 crores to be the /:roas profits 
and say that 1.88 crores may be accepted to be the proper depreciation 
The amount Of taxes to be deducted 1 rou the balance 8.08 drores 
would depend upon what bonus would be swarded, io will now take 
up the points on *Lich the parties differ and which we have set 
out above, fee are not prepared tc accept ftr.Bhantilal dnah a 
contention that the total coat of rehabilitation etc., ought to 
be estimated at auch leas than 7^ crores. *11 the relevant materials 
for fixing the requisite amount for runabilitation, etc., were 
placed before the Industrial Court by both the parties in connection 
with the question of bonus for 1948. That ^ourt was inclined to 
fix the cost of rehabilitation otc., at 80 crores , but in view of 
t he considered opinion of thu tariff Board fixed the sum at 72 
crores. In the 1949 a^ard, tha Court did not disturb any of the 
abov<* findings and proceeded on the figure of 72 crores. Having 
regard to the uncertain tendency of the price level ana nacninery 
we think th^t a liberal oatiBiate should be adopted, ana so we 
also proce d on the 1'igure of 72 croras.

32. The total oi the depreciation and reserve, as fixed 
ty the Industrial Court in tnc 1949 award is 4.15 crores (1.88 plus 
2,27) a figure determined in the 1948 award. Xhe Mllowaers, how
ever, continued that as new machinery has been brought in the place 
of old machlniiry, the cost of replace>ent, etc., of the new 
machinery woulc work out at a higher figure if its replacement be 
spread over the same number of years. They accordingly say that 
the sum of 4.15 crores, directed to be set apart for replacement 
etc in the 1949 award, should be increased to 4*83 crores, we 
axe urxabla t© accept this contention for two reasons, namely (l) the 
period of rehabilitation ana replacement etc., of the new machinery 
must bu spraau over a rmter number of than 12 years, as the
life ol new machinery is much more than the period oi 12 years, 
and (2) the figure 4*15 crores was fixed in the 1948 aware on an 
average basic, taking the period of replacement to be 12 years from 
1947. it its obvious that in arriving at that figure tne court had 
taken into consideration the fact that new machinery would gradually 
ahd from time to time replace the old machinery. v*e accordingly
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overrule bir JamshedJi’s contention in this respect.

33* we cannot accept ^r.dhantilal bhah's contention that more 
than 30*46 crores were or ought to have been available at the and of 
the year 1947. Mothing convincing has been pointed out which vould 
induce us to a epart irom the findings made in the 194# award. He 
contends that a lar;re amount oi reserve was capitalised and bonus 
shares issued, of about 3 crores from 1944 upto now. *here is no 
di spute that reserves to a large extent had been capitalised and bonus 
shares issued. That was however, done legally and the effect 
thereof is that reserves have gone into block account and can no 
longer be regarded as liquid skaxmx assets. Ho also says that the 
breakdown value of the machinery which wuld have to be'replaced 
has not been takeninto account. There are, however, no materials 
now available which would enable us to forni an estimate on that 
point. Ke, therefore, leave out of consideration the item of break
down value.

34* «ie are, however, of opinion that the period oi replacement 
should be longer, as contended by kr.bhantilal onah. The Tariff Board 
was of opinion that the full amount necessary for replacement should 
be collected within 12 to 15 years. In arriving at that conclusion, 
it paid due consideration to the fact that most of the machinery in 
the textile mills had become old. In the 194# award, the period of 
rehabilitation, etc., was extended to 12 years, but we do not think 
that the mills woula suffer in any way if the period of rehabilitation 
etc., be taken to be the outer limit, as estimated by the tariff Board, 
namely, 15 years commencing from 1947> ana we have decidua to proceed 
on that basis. The sum of 41-54 crores is, therefore, to be collected 
within 1952. ie., in course of 13 years from 1949* la this view the 
sum to be set apart for rehabilitation etc., in the year 1949 would be 
3.19 crores or so 141-54) • The amount that is to be kept in the

13
reserve in that year would thus be 1.31 crores ^.19 - 1.3d).

35* The calculation for kkaX the year 1949 upto this stage 
would thus be*-

In crores.
Gross Profits. 9»96
depreciation. 1.3#

Balance. 3.0#
less reserve for rehabilitation wtc, for 
the machinery. 1.31

Balance 6.77

A tax at 6g annas per rupee woulc be payable on this amount less any 
bonus which tne tribunal may award.

36. 6 per cent dividend on paid up capital comes upto 1.30 
crores, and we consider that .46 crores should be a lair return on the 
reserve a that had been employed as working capital, cannot accept
bir hamshedji’s contention that this should go towards diviaend payable 
to share holders, it represents a return on the reserves which in law 
belongs to tne company. It would be for the company to determine how 
this sum is to be applied.

37* After the aforesaid deductions there remains a surplus and the 
issue is whether the aaxStaqcAKxk employees am entitled to any and, if so, 
to what bonus. The answer to this issue is not easy, for we have to 
consider in this context the n eeds of the employees, the claims of tl/ 
chare holders, and the requirements of the industry. The subject i? not 
readily responsive to any right principle or precise formula, and £0 far 
we have been unable to discover a general formula. Thia does no4> nowever 
mean that the answer to this issue is in any way fortuitous; nor are we 
in any aouut as to the considerations which muat prevail in deciding 
what the amount of bonus should be. essentially the quantum of bonus 
must depend upon the relative prosperity of the concern during ^he 
year under review, and that pivsp^rity is probably best reflected 
i v**>«iHuay»v RtivuluFj the U3eds of labour at existing
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in th* amount of the residuery surplus; the needsol' labour at 
existing wage* la also a consideration of importance; but he should 
make it jlain that these are not necessarily the only considerations; 
for instance, no ah scheme of allocation of bonus could be complete 
if the amount Cut of which a bonus is to be paid is unrelated to 
employees1 ei'forts; and even when we have mantionea all these 
considerations we must not be deemeu to have exhausted the subject. 
Our approach to this problem is motivated by the requirement that 
we should ensure and achieve Industrial peace which is essential 
for the development and expansion of industry. This can ba achieved 
by having a c d a labour force on Gue one oano, end on t no other 
hanu an investing ; ublic who wouldbe attracted to the inuuscry by 
a steady and progressive return on capital which the industry may be 
able to offer. it goes without saying that If the residuary surplus 
la appreciably larger in any particular year it should be possible 
for the company to give a more liberal bonus to the employees*

38. The claim of the employees to a u>onus in this case cannot 
be denied. The quantum of such bonus is a subject to which we have 
given our very caroful consideration. Applying the principle and the 
considerations which we have indicated above we have coue to the 
conclusion that there are bo grounds for disturbing the decision of 
the Industrial Court on this quantum of bonus, 4e set out below 
a table showing our calculations

In crores,
- dross Profits.. ... 9.96

• depreciation, 1.88

8.08
faxes, ,«• 2,40

5.68
Reserves for rehabilitation, etc, (3*1? iess 1 ,88) 1.31

4.37
neturn of 6 per cent on paid up capital, 1.30

3*07
u^tunn onreaerves employed as working capital. ,46

2,6l
00x4x3 to clerks end other staff. .30

2,31
xionus to employees. 1.86

Balance, 0*45

39. accept the contention of mr.ob anti lai uhah that the
last part of condition ho,1 which says that no bonus is to be paid 
u employees who worked less than 32 days ana the whole of

Uq.2, which aays that no bonus would be payable to 
J8»^loy^s v.ho had been dismissed for misconduct, should be deleted
—_ iveu by tne All India industrial Tribunal (hank 

. ^0* The ai d at pages 269 and 270 of the Gazette of
b‘ varied in are August 1950.cc. . »? *ux

* to cneir
True copy 

■ . ,ol. , 
Page U47.)
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Report submitted to the AITUC

Action by the Madura Harvey Mill 
workers for a fortnight from 4-1-55.

/

The action of the 12,000 Harvey mill workers during this month 
opposing increased work-load is significant in many respects. A 
new pattern of unity was evolved by workers themselves and the workers 
succeddd to a large Axtent in winning the support of the people of 
Madura•

Never since 1938 when all the workers went on an indifinte strike 
during the Rajaji Ministry was such enthusiasm seen. It is well known 
that the Harvey Mill, Madura is one of the biggest spinning mills in 
oouth India. And the 4 mills inthis group controll J lakh spindles. 
The mill in Madura is divided into three separate entities and they 
are known as the Old Mill, the New Mill and the Central Mill. Gener- 
rally, low counts are spun in the Old Mill, higher counts in the New 
Mill and the Dunlop requisite thread in the Central Mills. They are 

288 spinning frames divided into 12 sides in the Old mill, 375 into 
16 sides in the New mill and 22 frames in the Central Mill. Generally 
the frames in the Old mill contain 308 to 328 spindles . .- Except the 
10th side which contain 450 to 484 spindles. In the New mill the 
spindlage varies from 450 to 484. In the Central Mill each frame 
contains 476 to 484 spindles. In the Central mill Dunlop spinning 
department where low counts ranging from 7 to 16.7 are spun, for most 
of the frames 3 spinners and 1-J doffers per frame were supplied. 
The number of spinners and doffers were reduced in the 7 and 9.75 
counts the reduced number x according to the workers is 2 spinners 
and 1£ doffers. Erom the 5th onwards, the workers in the Central Mill 
Dunlop spinning department refused to do the additional work and sat 
quietly in front of the frames. Egged on by this the workers in the 
spinning department of the 10th side in the Old mill who were attending 
to 220 spindles for 20s also refused to do the extra work. The affected 
workers in both the shifts numbered 207. Daily theseworkers reported 
ffir duty and squatted i4 front of the frames, ana this continued till 
12-1-55.

The mass of the workers knew that this is a very important isswe 
in which maximum unity and mobilisation were necessary • There are 
4 unions in this mill, one affiliated to the AITUC,( T.W«U.)| one 
affiliated to the INTUC (N.P.W.U.); and two independant unions M.L.U. 
and M.M.L.U. ’These unions also had to be activised. The .workers in 
two shifts assembled andafter elaborate discussion elected a United 
Action Committee consisting of 18 workers belonging to different dep«t 
ments and different unions. This United committee appealed to the 
Unions, Political parties and other Leaders to support the demands of 
the Harvey mill workers. Hand-bills were issued explaining the issue 
involved,more than Rs.500/- was collected and more than 2000 measures 

of rice was also collected. All the Political parties and Unions 
signified their support. The President of the District Congress Comiitteo 
stated that he will not go to Avadiwithout settling the Harvey issue. 
The Committee also met S.M.Majumkar, M.P. who was in Madura on l£th & 
13th, K.T.K.Thangamani (AITUC>, who was in Madura on the l§th, lgth,& 
Iqth, w.Ramanujam ( j^uc) who was in Madurai on 15th, 16th c ' 

& 17th
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M.Ka ly anasunci aram, M.L.A.(Uy. Leader of the Opposition) who w as in 
lladura on the 15th, and many such local leaders.

On the 13th the situation took a‘dramatic tum.y . The tokens of 
the 207 workers, were taken away so that if they went oflt of the kill 
gate thwy wiuld not be allowed inside. Workers in both the shifts 
replied by half an hour stay-»in-strike. All the^ 12,000 workers parti
cipating without exception. The leadership of independent union%, 
did not favour this action but that union workers actively cooperated 
for making this a success. This infused greater confidence in the 
workers. The inight-shift closes at 1-15 a.m. and if the night-shift 
workers had left a s usual they would have left behidd the 207 comrades 
to,the mercy of the Management and the Police. It may be mentioned 
here that police xxxx ^xjKkette^ pickets were posted inside and the 
Bt. Collector and D.I.G. of Police were much impressed with the peaceful 
nature of the stay-in-strike on the 13th. 14th and 15th were Pongal 
holidays and are very important days for Tamil people when they would 
like to spend their time at home. 4000 workers of the night-shift did 
not want to desert the 207 workers and so they stayed inside the mills 
on thi 14th and 15th an event which will be written in the history of 
Harvey mill workers. We also witnessed a phenomeno 100 of kitchen 
springing infront of the mill-gate and cooked foo< being despatched 
inside. It is needless to say that not only the 12000 Harvey workers 
but a big majority of workers in Madura did not celebrate their pongal 
as their thoughts were with 4000 workers who whre inside. The United 
Committee continued its parlies with the Management and the authorities 
but they proved fruitless. The Commissioner of Labour, Madras sent 
a telegram stating that he would be visiting Madura on 17th. In a mass 
rally of 25000 , U.Kalyanasundram spoke on the resolution supporting 
the Harvey workers. At 1 a.m. on 16th 500 police paraded inside the 
mills and under the plea of collecting the workers near the mill-gate 
for explaining certain things, they were able to push out the workers 
without any incident. In this process 3 workers Karuthiah, Peria 
Karuppan and Kandasamy were taken into custody. This eviction and the 
arrest angered theworkers. The United Committee consulted tthe TU 
leaders and did not lose their head. They asked the workers to go work 
as usual on 16th and demanded the relase of 3 arrested workers. On the 
16th yet another worker Alaghumalai by name one of the membersof the 
Action committee was arrested while on duty and this angered the workess 
IxrjtJiRK. and the police stopped further arrests. The same evening Bonus 
Bay was observed with a great gesto and representatives from the 
various tradeunions addredssed the gathering. K.T.K.Thangamani, 
explained the s ignificance of the Bonus day and also the significance, 
of Harvey struggle which was directed against attempted Rationiiisation. 
The general demand of the workers was to get back 207 workers in the 
affected department s and secure the release of the 4. On the 16th & 
17th Police guarded the two departments and a lock out was enforced 
which was again a Victory for the workers.

When the Labour com issioner arrived on 17th in the discussions 
held at the Circuit House, workers were represented by k/s K.T.K.Than- 
gamani(AITUG), G.Ramanujam (HTuC), A .Bal- subramaniam and V.Karmegam 
(T.W.U.), R.Rangasamy (N.P.W.U.) , P.A.Kanniah (L.M.L.U./ e nd the avail 
labie members of the Action Committee. 207 workers and nearly 1000 

more were also present, to witness the proceedings. The management was
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was represented by J.R.Marshall, Managing Director, Andews one of 
the Directors and S.Krishnamurthi, the Mills’ Labour Welfare Officer, 
The workers gave complete authority to M/s K.T.K.Thangamani, G.Rama- 
nujam and P.A.Kanniah to settle the issue. Settlement was reached 
which included resumption of work by 207 on 18-1-55* supply of 5 
creelers and 2 doffers each shift for the Dunlop workers, favourable 
consideration of the 10th side workers’ demands, no. punishement by way 
of wage-deduction for the illegal stay-in-strike etc. This settlement 
was signed by J.R.Marshall, the Labour Commissioner, X.Balasundaram, 
K.T.K.Thangamani, G.Ramanujam, A.Balasubramaniam. V.Karmegam, R.Ranga- 
samy and P.A.Kannahh,. The terms of the settlement and the future 
course of action were expl-ined to the 1000 workerswho were assembled 
outside by K.T.K.Thangamani, Ramanujam and P.A.Kanniah who were 
brought on the same platform b^, the united will of the workers. The 
4 workers were released on bail and they along with 207 have resumed 
work on 18th. It may be mentioned here that the telegram received from 
P.Ramamurthi, Delhi on the midnight of 15th urging the workers to 
continue the unity was of immense help. The said telegram was wead 
out the workers on the public rally on 16th. It is expected that the 
workers and their leaders who had conducted this glorious campaign will 
study theuetaile and review the campaign, draw rich lessons and lay 
the foundation flor future. It can be safety asserted that during this 
year the management will have a conference of the TU leaders for the 
purpose of fixing the wxork-load and wage-differentials frr different 
departments.
W.B. This action has followed immediately after the one day token 
stike on 21-12-54 of the 30000 Coimbatore District Textile workers 
for the implementation of Textile Tripartite Commitee Recommendations.

Greetings•

Yours faithfully,

(K.T.K.Thangamani;
General Secretary.



ACTION BY THE MADURA HARVEY MILL WORKERS FOR 
A FORTNIGHT FROM 4.1*55

The action of the 12,000 Harvey mill workers during this month
opposing increased work-load is significant in many respects. A new pattern 
of unity was evolved by workers themselves and the workers succeeded to a • 
large extent in winning the support of the people of Madura.

Never since 1938 when all the workers went on an indefinite
strike was such enthusiasm seen. It is well known that the Harvey mill, 
Madura is one of the biggest spinning mills in South India. And the 4 mills 
in this group control 5 lakh spindles. The mill in Madura, is divided into 
three separate entities and they are known as the Old Mill, the New mill 
and the Central Mill. Generally, low counts are spun in the Old Mill, higher 
counts in the New Mill and the Dunlop requisite thread in the Central Mills.

There are 288 spinning frames divided into 12 sides in the old mill,
375 into 16 sides in the New mill and 22 frames in the Central mill. 
Generally the frames in the Old mill contain 308 to 328 spindles, except the 
10th side which contain 450 to 484 spindles. In the New mill the spindlage 
varies from 450 to 484. In the Central each frame contains 476 to 484 spindles 
In the Central mill Dunlop spinning department where low counts ranging from 
7 to 16.7 are spun, for most of the frames 3 spinners and 1J doffers per 
frame were supplied. The number of spinners and doffers were reduced in the 
7 and 9.75 counts the reduced number according to the workers is 2 spinners 
and it 1£ doffers. From the 5th onwards, the workers in the Central mill 
Dunlop spinning department refused to do the additional work and sat quietly 
in front of the frames. Egged on by this the workers in the spinning depart
ment of the 10th side in the Old mill who were attending to 220 spindles 
for 20s also refused to do the extra work. The affected workers in both the 
shifts numbered 207* Daily these workers reported for duty and squatted in 
front of the frames andthis continued till 12.1.1955*

The mass of the workers knew that this is a very important issue
in whieh maximum unity and mobilisation were necessary. There are 4 unions 
in this mill, one affiliated to the AITUC (T.W.U.)| one affiliated to the 
INTUC(N.P.W.U.); and two independent unions M.L.U. and M.M.L.U. These unions 
also had to be activised. The workers in two shifts assembled and after 
elaborate discussion elected a United Aetion Committee consisting of 18 
workers belonging to different department and different unions. This United 
Committee appealed to the Unions, Political parties and other Leaders to 
support the demands of the Harvey mill workers. Hand-bills were issued 
explaining the issue involved, more than Rs.500/- was collected and more than 
2000 measures of rice was also collected. All the Political parties and 
Unions signified their support. The President of the District Congress Commi
ttee stated that he will g not go to Avadi (a place near Madras where the 
60th. Session of the Indian National Congress was held recently) without 
settling the Harvey issue. The Committee also met S.M.Majumdar, M.P. who 
was in Madura on 12th and 13th, K.T.K.Thangamani of the A.I.T.U.C. who was 
in Madura on the 13th, 14th and 15th of January 55, G.Ramanujam of I.N.T.U.C. 
who was in Madura on 15th, 16th and 17th January, M.Kalyanasundaram, M.L.A. 
(Dy.Leader of the Opposition) who was in Madura on the 15th of January and 
many such local leaders.

On the 13th. the situation took a dramatic turn* The tokens of
the 207 workers were taken away so that if they went out of the mill gate they 
would not be allowed inside. Workers in both the shifts replied by half an 
hour st<-in-strike • All the 12,000 workers participating without exception. 
The leadership of the independent union did not favour this action but that 
union workers actively cooperated for making this a success. This infused 
greater confidence in the workers. The night-shift closes at 1.15 A.M. and 
if the night-shift workers had left as usual they would have left behind the 
207 comrades to the mercy of the management and the police. It may be 
mentioned here that police pickets were posted inside and the District 
Collector and Dy.Inspector General of Police were much impressed with the 
peaceful nature of the stay-in-strike on the 13th. 14th. and 15th. were 
Pongal holidays and are very important days for Tamil people when they would 
like to spend their time at home. 4000 workers of the night-shift did not 
want to desert the 207 workers and so they stayed inside the mills on the 
14th and 15th, an event which will be written in the history of Harvey mill 
workers. We also witnessed a phenomena, ZDS hundreds of kitchen springing 
in front of the mill gate and cooked food being despatched inside. It is 
needless to say that not only the 12000 Harvey workers but a big majority
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of workers in Madura did not celebrate their Pongal as their thoughts were 
with 4000 workers who were inside. The United Committee continued its 
parlies with the management and the authorities but they proved fruitless. 
The Commissioner of Labour, Madras sent a telegram stating that he would be 
visiting Madura on 17th. In a mass rally of 25000, M.Kalyanasundaram spoke 
on the resolution supporting the Harvey workers. At 1 A.M. on 16th, 500 
police paraded inside the mills and under the plea of collecting the workers 
near the mill-gate for explaining certain things, they were able to push out 
the workers without any incident. In this process 3 workers Karuthiah, Peria 
Karuppan and Kandasamy were taken into custody. This eviction and the arrest 
angered the workers. The United Committee consulted the Trade Union leaders 
and did not lose their head. They asked the wo rice rs to go mm to work as 
usual on 16th and demanded the release of 3 arrested workers. On the 16th. 
yet another worker Alaghumalai by name, one of the Members/of the Action 
Committee was arrested while on duty and this angered the workers and the 
police stopped further arrests. The same evening Bonus Day was observed with 
a great gesto and representatives from the various trade unions addressed the 
gathering. K.T.K.Thangamani, explained the significance of the Bonus Day 
and also the significance of Harvey struggle which was directed against 
attempted rationalisation. The general demand of the workers was to get back 
207 workers in the affected departments and secure the release of the 4. On 
the 16th and 17th Police guarded the two departments and a lock out was 
enforced which was again a victory for the workers.

When the Labour Commissioner arrived on 17th in the discussions
held at the Circuit House, workers were represented by M/s. K.T.K.Thangamani 
(AITUC)p G.Ramanujam (INTUC), A.Balasubramaniam and V.Karmegam (T.W.U.), 
R.Rangasamy (N.P.W.U.), P.A.Kanniah (M.M.L.U.) and ths available members of 
the Action Committee. 207 workers and nearly 1000 more were also present,
to witness the proceedings. The management was represented by J.R.
Marshall, Managing Director, Andews one of the Directors and S.Krishnamurthi, 
the Mill’s Labour Welfare Officer* The workers gave complete authority to

K.T.K.Thangamani, G.Ramanujam and P.A.Kanniah to settle the issue. 
Settlement was reached which included resumption of work by 207 on 18«1.1955» 
supply of 5 creelers and 2 doffers mkt each shift fcr the Dunlop workers, 
favourable consideration of the 10th side workers’ demands, no punishment 
by way of wage-deduction for the illegal stay-in-strike etc. This settlement 
was signed by J.R.Marshall, the Labour Commissioner, V.Balasundaram, K.T.K. 
Thangamani, G.Ramanujam, A.Balasubrarnaniam, V.Karmegam, R.Rangasamy and P.A. 
Kanniah. The terms of the xk settlement and the future course of action 
were explained to the 1000 workers who were assembled outside w by K.T.K. 
Thangamani, Ramagujam and P.A.Kanniah who were brought on the same platform 
by the united will of the workers. The 4 workers were released on bail and 
they along with 207 wx have resumed work on 18th. It may be mentioned here 
that the telegram received from P.Ramamurthi, Delhi on the midnight of 15th 
urging the workers to continue the unity was of immense help. The said 
telegram was read out to the workers on the public rally on 16th. It is 
expected that the workers and their leaders who had conducted this glorious 
campaign will study the details and review the campaign, draw rich lessons 
and lay the foundation for future. It can be safely asserted that during 
this year the management will have a conference of the Trade Union leaders 
for the purpose of fixing the work-load and wage-differentials for different 
departments.

This action has followed immediately after the one day token
strike on 21.12.54 of the 30000 Coimbatore District Textile workers for the 
implementation of Textile Tripartite Committee Recommendations.



KAPRA MAZDOOR EKTA UNION (Regd.)

Facts About The Lock-Out In The 
Swatantra Bharat Mills, Delhi

The Swatantra Bharat Mills is one of the most modern 
units of the Textile Industry in India. The Managing 
Agency of the parent company of which it is a branch, is 
owned by the well-known industrialist Sri Shri Ram and 
his sons. Recently the management of the Mills declared 
a lock-out resulting in temporary loss of employment to 
about 4000 workers, thereby causing acute economic distress 
to them and their dependants numbering over 20,000. The 
lock-out has come as a consequence of an eight-month-old 
dispute between the workmen represented by their Union, 
the Kapra Mazdoor Ekta Union ' (Regd.) and the manage
ment.

This dispute centres round the demand of the wor
kers that they be allowed to exercise their fundamental 
rights of forming and joining a trade union of their choice 
and that the ban placed by the management on holding 
meetings and carrying on peaceful trade union activity in 
the workers’ colony be removed. This dispute started in 
April, 1954, and has since constantly been the cause of much 
agitation by the workers. The workers led by their Union 
explored all avenues for securing a peaceful and just settle
ment of the dispute. Scores of written and oral representa
tions were made to the management and the Delhi State 
Government. Right from the Labour Officer at the bottom 
to the Chief Commissioner at the top all authorities were 
repeatedly approached in the matter. The matter was also 
raised in the Delhi Legislative Assembly in its last session.

All these methods failing to yield any results, the Union 
resorted to other methods of peaceful and lawful agitation. 
Dozens of mass-deputations, processions, demonstrations, 
public meetings were organized in the industrial areas as 
well as in the city and New Delhi in support of the demand 
of the workers. But even this proved of no avail and the 
situation suffered progressive deterioration from day to day.

The attitude of the management was highly unreason
able and provocative throughout. At first they tried to 
wean the workers away from the Union’s influence by hold
ing out threats of dismissal, demotion or similar discipli
nary action. Then an attempt was made to create disruption 
in the Union through a handful of mill-agents whom the 
Union allowed to join up in accordance with its democratic 
constitution. When these people saw that there was no 
chance of their succeeding in their evil designs they left 
the Union and tried to create disruption from without



through a management-sponsored puppet rival union. But even this proved futile and barring about 40-50 mill-agents, many of whom were freshly recruited by the management for this purpose, no worker joined this puppet union. With each successive failure of its tactics the management became more unreasonable, more aggressive and oppressive and more desperate. Vilification of Union Officials, breaking up of peaceful workers’ gatherings, framing up frivolous criminal cases against Union workers by lodging false reports with the police, harassment of active Union workers in the course of their duties in the mills was tried in turn. Specific cases involving such high-handedness on the part of the management were brought to the notice of the authorities by the Union, every time they occurred. But no heed was paid to these complaints. On the other hand the Police in the initial stages openly sided with the employers whom they obliged by cooking up false cases against Union members.More than 80 workers were prosecuted by the police under Section 290 for shouting slogans regarding their demands in the workers’ colony or under section 107 I.P.C. for the alleged apprehension of breach of peace. The result of all this, however, was contrary to the management’s wushes and expectations. With every fresh attack on the solidarity of the workers or on the integrity of their Union, the workers closed up their ranks with still more doggedness, courage and determination. They were able to raise an industrial dispute involving certain important economic and other issues in the meantime, which were referred to adjudication under the Industrial Disputes Act by the State Government. The Union also successfully challenged several improper actions of the management and by its constant defence of the legitimate rights and privileges of workers incurred heavy displeasure of the management. Failing to break the workers’ morale and unable to shake their faith in .the Union, the employers took recourse to their last weapon.An all-out campaign of criminal intimidation, violence and hooliganism was let loose on the' workers. Leading Union workers became special targets of this violence and gangsterism. Union property, including the newsboard used by the Union for announcing Union programmes to its members was forcibly removed from the mill-colony. Hooligans armed with lathis and daggers openly went about the colony assaulting and abusing workers and holding out threats of dire consequences against Union members. Dozens of such reports involving individual cases are on record with the Police. This campaign of violence and terrorism naturally created a state of tension and resentment among the workers, who were compelled to lodge an effective protest against it by the only



lawful method open to them, i.e., by going on a one-day 
protest strike on the 13th of December. The success of this 
step clearly demonstrated the unity of the workers against 
the management and their agents who vainly tried to break 
the strike by every means at their disposal. This success 
drove the management into madness and frenzy and they 
started hitting out recklessly. . Mass charge-sheeting of 
workers was followed by dismissal notices on practically 
every member of the Union’s Executive Committee. Lala 
Bharat Ram, the Managing agent of the Mills, openly re
pudiated an agreement earlier arrived at through the me
diation of the Government Labour Officer (Appendix HI).

This agreement sought to partially restore some of 
the trade union rights to the workers. When advised to 
settle the dispute by negotiations by the Government Lab
our Director, Lalaf Bharat Ram left the conference table 
refusing to talk to the Union’s representatives. Still, in 
line with its basic policies, the Union continued vigorous 
efforts to find out an amicable and peaceful settlement of the 
dispute. Besides exploring the usual avenues of concilia
tion, etc., it took the matter up in the Labour Advisory 
Board of the State Government and subsequently in the 
Tripartite Committee for Textile Industry. The attitude 
of the representatives of the management, at all these con
ferences was of total non-cooperation and even arrogant 
and insulting. Instead of exchanging views and making an 
attempt to understand the workers’ view-point, they adopt
ed an attitude of dictation, of holding out threats and of 
blackmailing.

Several attempts on the life of Union Officials followed 
inside the mill. Sensing extreme insecurity of their lives 
and failing to obtain any satisfactory reply from the 
management to their repeated demand for effective steps 
being taken to safeguard their lives, the workers en-masse 
stopped working on the 15th Jaftiuary, the management de
clared a lightning lock-out. When the news of the lock
out spread in the industrial areas of Delhi, thousands of 
workers from other Textile Mills collected near the wor
kers’ gate of the mills. The undersigned was himself pre
sent on the spot at about 1 p.m. A perfectly peaceful meet
ing of the workers was in progress when some hirelings of 
the management mis-behaved with some women workers 
who were sitting near the main gate. On an alarm being 
raised, the ‘goondas’ were seen running inside the mill gates, 
which were closed for others. This infuriated the workers 
many of whom gave chase to them. The Police posted both 
outside and inside the mills got panicky at this and appre
hending danger to its own safety started lathi-charging the 
crowd. This was followed by tear-gassing. The lock-out 
has been continued since. The Union holds that it is an 
illegal and unjustified lock-out. Section 24 (3) of the



Industrial Disputes Act, under which the management is 
seeking protection does not exempt it from conforming to 
the requirements of Section 33 of the Act. The former 
section only does away with the need to give a two-weeks 
notice in case of an illegal strike. Even if the stoppage of 
the mill from 9-1-55 is deemed to be an illegal strike, which 
itself is doubtful, the management is debarred from declar
ing a lock-out without obtaining express permission in 
writing of the Additional District and Sessions Judge, Shri 
G. R. Budhiraja, who is at present adjudicating an Indus
trial Dispute between the Union and the management.

The charge of the management that the Union is a 
Communist Union, is a mere repetition of the now-too- 
familiar jargon. It is a fact that the overwhelming num
ber of officers and Executive members of the Union are non
Communists, and include independent trade unionists, So
cialists, and known and respected Congressmen. The Union 
has no quarrel with any political party or with the local 
INTUC as the employers are trying to make out. In fact 
the INTUC has come into the picture only after the protest 
strike of the 14th December. Nobody heard of that body 
in the Swatantra Bharat Mills before that date.

The Union has repeatedly offered to assist in normal 
resumption of work if its demand for an impartial inquiry 
into the whole dispute is agreed to. The Union holds that 
from the very beginning the management has been guilty 
of unfair labour practices in so far as it has calculatedly and 
deliberately suppressed trade union activity by hindering 
the formation of an independent union free from the influ
ence of the management and by bolstering up a pocket 
union. The management has clearly been acting against all 
established conventions, practice and usage, and also against 
the law in denying access to this colony to trade union wor
kers. The right to carry on peaceful and legitimate trade 
union activity in a workers’ colony is now fully recognized 
by the Government of India and embodied in the legisla
tion which has recently been undertaken in respect of Tea 
and other Plantations.

We still hope wiser counsels will prevail 'with the ma
nagement of the Mills and they will act in accordance with 
the spirit of the times and give up their ‘Slave Driver’s’ 
attitude in the matter of basic trade union rights.

As the issues involved in the dispute are of basic and 
paramount importance to the working class in general, it is 
but natural and proper that the entire working class of the 
State should take them up. The decision of the represen
tatives of 71 trade union organizations, including all-India 
organizations like the Hind Mazdoor Sabha, the United 
Trade Union Congress and the All-India Trade Union Con
gress, who met on the 18th instant, to ponder over the 
situation is very welcome to the Textile workers. Accord-



ing to this decision there will be mass protest procession 
and demonstration on the 22nd instant followed by a protest 
rally on the next day, i.e., on Sunday. If even this fails 
to move the Government, then the entire organized section 
of workers may have to embark on a general strike to en
force the acceptance of the just demand of the Swatantra 
Bharat Mills workers.

In the end we cannot help criticizing the attitude of the 
Delhi State Government in this matter. If a proper appre
ciation and understanding o*f the issues had been attempted 
and appropriate attention and care bestowed on the pro
blem in the early stage, which was repeatedly urged by the 
Union, the situation would not have deteriorated to the 
present extent.

B. D. Joshi, m.l.a.
Delhi, 21st January 1955 General Secretary.

/
Appendix I

Demands Submitted by the Kapra Mazdoor Ekta Union

1) The management should unequivocally recognize the 
workers’ right to carry on trade union activity in the 
workers’ colony. This should include workers’ meet
ings, placing of Union notice boards outside the factory 
gates;

2) The management should assure the workers of the 
safety of their persons in the course of their work in 
the factory;

3) No worker to be punished as a consequence of the hap
penings of the last one month;

4) The Government to appoint a Court of Enquiry to in
vestigate the circumstances leading to the worsening of 
labour-management relations to the present extent and 
after apportioning blame for the same to recommend 
the steps to be adopted in future to eliminate the causes 
of mutual friction; the cases of such of the persons 
whom the management considers ‘undesirable’ may also 
be referred to this Court;

5) Both the parties to undertake to abide by the findings 
of the above Court.

Appendix II

Chronicle of Main Events

April ’54. Union formed in Swatantra Bharat Mills.
May-June ’54. Recruitment of undesirable persons started 

as ‘temporary hands.’
6-6-54. Union meeting in workers’ colony not permitted to 

be held.
30-6-54. Union officials prevented from addressing a mass 

meeting. At the instance of the General Manager a



resolution against Ekta Union is attempted to be moved 
—attempt is defeated badly.

26-7-54. The Watch and Ward staff attempts to break up 
a meeting of workers being addressed by the local 
Union officials.

27-7-54. The Manager himself disturbs a meeting of wor
kers and starts addressing the workers in an attempt 
to provoke a clash. The attempt does not bear fruit.

27-7-54. R.S.S. parades and rallies initiated in the colony 
at the instance of the General Manager. More ‘goondas’ 
recruited and commissioned to break up and stone any 
Union meeting.

1-8-54. Union Branch Secretary assaulted by Security 
Officers of the mills at night after a meeting.

3-8-54. Police brought into the picture to arrest 7 workers, 
Union Branch officials, who were distributing Union 
leaflets to workers coming out of the mills gates — a 
clash provoked by management, averted by the timely 
intervention of the Union. Later lock-out declared by 
the management for the night.

6-8-54. An agreement promised by Lala Bharat Ram by 
the 9th. A draft prepared on the basis of certain dis
cussions through Government Labour Office—but even
tually the management backs out.

18-8-54. An attempt made by the management to discredit 
the Union by publishing a handbill in the name of ‘Lab
our Unity’ exhorting the workers to boycott ‘Janama- 
shtami’ celebration. The attempt frustrated by timely 
detection of the conspiracy. Union’s demand for in
quiry not acceded to. Frivolous charge-sheets to the 
militants continued. A puppet union called ‘Bharat 
Mills Mazdoor Union’ given birth to.

Aug.-Sept. ’54. About 80 prosecutions launched under sec
tions 107 & 290 I.P.C. against workers of Swatantra Bha
rat Mills (mainly activists of the Union) for holding 
meetings or shouting slogans.

19-9-54. Union decides to call out a token strike in Textile 
industry on 18th October, 1954.

28-9-54. A Draft agreement having the consent of Lala 
Bharat Ram is received by the union from the Gov
ernment Labour Officer.

4-10-54. An agreement was signed through the mediation 
of the Government Labour Officer — Strike call with
drawn.

6-10-54. Notice displayed by General Manager in the Mills 
denying the conclusion of any agreement.

7-10-54. Union holds a mass meeting in the colony for 
which prosecutions are started against top Union offi
cials, i.e., the President, the General Secretary and the 
Joint Secretary.

12-10-54 to 29-10-54. Numerous Election meetings of Con-



gress and Communist Party held in the workers’ colony 
undisturbed by the management.

31-10-54. Mill ‘goondas’ attack five workers in their homes 
in the colony.

13-11-54. Union Branch officials meet General Manager 
who refuses to abide by the agreement.

End of November. INTUC affiliates the ‘puppet’ union.
7-12-54. Union Branch President and other militants as

saulted by ‘goondas’ inside the Mill at 11-30 a.m.
13-12-54. Union Branch Secretary brutally attacked with 

knives and lathis at 11-30 p.m. in the workers’ colony.
16-12-54. Union News-Board stealthily removed by mana

gement from the workers’ colony,—Government with
draws all the cases under section 107 Cr. P.C.

18-12-54. ‘Board’ returned to the Union in accordance with 
an agreement promoted by the Labour Office.

20-12-544 Lala Bharat Ram and General Manager in a con
ference in the office of the Director of Industries and 
Labour officially repudiates the 4th October agreement. 
Union re-affirms its resolve to abide by the agreement.

21-12-54. News-Board again forcibly removed by manage
ment.

22-12-54. Union serves a general strike notice for 28th 
December to enforce implementation of the agreement.

24-12-54. Strike decision held in abeyance a second time on 
an assurance from the Government.

5-1-55. Union President, General Secretary, Joint Secre
tary sent to jail on a complaint by management under 
section 448 I.P.C. for having held a meeting in the 
colony on 7-10-54.

8-1-55. Rowdyism by ‘goondas’ in colony—Threat held out 
to our workers.

9-1-55. At 1-15 p.m. a Union member manhandled inside 
the mill in his department. 3-30 p.m. — 8 to 10 ‘goondas’ 
armed with knives attack union workers inside the mill 
—a clash follows, ^resulting in injuries to a number of 
people.
Immediate stay-in-strike follows and continues follow
ing refusal of the management to ensure safety of life 
inside mills.

15-1-55. One day general strike in all textile mills by 18000 
workers. At 11-30 a.m. the management suddenly de
clares a lockout and enlists police help for forcibly re
moving workers from inside the mill, which leads to 
a clash.

Appendix III
Copy of the letter No. 13154|L.O. dated 4th October 1954 from 

Shri M. M. Kher, Labour Officer, Delhi State, to Shri B. D. 
Joshi, M.L.A., General Secretary, Kapra Mazdoor Ekta Union

Please refer to your letter No. D.O. 296 dated 29th



September, 1954. The matter was again taken up with L. 
Bharat Ram, Managing Director, Delhi Cloth & General 
Mills, who has confirmed that the terms made out in the 
draft are acceptable to them. He has also assured that 
there will be no vilification of any body on the part of the 
management. As regards other point in your suggestion, I 
may state that it has been now accepted that no worker 
should be victimized for participation in trade union acti
vities. Since the terms have been now approved, there will 
be hardly any question of taking any action for permanent 
activities. A copy of the terms which have been approved 
by both sides is also forwarded herewith for your record. 
Under the circumstances I hope the matter would be treated 
as amicably settled. I hope that my efforts made in settling 
the dispute, will be helpful in restoring normal industrial 
relations and in promoting harmony and peace in Swa
tantra Bharat Mills.

Copy of the Agreement dated 4th October 1954

The management confirm that the workers of Swatan
tra Bharat Mills may continue to carry out legitimate and 
peaceful trade union activities in the workers’ colony. This 
will be exercised subject to the following safeguards: — 
(1) There would be no propaganda which would tend to 

disturb peaceful atmosphere or embitter normal indus
trial relations, but the representatives of the workers 
would be free to express their full and frank views re
garding differences which would be subject matters of 
Industrial dispute. Besides, there should be no vilifi
cation of any individuals connected with the manage
ment.

(2) The activities would include meetings, canvassing for 
membership, and propaganda relating to workers’ de
mands and grievances.

(3) Discipline should not be undermined.
The workers’ representatives on their part agree: —
(a) That the place of meeting shall be decided with the 

approval of the General Manager.
(b) There shall be no clash of programme or obstruc

tion to other educational, social, cultural and welfare acti
vities in the workers’ colony.
Addendum: There will be no vilification of any body on the 

part of management.

Published by B. D. Joshi, M.L.A., General Secretary, Kapra Mazdoor Ekta 
Union, Goushala Shop No. 34, Double Phatak Road, Kishenganj Mill Area, 
Delhi and printed at New Age Printing Press, Delhi.



PSiri ION ON BEHALF OF COTTON TEXTILE AND MEMBERS
OF HE MILL MAZDUCR UNIuN (RED LAG)

TO TRE LABOUR APPELLATE TRIBUNAL# BU^aY.

appeals No. |«J >|o^-of 1953
Appeals No. £1 I Of 1954.

In the matter of consolidation of Dearness 
Allowance ith Basic Minimum «age, Bonus 
lor the yenr 1952 &nd Compensation for loss 
of eurnin s cue to involuntary unemployment 
on account of electiic power shortage during 

1951-52.

To

The President and Members of the Full Bench#
The Labour Appellate Tribunal* 
City Ice Building* Bombay-1.

UY IT PLEASE YOUR LORDSHIPS*

1. «e* cotton te tile workers ana members of Mill

Mas. oar Union (Reo Flag) beg to present this petition to 

Your Lordships* and hope th^t it will receive due 

consideration at the hancLsjbCf Your l.oruships.

2* we be< to protest stron ly against the Order of

this Honourable Tribunal dated 29th November 1954 denying

ill Masdoor Union (hed Flag) and unions other than 

Rashtriya ill Max ioor Sangh the right to appear on behalf 

of the workers* in the aLove-m.ntioned Appeals as als > in 

any ; her ccsgibefore this Honourable Tribunal* 

concernin the workers of the cotton tectile mills in the 

Bombay City. .e further protest a ainst denial to the 

any cotton textile vorker to appear individually on his 

own beh If before this Honourable Tribunal. «e consi de r 

thut it i the democratic right of the wor ers to Join a 

trade union of their choice ana secure representation 

either through it or otherwise before this Honourable 

Tribunal as weil as before other Courts and Tribunals

2



The ri ht to organise is ; uaranteud oncer the 

constitution of our country, am cteprival of this right 

mean© violation of the C nstit^tion. It is because «e 

hnve been deprived of our ri ht of atpesrance in the 

Appeals pending before this Honourable Tribunal that we 

are constrained to approach Your Loxdahips in an un

conventional manner by *ay of retition in order to place 

before the Honourable Tribunal our position in relation 

to the wurkers* demands in the pendin Appeals which 
vitally affect our interests.

3. It is submitted that busis for fi ation of
an

minimum w<'C for/industry should be the living wage 

standard. The Living wage should ensure not merely a 

bare physical subsisLance, but also the maintainance of 

health and decency, a measure of frugal com ort and some 

insurance against the more i portant /nisi ortunes.

4. The Bombay Textile Labour Inguiry Committee in

its Final eport (1940) proceeded on the basis of a 

workin class family of 4 persons i.e. a uan, a wife, 

t o dependents who would or inurily be children under 14rt 

i.e. on the piesumption of an average sixe of the family 

re^irirt 3 consumption units, arrived at in $,50/- to 

as minimum living *age, for the erkers in the 

Bombay City on the basis of pre-.ar price-level.

5. Ths said Committee failed to consider expenses

incurred by an average • orkin class f amily on vital items 

such as medical relief, education of hildren, repayment 

in instailmer.tu of debts incurred in contingencies of 

physical calamities and domestic difficulties, and monthly 

re istances to other dependents at possibly his native 

place. The Comsiittee while calculating expenditure on 

the various its folio ed v.hat is known as the "Standard 

Bu ;etsH ncthod. This method sailers from grave elects 
in so far as no^.ul expenditure of a working class family
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is circumscribed by the existing level of ex income.

6. Taking into consideration all these factors it

Is submitted that .70/* to H.75/ * .should be consi cred 

as the living wage atandar of a cotton textile . ^rkers 

family in Bombay city on the basis of pre-^ar price level. 

1 he constituents of the average monthly expenditure should 

be as follows:*

Feed ...

Housing ... h$« l
Lighting and Fuel ... 5'/*

Clothing . ••

Education ... &. 2

I edical Expense ... 3s. X^ F

Mlsce-ulaneous ... s®. 73 z

/• The Bombay Girni Kam ar Union (Hed FlaJ. the

traditions of which the present nited Mill Muzoor Union 

( ted Flag) carries forward, u in/ the pioceedin s before 

the Honourable Inouutrial Court in the "standardization 

..ith ae-lncrease ’case in 1947. showeu the fallin, as 

barest inimum e Jenses of a family of 3 sonsumption units 

on the basis ol pre-war price level:

Food ... >5.^6 8 0

Bousing ) • • • .15 0 0
)

ui hting & uel )

Clothing . • • 6 0 0

Mouical ) • • • • 3 8 0
)

ux eases )

• •» th. 2 8 0

Total • • • 52 8 0
stzsassa; Ims»Xs

8. It is therefore suuMtted that .50/- to b.55/-

should be considered as basic minimum wate on barest 
subJCance level. Compare. to this ^.30/* aw arete by the 

lanomuble Industrial Court is much beLo. the subsistauce 

level.

....4



9. The RAO C0WITTB1, in its enquiry during 1940.

ca e to the conclusion :hct Rs.36/- per month represented 

the subsistence level for a family of three consumption 

units in a city like Bombay, according to pre- ur prices. 

The basic minimum wa e of Rs.30/- therefore is, also much 

belo» the level.

10. The Industrial Court Award 1947 hr s expressly 

state that its fixation of basic Inim.m vage at R&.30/- 

per month is on the barest subsistence level. This 

conception of minimum wa^e ther fore excludes expenditure 

on items, in a sorkin^ class family bua et» such as education 

of chil ren, medical exx nses and miscellaneious, items 

such as entertainment etc. The conception of Fair -ages 

as is given in air a es Committee*o Report (19*9) 

contains these extra ite ns of expenditure in addition to 

barest physical necessities of life. The Honourable 

Industrial Court in its award dated 9th April 1964, 

therefore, wrongly held hat "there is however little to 

sho?, thr t the Court in its u^ard (1947) adopted this 

extra ie conception and did not essentially adopt the idea 

of minimum wage which is to be found in the import of Fair 

.ages Commit ee." In fact this ifference beV esn the 

conception of fubsistance .^s and Fair ^ages received due 

consideration at the hand s of thia Honourable Tribunal 

which in i»;a a^rd in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills 

Case (195$) revised the basic linimum a age from aa.^6/- 

to Hs.28/- The actual small monetary difference as 

worked out in the said case is not so much i.i, ortunt as 

the fact thet revision has taken place on the naw Fair *ages 

basis. The Tripartite Textile inquiry Committee of Madras, 

in its report during 1951 , felt themselves Justitied in 

fixin , the basic minimum wage at ^s.3£/8/-" (p.36). This
k her throws light SS thc^tko conceptions of minimum wages.



II. without prejudice to the contention re arc!in

barest suOGiutence ..ages for Bombay City us stated in 

para 7* it is su-.gestGu that th barest subsistence wages 

of .35/- as arrive at by the Committee be consiered 

as basis from ^hich it can be levelled up in ordr to put 

it on lair *agss basic.

It can be worked out like this:

Barest subsistence expenses • • .35 0 0

Medical ex ansae •• $.300

Education •• -.280

Miscellaneous *• u. 700

Total .. Rs.47 8 0

(rou hly .47/-)

<s.47/- per month can therefore oe considered as the fair 

wa es level of Bombay at its minimum.

12. The Honourable Industrial Court erred in

ri idly interpreting the directions of the Five fear Plan 

that "an increase in wages at this Juncture my injure the 

country's econd lie stability by raising the cost of 

production". The Industrial Courts and Tribunals by 

virtue of judicious exercise of their ability to consider 

each case for ^age-increase in a particular industry, can 

revise the v.a es purely on the merits of the case. It i 

submitted in this connection that enough material has been 

.laced before the Honourable Industrial Court in this 

parti ular case to show the increasin st cility and 

profit-ma ing capacity of the industry which has not only 

survived the slump of 1952 but expanded its proc uction

urin/ 1952 ana 1953 to unprecedented levels. The steady 

carry in- out of rationalisation measures during the last 

lew yeais. lea ing to increase in workload in several 

depar meats has rendered the 1947 wa*e level obsolete and 
outmoi amXaIOI U IC*. kx -

....6
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13. The Ponouiable Industrial Courtk further erred 

in ex; rescin fear that remands for upl eve Ilia. wa^ts will 

crop up in other Industries if wn^es in cotton textile 

industry are revi ed so soon as this. Tn fact such 

adjustments to chafigiag times and conditions by ^ay of 

#a e-incrense^ could only be cons! erect Just and proper. 

Bombay textile waxes remninin at the tame old level iff 

holding up the advance of progressive trends in ocher 

places miso. This can be very ell seen in auras Cotton 

textile .

The REPORT OF TRIPARTITE TEXTILE KN .UI RY COMMITTEE 

(IlnDH S. 1963) referin : to directions in the Five Year 

Plan os well t> the Bombay a.e level has to e <y this: 

**The Planning Commission has stated hat the tendency 

should be to re ace disparity of income and the worker mast 

Fave his due share in the national income. The 

Cam iscion has ho ever sounded a note of warning that to 

check inflation, wa <es i ill need be controlled to some 

extent during the periol of the plan.

"Taking all these circumstances Intc consideration 

wp feel e will be Justified in iixin the basic alnimum 

wa c at RS.3R/8/- But this ^ould be higher than the 

amount fix?d in Bombay sr that fixed by the United rminces 

Lab or .nq-iry Commit ee. he U.P. labour Enquiry 

Comaittee while fixing Rs.30/- as basic minimum wa c has 

observed that minimum fixe for Bombay is an underestimate, 

and that soonrr or later. aM ps sconex than later. 

Bombay may be forced to have a higher level. This 

expectation has however not yet materialised urd Bombay 

£till remains at ds.30 e there}ore fix the basic

minimum at Rs.30/- for the present. ” (p.36)

...7
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It ic submitted that the above inhibitions 

expressed j the said Co out □ strong case lor

wa e-r vision in Bombay. the luck of hicb is holing up 

siaiilar revisions at other places in t e i amc industry.

___ ।__a

14. standardization of »u es Scl c e of 1947 necuj 

a revsion on a new basis. A number of rationalisation 

mo sores hove been curried out in the wax*1 of the 

Standardisation Award. leading to not in increase in 

workload but requirement of higher e.ree of skill, strain 

and responsibility fur the worker to operate renovated or 

modernised machines. Old differentials have therefore 

lost their eriglaux jIu : and sign^j ic nee. It is 

therefore inns submitted that the new dif erentiuls should 

be fixed for all the categories of workers on the basis 

ol their present skill, et^uin and rcs^wru.iaility and their 

basic be xuexe^se by aa^iu^ dins'uncials to the

ns* basic iaimua «»ase.

id. £he present syste» si Dearness Allowance does not 

. ive full compensation fur the rise in the coat of living 

since the wax . even to the lo est ^ai^ worker who is on 

the bare subsistence level, the rats of ueutrulientian

iven by ths last award (ieb. 1948) being 90 per cent for 

those eumin^ the uasia Huulmum wage* The ever- 

incresin; prices huve widened this ^up between money wa^es 

and the reax wa us.

The aware of the Honourable Industrial Court in 

the case AhniOuubad Cotten Textile workers esdorced ua er 

the bomnay Govexniaent Order Au.64/4d uaces dOu* April 19^8 

has t say the f oiluwii^ on vx>i^ point.

8



"The principle of minimum having been 

accepts * it lx desirable to see chat the ueneiits oi 

such a wage once fixid a* e received by the worker in 

s Ite oi higher prices. ihis means that the gorier 

shaxl be compensated i or higher prices in order that he 

may be assured oi real minimum wa^e. duch compensation 

cannot be hi^he. than that requires to neutralise the 

higher cost ai living laxly, that is uy 100 p.c. It 

may have to tc somewhat xower 14 vhe coo^iuiuns uf the 

industry o< tbs other factors are suci tbit mu 

compensation is not possible.”

This wexl^known principle of 100 per cent 

neutralisation or rise in the cost of xivieg hug fix st 

accepted ana reco men xor th- Board al Conciliation 

unaer the chairmanship ox Justice J. nan,nekax- appointed 

ay the Government oi Bomuay in 1^0 lox the Bombay C t on 

textile orders. It is theretore submitted that this 

wexl-known and Just principle shouxd be accepted and fully 

applied in the present case. It is nee less to repeat 

once again chut enough material has seen laced in this 

case before Honoux able Industrial Court regarding the 

capacity oi the industry to boar tnese costs. The Court 

ho ever has not given its award on uhc merits Gi the case. 

It is therefore further suu.iLtea that no consideration 

other than merits oi the case shoal, be uxo^ght in while 

considerin the present case.

16. ihe system of payment of Dearness Allowance on

a flat rate basis works umav~uratly lor hi her categories 

of workers> »itr the result that the latter receive 

progressively lower ana lo. er con^ensatiun as theix^ 

incomes ^et hig her una higher. iho^ h there is some 

force in the argument that workers with hi» her incomes 

requlxe less compensation generally ror rise in px'ices* 

it looses much of its force so loxv as livIng wage 

standard has not been attained by the workers. In any

9
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cose wholesale a plication to the higher-pal- ^oxkers of 

the earnest allowance j ixe for the «d.nimua «»cue 

category® jczqzc the wa e- if-fare nt la 1b given t- the 

skilled arrl edmi-s illec wxr.cere tin ’ar nay echcf&e of 

standardization of -ages. It is therefore subMttad 

that ca-nc occhoniom such as a slob eyctem oi payment of 

< C’ mens allowance* whoul be ev 1 ad .hereby hi, hex-paid 

workers et more i earner r. allowance than laweut paid 

co to ory than h they may not necessarily , ,su Osux'nesb 

Allowance at the same x *te of neutruliuatluu us is xixed 

for the inin j a e category.

17. The present system of paying remuneration of 

workers in t u eepurat auch as basic wages and

earae s alia ance has ren -arud the hole x wage—structure 

irrationu • It is therefore sub litteu that time is quite 

opportun to cons lidute the Dearness Axls ance into basic 

wa os after revising both of thc.u to meet ths neeas of the 

pre ent times and bringing them in conformity with modern 
c oneept io ns$socil science.

Lx _______
18. Ihie Honourable Tribunal® in luukin . on awai’d 

(1950) in the case far Bonus for Ui a year 1^x9 for he 

cotton textile Aorkere in the Bombay City® have ixxaa a 

formula .hereby available surplus can be calculated for 

the purposes of l€tcmir*in the quunct < of conus ior a 

particular year* The aid aware fixed prior charges” 

jn the gross profits of tha iaduscry in tne particular year 

in resvact of which Bonus la to b« granted ^s- ax ter 

deducting those chorda* the available surplus has to be 

caiculiited. Suosequ nt decisions in the v axoua Beaus 

caces both on the part of the Labour Aypellatw xriuunai as 

well as other tribunals Guth as the Inuuatxdax Court® 

Bombay, have rigidxy adhexed to this formula »hile 

culcalatin the quanta of Bonus ir^ . yuar to year. It 

is respectfully sub itted that the formula has often been

10
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ri/idly applied to the revenues of the industry *ithout 

const;erin hether the amounts sanction© aceor ing to 

this formula hove Men s ent by the industry for the 

purpose? for bleb they were set apart in calculaticnst 

without even inve ti sting he the r it is at all necessary 

to meet there "charges* from the current revenuos of the 

industry* Tt is further sub itte ; that strict o berence 

to this formula on the part of Industrial Courts and 

Tribunals have enabled the e loyer? to present their 
ualance-sbeets ir such n manner ns to sh<w that no 

surplus is available for the payment of Bonus to the 

workers in o parti ular year. Tt is also submittad that 

certain n w facts of the industry Ireis inq its neeb^ and 

methods of its i orkin have com light in the cours of 

fresh invest! aticns an this Sector al-n< with those 

previously mentioned call for a drastic revision oi the 

Bonus formuln.

19« Thifi Honourable Tribunal re used to consider the 

determination of he a ount which ©an be Justifiably 

allotted to arris pay vnt of co mission to the Managing 

Agencies of the Mil Corr anles by re,nr In,. it us 

"contractual obligation* \M h no Court or Tribunal is 

allowed to question. Tt is a well-kno^n f at t! u 1111 

Companies have boon >ayin Commissions at a rate much 

hi her than one sanctioned as fair by the Tariff Board 

Inquiry into oni €loth prices (1948) viz: 7> p.c. of 

..rocs profits after e ’uctinc depreciation. Thu present 

trend of parliamentary policies is to put an end to the 

Mano in A^ncy system after eo .e years an i in the meanwhile 

to drastically curtail the privileges and enzluxsats of 

the Vanning A f nts* an I to put statutory oafapuards 

against corrupt and speculative practices. It is therefore 

submitted that come catling should be put on the amount of 
remuneration while c a leal* tin Ite available surplus fur 

the purpose of payment of Bonus.



20. The statutory depreciation the rate of ^hieh is 

sanctioned under the formula is nu h higher than that sxtsxs 

allowed t» by the iariff Hoard (LM£)» chat is 4 p.c. ef 

pre-war vaiue oi Grots Block. It is sub littcd that 2 p.c. 

depreciation on machinery nd 2 p.c. on bail* in s would be 

sufficient to meet Ihe neeas of the industry.

21. This Honourable Tribunal have sanctions 6 p.c.

as fair diviaend payable to the shareholder s on present 

paid up capital incluia Bonus shares an free of income- 

tax. This is more than what as sanctioned by the iariff 

Board vis: 4 to 6 p.c. but subject to income-tax. a 

lar e number of mills have changeo hun< s during recent 

years result in in new valuation of Gross Blocc and 

consequent inflation of capital. Frequent issues of 

Bonus shares have qjlso inflated the capital* This 

practice of capitalisation of reserves not only prevents 

the reserves bein used for t he expansion of the industry 

and other productive purposes, but adv^s a new burden on 

the _ndustry. It is unfair that the workers should suffer 

in the queantum of B-nus because -f these dealin s of the 

em loyers to which they are not parti party and ’ahich are 

n t in the interests of the industry itself• ft is there- 

lore sub itued that 6 peieent on the original paidup 

ca ital or in the alternative 4 per cent on the present 

paid up ca ital should be consi ©red as fair dividend 

payable to the sbarehol era.

22. Reserves a re accumulate by the inciu try to be 

used by it in emergencies in its own interests. If they 

are employed as >. orbing ca ital in industry itGGlf. they 
& no justifiable reason why inter© t si ould -e jaid on 

them. lbs workers who have contributed by sweat and toil 

to the accumulation of reserves should have a claim on 

then. It is therefore submit tea that no interest should 

be calculated on reserves employed as working capital or 

in the alternative if char ed should be inciu ed in the
......... 12



ovaixable bur^ius rather than decactin it from gross ' 

profits.

23. The lechnic' 1 ^ub-Coaxnituee at the working Party 

for tne Cotton x ex tile Industry n^a evaluated the needs of 

the 7 > per cent of the Bombay textile industry in the 

mat er of rehuviliouticn of machinery ar* fixed the sum at 

Rs.30 craves. fhis out at t6.4u crores far tne

w oxu >1 t. 3 *,ry. In tae ..±ox trase investigations)

it is auu itte. > tn » elite nue come tn revise the old 

fi u c of Hs.72 crores. it is . urthar submitted that the 

indut try h s exj-^h reserves in i-s han s co meet thia 

e. enditure and no sum nee.is be sat a; .art year after year.

24. the urking resuxts -1 the Bombay cotton textile

auixs xor the year xJbk shu^ taut a some mills have maae 

more pruiits in 13a3 than ia 13 ax and twe uistributed 

hl aer dividends. a large nuwer ui uxxls have shown 

lens profits ttun in l^al uut have maintained their 

diviueiids. xh^a hoa been possibxe because they have been 

a^xa io use a pmt oi cnelr acaaxulatec a oan s in the form 

dividend equalisation ^nda etc. Aven those aixls *hich 

have ta eho«n xusses or ruea&re profits have been able to 

transfer a iounl^ rou^ t. ui. accumulated fur us for the 

pot> aes uf m piaci^ixju, iviaes.de. Htaust all the mills 

have reserves ouu surplus which compare favourably ^ith the 

a aunts ox their uaia up capital. This shows the utronr 

financial pc*. Il ion ox the &k various unite in the industry 

which are not ie^u>ied to ^.epan. u^on their current 

revenues lor the payment of cur ent ahax^et» but can dra 

upon theix occamuxated funds xor this ; uipose. It is 

therefore sou ivied chat uet r ilnution ox the quanta of 

Bonas shuuxa not be maae conaitianal upon u^rptusGs 

available each year in so far as the financial position of 

the in entry as inuicaueu uy variuws factors au ve cun 

n enaule ic to pay Bonus to the workers much as it can pay 

t the sharefol ers t; eir it is lurther sub itted

iviaes.de
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thnt bee uae of these reasons dated above* the Hon ju able 

Industrial C art erred in ^cparatin the Bonus case of 

workers baton in , to mills eho^in losses or meagre profits* 

whenever a general trend in an industry in a particular 

region Ln a particular year shows a profitable working, it 

is sub it eu that tils Honau able iiibunal should thro 

the burden of dis r^virv mismanagement on those ^nits which 

do not conform to Lhe general trend.

25. It is therefore finally submitted that it is

ossible to pay Bonus equvalent to three months euruin ,s 

by drastically cuttin down the "prior char ea: or even 

for the matter of that by dra ing money from accumulated 

reserves and sureloses.

.... ;___ -i-

PO , C UU^IHG J2ol=^«

26. The Bombay Cotton xexcile workers lost 38 a iys 

d rine 19b]-52 on account of electric power shortage. 

They have thus been eprived of theix earnings lor this 

period* for no fault of t cirs. It is tbereioi*e submitted 

Chit they be ^aio fall compensation lor this period.

27* Thauh the workers suifere. in their earn in s, the 

mills inspire of their being close for sa many days.

sho * d good pro actian both uring 1951 and 1952. The year 

1952 in which the bulk of the closure Heiiod is placed, 

sho ri an nil-time record in production. Both 1951 and 

1952 were years of good jrofiV , compared to 1 >49 and I960. 

The mills are thus in a po ition to pay the necessary 

amount* It is here ore submitted that this Honourable 

tribunal should a^ard full c >in en ation to the workers ior 

loss of earnin s using the period of enforced uncm^loymnt 

and should in no case scale dom the compensation a .arded 

by the Indu trial Court.

14
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We have plneed before You Lerdehipe our 

demand? in relation to the pendin Appeal Coses vitally 

affecting thr interests of the textile workers and Your 

Lordehipe are re jueste : to cive due connlc eration to 

them.



■*? 
Communist -t^arty office, 
Sultanpet, Bangalore 2.

10-1-55.

^111 ...Lack-out in i>aygjige.E£.
The management of the Shankar Textile Mills, Davangere in 

Mysore State has declared a lock-out of the Muis from to-day. 
Nearly a thousand workers employed in the above Mills have been 
thrown to the streets. It was only last month the workers of the 
Mills formed a Union of their own as seperate from the one which 
was nominally there run by the Management. As seon as the workers 
formed their independent Union the management began launching the 
offensive. They began discharging the leading worker^ one by one 
and within a few days eight of them were discharged. Undaunted by 
this the workers went ahead and even wehIxsm represented the 
matter to the Home Minister of the Mysore Govt, lyhen he visited 

the place towards the end of last month. The Minister promised to 
look into the matter after the strike of the -Electrical Bept. 

employees was settled.

The management has,however, victimised some more workers 
and now declared a lock-out of the Mills with a view to smash 
the Union and launch fresh attacks on the workers.The workers 
are resisting this attack X with courage and determination.



J&lgaon Glmi Kangar Union;
66, Bali ram rath.

J ALGAOh • ( £t«K») 
18th Jan.1955

• 
To,

Shri Babu Rajendra Prasad.
President of the Republic of India. 

New Delhi. 
/ 

Respected Sir, . '» * »
ne;- Issueng ordinance under section 358 of the — 

Constitution of Indla-te to possession of the 
Gendakal Mills, Jalgaon which is closed since 
29th auly 196^0n failing to do so the 1 - — 

“ Satyagraha 4ov«nentM will be started to take 
forceful possession of the mill from 26 th Jan.55.

Here-with sending y^ur honour the memorandom of 1CCCC citizens 

•nd workers of Jalgaon(Bombay State) .Sir, I like to bring to your 
•* t. 

honours notice that among the signatories are well known Congress - 

leaders, mass leaders of working class, brill!ent pleaders, popular 

teachers and students, merchants of different categories and ommon 

men women of this town, urging your honour to issue an ordinance — 

under section 358 of the Constitution of India • Take into constder- 

-atlon the horrible plight of 14CC Gendalal Mil workers and 60CC • 

dependents and the loss of National Production for which the ban;— 

-rupt policy of the Mill owner is solely responsible.

’Ite Gendalal Aills has been closed dwn since 29th 
July 195^ by Sursjmal Badjatia who has gone into llauldation. He b 

has secured 15 lacs rupees debt under debenture trust deed from - . i
Ur. «R.C.Jal(Indoi*e) end thus has cheated the workers by not paying 

their wages, dearness allowance anu even Provident *und amount. Th 

District Court; Bast Khandesh, Jalgaon has appointed the official - 

liquidator from 5th Rov.195^. But Ar. Jal is not giving him the — 

possession and thus the Aills are indefinitely closed down.

'The only alternative before the workers is either 
to wait till the 31 section of the Constitution is changed or urr< 

your honour to issue an ordinance to take possession of the MH 

by the Govt.

>ir, words are but poor to express the sorrow an



end ml saries ofthe workers. Ihey left no stone unturned to get • 
the ills started, but fruitless were our efforts.So we earnestly 

request your honour to take thia step and help the workers to - 

solve their problem and save the loss of National Production 

Otherwise the workers will start their----
from 26 th January 1955. 

/

Hoping to get an early reply.

Ire si dent. %

Jalgaon Giral Kamgar Union.



CRISIS Di COIn PRQDuCTIQK.
(From Our Oorrespenoent; Trivandrum let Jan.‘55r

/ dte crisis has 
in Tra-Cochin

the primary processing sector of the Coir industry
F~T^7production in Aiw£i»fr sector e^-thle

Over 600,000 people who depend for their livelihood

x<>u c?f -v—c^o
Th5B* stoppage of production has been preoipated by the manufacturers of coir 

jwyae followjaMt the dec^Mon pf^th^ government to implement the recommendations of the 
Minimum Wages Committee;for tho manufacture of -coir. The decision had ooae into force
on ^eee^tber TBt I >he manufacturers ^efusejto the new wage rates.

The wages rates hitherto prevailing in the industry amouLxjuujaxuxdxxix 
?t- iom. &rw»*»i4texf / "tlw

~are mere otarnation wago Jannas as- wage $ tlail^ Tlhe coftdi- 
tiens of the workers in the industry are miserabte In certain taluks, especially in 
northern parte of the jitate^the Asport of the Minimum images dtmmittee admi^t^for a 
longtime the workers have not been able to obtain a good meal on anyday except on fes’b*
ival days such as Jh<»h4^.aul, VISLu, TEIhhtfflbMyb or Christmas. &ren that was made poss- 

v
ible by starvation on subsequent days. Blaoa tea (tea without milk) in the early mor-

<*
ning, a little- of dry tapicc^a and some groundnut cakes supplemented by plain water in 

AO
in the afternoon, and Kanchi (rice grefwlr; at nig^t - Buch tags been their daily menu.

Most of them are clothed In rags. Many of the workers including young
women “did not have an extra-pair of clotht apart from what they were wearing^.

Hence the committee remarks that. "in these places the workers have been
ruining th^ir health and sacrificing their file for generations in order to raaintscin
this industxy •<.

In some places the conditions are a little batter. But even the best
obtaining stanom^us are much below the subsistence level.

The-workers agitated and struggled oontinously to get this state*of 
affairs-altered. The «*inimimt-w4<;Ge committee was the outcome of their agitation an<

This industry ^produces coir yam from^Coconut husks
on-a ootvaga industiy^busi-s

* — - A < * * /I ... Lj J . _
iber of processes hay to be ^pne through* in

_ ____ r r _ 8 * •
Fihfit the green husks are soaked in water ana kept under water for 6 to

9 months. This is called the retting process. It is done in different ways in diffe
rent places. X. /

After six to nine months, this soaked husKS are taken out of the retting 
pits washed and beaten out with wooden mallets to extract fibre. This is done by human 
labour, mostly by women.

This fibre is then cle d wi
some places it is done by hand with t 

Finally, this cleaned fib

the aid of a mechanical contrivance^. In 
aid of a stick.

isgXDQ9OM spun into coir yam with a spinning
wheel. Some higher quality yam is spum'hand. Minimum wages
thise separate processes.

minimum wages for carrying thousand g:
distance is fixed at as.0-M-0. /To put it undemea”

;reen coconut

have been fixed for all

To take the so 
For counting every thousand

Rs. 1-12-0 per thousand. In p

L husk from the water, the 
sks both before and after the

es where pits have to
the water

te is fixed at Rs.1-12-0
dug, the rate is kb.2-0-0

husks within a furlong 
for socking, the rate is

tting,as.0-7-0 xxx u 
(Contd.)
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Bate fixed for beating the fully soaked husks is Rs.2-0-0 per hundred, annas 
8 is fixed per ratt for cleaning the fibre.

For spinning the fibre into yarn slightly differing rates have been fixed 
for different varieties of yarn.

For Anjengo yarn, fo^4he production of 96 vallies, each measuring 3b yards, , 
minimum wage is fixed at Ks.2/b/- This is to be distributed as Rs.M l/- each, to the 
two spinners and as.8/- for the bey orgirl rotating the wheel.

Similar rates have- been fixed for other xxxxkxiHdxx verities also. 
* *

These rates^iJ&Ju.iplnrjwrt«<b» 9/a definite advance on the prevailing rates, 
in the primary processing sector ot coir industry though^ not jat adequate for main
taining the worker and his family in health and effeciency.

purposes of fixing minimum wage rateg

Th fact t^ ^bir ^Operatives, which also posses tbr soaked hus^have been 
advise&/by the coir Special Officer not to sell their stockist reduced prices. These 

cooperatives get financial help from the government. Yet the government do not mak?
use of their stock of soaked husks to bring down prices.

Such an approach defeats the very aim of introduction of minimum wages. What 
is required today to overcome the xix?$xixieis to make available the soaked husk at 

reasonable prices.
But is is not only the husk dealers who are

place a,prices af

soaked husk w/such as would ensure the manufactuers a resonable rate of profit eveivi f 
the minimum wages rates were (introduced. But, in such cases ew^the producers refuse-4

to introduce mi nuauM wages agio, ^stopped production

stoppage of proouctjjy. T-o
They are carrying, on a determined struggle to compel the owners to accept the 

minimum wages and open factories, Vigorous picketting is going on at the gates of the 
leading producers. The women workers ^re on the lead. \

About 70 employers have agreed, to introduce n^nimum wagesand have started 

production, aiost of the middle class employers are-prepared tX restart factories at

tho row wbwr ♦hs-’h’Mr
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the new wage rates provided they get the husk at reasonable prices.
The Union is directing the struggle against the big headers of We soaked 

husks also. Many of the middle-class employers are actually helping the workers* 
struggle. Some of them are helping to feed the picketters and needy families.

Broadept sections of the people are helping the workers. Relief in pro- 
vw

visions are coming^by the cart load. The Union has taken up distribution of relief 
to 400 starving families besides providing for the picketeers and volentfcers.

Struggle is going on at othe^laces also. At Vakkom and Varkala picketting 

at the gates of employers is carried on. On December 20th, thousands of coir workers 
struck for the introduction of minimum wages and in sympathy with workers of those 
factories where the production has completely stopped.

From Kandassankadav, at .the extreme north has started a Jadha which will 
LdJC

cover the whole coir producing area and will reach Trivandrum on January 4th. Feeder 
Jadhas are joining this main one at many places on the way. Big receptions are being 
accorded to it. Various deputations including one from TCTUC have had waited on the
Labour Minister to discuss this question. »

These campsigns and . struggle-have compelled Jhe government to*appoint a / 
(commission to gor4.nta the current qrieis and recommend solution^to-it within one month-. 
The.govemment has haotoned te assure that- there would be no revision of the minimum
wage/ rates nor any postponement of its implementation.



Supreme Court Says Bonus 
Is Not Deferred Wage

MUIR MlkKS CASE JUDGMENT
<< ' x^3?he Times of India” News Service

'THE Supreme Court on Friday unanimously held that an 
-* employee could not claim bonus as of right for any 
particular year in which the employer suffered trading 
loss.

The decision was given by 
the Court in an appeal pre
ferred by Muir Mills Ltd. of 
Kanpur, against the judg
ment of the Labour Appellate 
Tribunal of India which had 
awarded a bonus of four annas in 
a rupee of the basic earnings of 
the workers of the mill for the 
year 1949.

By its judgment delivered on 
Friday, the Court allowed the 
appeal of the mills against the 
Tribunal and restored the order 
af the Industrial Court (Textiles 
and Hosiery), Kanpur, which had 
rejected the claim of the workers 
to bonus for the year of 1949.

During the year 1948, Muir 
Mills made a profit of Rs. 
11,97,648-11-9 and paid 24-3|4 
per cent, dividend on ordinary 
shares, being the maximum that 
could be paid under the Public 
Companies (Limitation of Divi
dend) Ordinance of 1948 and also 
paid to the workers their full 

! share of bonus at four annas in 
a rupee of their earnings.

During the year 1949, the mills 
suffered a trading loss of Rs. 
5,02,563-1-10. A sum of Rs. 
2,50,000, being the excess reserv
ed for taxation was written back 
and a sum of Rs. 10,01,871-13-5, 
being the amount of reserve 
transferred from the investment 
account, was also brought in.
PAYMENT OF DIVIDEND

’ Thus an aggregate sum of 
Rs. 12,51,871-13-5 was brought 
into the balance sheet by these 

' two transfers. The trading loss 
i was deducted from this amount, 

leaving a credit balance of Rs. 
' 7,49,308-11-7 and that amount 

W'as shown as profit for the year 
1949. The balance which had 

■ been brought forward from the 
previous year was added there to 
and a dividend of 24-3^4 per cent, 
was paid to the ordinary share
holders.

The mills also paid exgratia 
to the workers bonus at the rate 
of two annas per rupee of their 
basic earnings, making it Clear 
that the directors had sanctioned 

the payment at that rate in spite 
of the company having suffered 
a trading loss for the year.

On May 4, 1950, the Secretary 
of the Suti Mill Mazdoor Union, 
presented a petition to the Con
ciliation Officer (Textile) asking 
that bonus for 1949 should also 
be paid at the rate of four annas 
per rupee.

The industrial dispute which 
thus arose was referred for in
quiry and recording of an award 
to the Regional Conciliation 
Board, (Textile), Kanpur.

AWARD SET ASIDE
The Conciliation Board, by a 

majority decision, awarded the 
payment of bonus at four annas 
per rupee. On appeal, the In
dustrial Court (Textile and 
Hosiery), Kanpur, accepted the 
contention of the mills, allowed 
the appeal and set aside the 
award.

The Appellate Tribunal, on 
appeal, substantially agreed with 
the Industrial Court on questions 
of fact, as well as the general 
principle of law. But it imported 
considerations of social justice 
and bringing this as a special 
case where social justice would 
demand that labour should have 
bonus for the year for which 
capital had more than a reason
able return, allowed the appeal 
and directed the payment of 
bonus at the rate ot four annas । 
per rupee.

Against this decision of the 
Labour Appellate Tribunal the 
mills came in appeal to the Sup
reme Court by way of special 
leave granted under Article 136 
of the Constitution.

After examining the meaning 
of the word “bonus” given to it 
in the dictionary and various 
other judicial decisions, Mr. Jus
tice Bhagwati, in allowing the 
appeal, said that the claim for 
bonus could be made by the em
ployees only if as a result of the 
joint contribution of capital and 
labour the industrial concern 
had earned profits. If in any 
particular year the working of 
the industrial concern had re
sulted in loss there was no basis 
nor justification for a demand 
for bonus. Bonus was not a 
deferred wage. Because if it were 
so it would necessarily rank for 
precedence before dividends.

His Lordship said dividens 
could only be paid out of profits 
and unless and until prods were 
made no occasion or question 
would arise for distribution of 
any sum as bonus among the 
employees. If the industrial 
concern had suffered in a 
trading loss, there would be no 
profits for the particular year 
available for distribution of divi
dends, much less for payment of 
bonus.

“SOCIAL JUSTICE”
Mr. Justice Bhagwati said that 

only the share-holders were en
titled to receive benefit out of 
the reserve fitid and undistri
buted profits of the company, and 
the- mere fact that dividends 
were declared and paid to share
holders out of such reserves and 
undistributed profits would not 
entitle the workers to demand 
bonus when in fact the working 
of the industrial concern during । 
the particular year had showed 
a loss.

“The consideration of social 
i justice imported by the Labour 
1 Appellate Tribunal,” His Lordship 
i observed, “in arriving at the de- 
i cision in favour of the workers 
t were not only irrelevant but un- 
a tenable. Social justice is a very 
t vague and indeterminate expres- 
i sion and no clear-cut definition 

can be given which will include 
all situations.”

His Lordship said that it was 
also significant to note that the 
Appellate Tribunal was oblivious * 
of the fact that it was by their 
own acts of indiscipline and 
strike that the workers contri
buted to the losses incurred by 
the company, and it hardly lay 
in their mouth then to contend 
that they were none the less, en
titled to a payment of bonus 
commensurate with the dividend 
paid to the share-holders out of 
the undistributed profits of the 

' previous year. /;



REPORT ON THE NORKING CONDITION^, WORK LOADS AND STANDARDISATION 
IN THE HYDERmBAD STATE TEXTILE INDUSTRY.

By
N, P. Date, Chartered Engineer.
(Labour Assessor to the Wage Board for 
Textile Industry, Hyderabad.

I have been asked to make a report on standardisation of occupational nominclature 

duties to be performed by a worker of a given category, work load, qualifications 

necessary for a given trade, etc. In order to enable me to do this, I visited the 

important Textile Industrial Units in Hyderabad as follows 

a.'' During the fortnight ending with 31st August 1954‘*

1. D.B.R. Mills.
2. Mahabir Cotton Mills.
3. Pearl Surgical and Dressing Works.
4. Fine Hosieries Ltd.
5. Ieewan Textile Mills.
6. Mahabir Silk Mills.
7. Hyderabad Silk Mills.
8. Hyderabad Silk Hills.

b) During the 2nd and 3rd week of September 1954:

9) M. S. K. Mills, Gulbarga.

c) During the 3rd and 4th week of October 1954**

10. Osmanshahi Mills, Nanded.
11 . Aurangabad Mills, and
12. Aurangaoad Silk Mills.

I received good co-operation from the managements concerned as also from the 

working men and women. During my visits the workers represented to me their difficul

ties in regard to work as also many other matters which do not fall within my perview 

and could be properly dealt with by them through their Unions. This is understandable 

because the workers did not know exactly what my terms of reference were and also in 

view cf their illiteracy and low cultural level.

I have approached the problem before me from a national standpoint, i.e. that 

industry should be able to operate making a reasonable profit and the worker should 

give sufficient production commensurate with his remuneration, conditions of life, 

work and climate.

I noticed that relations between management and labour are not cordial. Indeed, 

they are on the verge of hostility. Good relations between the two are essential for 

the effective working of any recommendations that the Wage Board might make. I am, 

therefore, suggesting a method of doing this and hope the Board would give it their 

serious consideration.

<It is necessary...



- 2 -It is necessary and desirable that the workers have a union and only one union. The -lanagement should be reouired to reqognise such a union and deal with it.Politicals parties generally and the Congress, the Praja socialist and the Communist parties, in particular, enter into the trade union movement and operate it to further the cause of their party leaving aside the interests of the worker as as also the national interest. This is an unhappy state of affairs and needs to be remedied.Sometimes there are more than one union and the management recognises neither or aiiy one of them, It cannot be said that the recognised union enjoys the confidence and support of the majority of the workers.Obviously the management ought to recognise and deal with that union, as enjoys the support of the majority of the -workers. Indeed multiplicity of unions has the effect of leavj the average worker without any protection and without any means io redress his legitimate grievances. How is this task of a single union to be achieved? And how Is it to be endured that such a union enjoys the support of the wo rkers?The answer to both the questions line in the ballot box.Consider first the problem of establishing only one recognised union, 0r> an appointed date, due notice of which shall have been given to all the unions concerned, tae workers generally and the management,the Government labour officer should issue a ballot paper to every worker, working in a given union irrespective of whether he is a member of some union or not. The worker should be asked to deposit his ballot paper in the box of the union which enjoys his support. It should be obligatory on him to vote for one of the unions. The Union which gets the maximum number of votes should be declared to be the Union which should receive "ccognitioxm f^om the management as well as the Government,The second question viz. of ensuring that the Union continues to enjoy the support of the majority of the workers can be solved by making a provision that all officebearers in the anion shall b® elected by secret ballot once a year,Gucn a union will go a long way towards harmonising the relations between the managemenus and the labour and will also be a check on political parties from utilising the unions for party ends. It will be a useful adjunct to solve many a question. (The textile industrv...
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The textile industry in Hyderabad falls into big units and small units.

The big units xxk xraxii are spinning and weaving mills whereas the small units obtain 

their yarn from elsewhere. As for the standardisation of nominclature, duties, 

workloads etc. is concerned, 1 am of the opinion that no distinction should be made 

between the small and big units.

The smaller units have problems of their own. But that should be no reason 

for imposing heavier work-loads on the worker than in the big units. Host of the 

difficulties can be got over if the smaller units were to organise co-operatives 

for buying their raw materials and selling their produce. If there be specialisa

tion and grouping of work, e.g. bleaching and dyeing for all the units, in and 

around Hyderabad, being done at one place, knitting or weaving at another place and 

stitching in a third place and so on, then there will be good grounds for economy 

in the cost of production.

I noticed during my visits that the administration of the Factory Act in 

Hyderabad could be considerably improved upon. I think it might be useful to list 

some of the points which stuck me as requiring attention:

(l) The ventilation and lighting at the place of work is either inadequate or 

capable of improvement.

(2) Hoving parts of machinery do not have the safety guards.

(3) Sometimes even hours of work are not adhered to and at times extended. One 

of the units was working on 15th August 1954 - a national holiday and deprived 

workers of a holiday with pay.

(4) Khalasis or coolies are required to carry hot ashes from boilers in hessian 

bags and on their backs resulting in the workers' back being scalded.

(5) In the bleaching departments, men are found standing bare footed in pits 

filled with hyhydrochloric acid baths,

(5) The Pearl Surgical and Dressing Works are packing sanitary towels kr in 

boxes marked 'Sterilised under high pressure' when no kind of sterilization whatsoever 

was undertaken,

(8) lavatories used by workers are not kept clean. One reason is that the 

workers do not use them properly and another is that sufficient lavatories are not 

provided.

Welders end grinders were seen not using safety glasses.

(9) Workers whose...
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<9/ Workers whose duty requires them to deal with moving belts were seen without close-fitting clothing, i.e. with clothing which can geet entangled into the belts.(1G, Workers engaged on jobs which require Lifting of heavy weights like cotton or (doth bales, or the standard measures do not get adequate periods uf rest resulting in vomitting of blood.(J 1) Floors were seen vibrating due to bad anchoring of compressers etc. I suggest the Board recommend to managements that:(a) They provide hot water and soap to workers engaged on cleaning gutter-fly as also in handling goods which kick a lot of dust.(b.) they provide uniform clothing to workers whose occupation makes the clothes iirty-, Buch occupations are, for example, oilers, fire-men coolies, coolies hcnu.Ung hydrochloric acid, caustic soda, etc.(c? they provide jaggery to men working in blow rooms. This has an effect of taking •r<ny the fluff etc. down the alimentary canal.(d) that pick couriers wherever provided should be properly maintained as otherwise they’ register less cloth than actually wooven.' c) that they provide appropriate tools to all tradesmen. I have come across cases whole workers bring their private tools into the mills,z.fz SufUcicr t spares should be available with jobbers otherwise men lose a lot of their time in obtaining spares from the general or departmental stores.There are avenues for economy in the cost of production which seem to escape attend Lon of the managements. Buch are for instance wastage of cotton and bobbins as al.se ware and tale of machine parts. Insufficient attention appears to be devoted to Lhe proper maintenance of the various machines inasmuch as nowhere did I find any mal’m .nanci schoc ole for any machine.Tn ine ten cite ? n/’c cL ry the finished product at one stage is the raw material fcr 4'*e surseq?ien - stage. Good management requires ensuring that no bottlenecks occur.1 have cun ■ ?rcss scve"a*’ instances where piece-rated workers have to sit idle because they cor'd net cobcin the material to be worked upon. On inquiry I learnt that theworkoi receives no compensation for loss of work which is due to no fault of his.Fur+her piece-rutd. vrorkers are called upon to do work other than the production for which they receive payment. In some units, for example, weavers have to cleanand lubri >c~e their loom? while they are paid only on the cloth they weave. ^Drawere-in(and Teachers...
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and reachess are required to men the reed etc. whereas they are paid on the number 

of threads they draw in.

Mu definite principles appear to be observed in the fixation of piece rates. 

I am of the opinion that this should be done in consultation with representatives 

of trhe workers union, determined as indicated earliers The average worker should be 

the one considered in determining the piece rate. His production should be ascertained 

for a normal working day due allowance being made for rest pauses for tea, answering 

cal? s of nature etc. The union representative should be present during the test. 

This production shou. d be divided into the time rate earning for the category concerned 

and the niece "ate arrived at. Once so determined the piece rate should not be 

revised ag^nst The worker on The grounds that he is working hard and earning more 

than average.

To achic e standardisation, it will be necessary for mills to discontinue the 

practice of employing ’contract labour' in their departments. For the same amount 

of work done cor. Lrac or1 s labcar receives less pay and no dearness allowance 

whatsoever. 1 was sumrised to sec indiscriminate use of 'contract labour' in one of 

the mills.

Occupational nomine?!tur aud classification of workers: I recommend the Board 

to adopt Tie nominclature etc. given by the Tripartite Textile Enquiry Committee, 

Madras, <vide Pert II, pages 137 to 1/>6).

DutiesliXiCat j on and relation to other .jobs for the various categories of 

workers in a textile mill: I recommend adopting the duties etc. as listed by the 

bipartite Textile Enquiry Committee, Madras (vide Part II, pages 146-172).

Vkr tlllk -for tie various categories of workers employed in textile milts : - 

the mil v u-,d its standard of maintenance, the speeds of the various machines, 

the huniulty, the condi4 Ions of "work, the raw materials etc. are not the sane fo-^ 

the wh~lo of Hyderabad utate0 It is therefore not possible to obtain a uniform output 

or in -’ + her wards werk-loads cannot be standardised for the whole of Hyderabad State, 

They shou? be ueterrined unit by unit by cooperation between the workers union and 

the managenu nt, 

vfnile d^ •_ 11 ng work-loanss, it should be remembered th<~t the textile worker is 

subjected to conditawhich impose a strain on the human system by themselves, 

mi?h conditions arc a high lc rel of noise, a relatively higher percentage of humidity 

and Loupe rate e, a large amount of dust and fluff Hating about in the air that is 
(breathex...



breathed, in etc.Workload or t he amount of work tkhich a worker can perform during a normal working day depends on the type of machine he is working with as also his nourishment and living conditions (i.e. housing, sanitary conveniences, water supply etc.) and his cultural level, i.e. standard of education and recretation and knowledge of his trade. Besides depending on the quality and quantity of food which a worker consumes workloads also depend on how far the worker lives from his place of work. If re has to walk x long distances to reach hiss work he arrives at the work somewhat tired and will have less energy left for his work.The standard of nourishment and housing etc. of the Hyderabad Textile workers is very poor and therefore I recommend that the work-lodds to be aimed at in Hyderabad and to be settled by agreement between the unions and the managements unit by unit should not exceed 75% of those recommended by the Tripartite Textile Enquiry Committee, Madras (vide pages 173 to 184).Workloads have of late been already increased in some of the units and this has given rise to a general discontent of labour. The kxxkx extent of increase has been, in my opinion, as follows :-(l) D.B.K. Kills and Osmanshahi Kklls - 100% in all departments;(2) iI.b.K. 'Tills 50/o in soinning department only.This increase is very high and not warranted. Some managements do not engage new hands in place of retired ones and transfer their duties on to other categories and thus increase the workload,, This practice should be discontinued.Under the present conditions that obtain in the Hyderabad Mills, I am of the opinion, that the four-loom practice should not be introduced and wherever so done reversion should be effected to the two-lcom practice.Time and motion studies consist in timing the various operations performed by a worker and finding out the time taken for each movement. This is converted into man-minutes ai d d. elded into the working day to arrive at the workload after using some constantss This method of determining a work-load, is in my opinion not scientific. For any s cientific investigation all possible variables have to be taken into account and. their effects carefully ascertained. The time and motion studies as usually carried out leave out the consideration that a worker is a human being and not, just a machine whose revolutions can be timed.(Even the Uthandaraman....
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e Even the Uthandaraman Comittee - Madras advises caution in applying 

time and motion studies. It says 'Where in any mill it is proposed to 

introduce rationalised methods of production which will affect the oper

ation of operatives in the conduct of supervision of trials and experiments 

before (emphasis added by me - N. P. Date) the introduction of such new 

methods' ( v. page 8 1st paragraph).

The Tripartite Textile Inquiry Committee Madras expresses its opinion 

on time and motion studies fxxm by quoting from a book. This what it says 

".ill time and motion study must be undertaken solely in the interests of 

lessened fatigue and never in the interests of increased production - - - , 

if increased production is made the object of the experiment the true - 

issue becomes confused, and what purports to be a scientific investigation 

degenerates into a process of speeding up.(Emphasis mine - N.P.D. See 

page 20 of the Committee’s Report.)

The Divetia Committee in Bombay quoted from "Principles of Rational 

Indus trial Management" by Grillespie as follows". The method (time & 

notion study) is quite sensible if rightly used, but the manner of putting 

on fatigue and other allowances makes amusing the claim that it is scienti- 

fic method." (See p. 193 of the report).

It will thus be seen that no serious minded person can regard time 

and motion studies as any reliable method of determining work loads. The 

only possible alternative is an agreement between the workers' union and the 

management. This is how they do it in England. When we in India have 

learnt the entire textile technique from the Britishers, why not adopt 

their method of determining the work-loads?



REPORT ON COTTON TEXTILES INDUSTRY

By Com. B. G. Bhandarkar, 
(Secretary, Mill Mazdoor Union, BOMBAY).

I. A FEW Facts ABOUT THE INDIAN cotton textile INDUSTRY - ITS SIZE, 
GROWTH, IMPORTANCE AND WORKING

RISE OF MONOPOLY & ITs The rapid expansion of the cotton textile industry, particularly 
PARASITISM. during the two post-World War periods, has led to the monopoly

in concentration and control of textile production. The main 
instrument of this monopoly is the Managing Agency system, copied from the British, 
which served the latter well in maintaining their monopolistic control over important 
branches of production and trade in our country. Today cotton textile industry in 
India is dominated by about Z4.O biggest monopoly Houses, each operating through their own 
managing agency firms, 92°* these being British firms. These Houses between them own 
and control in all 148 mills with over 62 lakh spindles, over 1 lakh looms, having their 
total paid-up capital to the tune of crores of rupees. The degree of concentration 
of ownership and control will be much higher if we take up certain regions of the country 
to which activities of certain monopolists are restricted. The controlling interest of 
foreign monopoly capital i s to the extent of 21 per cent. There have been connections 
between k Indian and foreign-owned industrial units through share-holdings and exchange 
of directorships.

Leading Indian textile monopolists during the Second World War period and there
after, by using enormous profits piled up during the war, established several Joint 
Stock Banks, each group of monopolists thus having now got a banking concern, an 
investment board or trust. The Managing Agency firms with the help of these financial 
institutions, through the system of multiple directorships and mutual interlocking of 
funds have been able to spread their tentacles in the fields of textile production, 
trade and ancillary industries connected with it, thus leading to high degree of 
industrial and financial concentration and control. The invasion of financial-specula
tive elements into the field of textile industry in the war and post-war years, has led 
to ri^e of new set of monopolists, with all its disastrous consequences to the industry. 
Here again the Managing Agency system as the main instrument of domination in the 
hands of these financial monopolists has worked havoc with the industry, through mis
management, fraud and speculation, leading to frequent change of hands og unit<$ of 
industry, their overcapitalisation and even bankruptcy. It has built up a parasitic 
structure under co?.onial conditions, which at best can maintain high profits, throwing 
to the winds the clothing needs of the people.

The extent of this parasitic can be understood from the following table:

Profits 
distributed 
as % of net 
profit.

Net profit 
(gross pro
fit minus

• deprecia
tion .)

Agency 
Commission 
paid.

TABLE

Dividends 
distribu
ted.

NO. 1, (In crores of rupees).

Total 
profits 
distri- 
but ed.

Reserves 
carried.

Reserves 
as /o of 
net 
profit.

1939-■40. 1.0621 0.9430 1.2432 2.1862 .5127 24 117
1945 28.3760 5.2266 4.8918 10.1184 5.9404 3 35
19'46 20.6568 4.0071 5.6991 9.7062 3.7973 14 47
1947 13.5754 3.5283 6.3159 9.8432 3.1101 23 72
1948 24.3957 5.3059 7.4729 12.7788 2.8301 10 50
1949 10.4927 2.9855 5.4118 8.3973 2.5595 24 80

N.B.: The figures are taken from a table compiled by "Working Party on Cioth Textile
Industry" appointed under the Five Year Flan in its report on the basis of balance- 
sheets of 196 mills.
The table shows how the cream of the profits is taken away Mxxx kk as 

Commissions and Dividends while the sum left to the industry for its own development 
is absolutely meagre. If all the hidden profits of the industry are revealed, the 
burden on the industry of these appropriations can be understood in all ifes magnitude. 

CAPITALISATION OF RESERVES One of the devices of the monopolists to hide profits in 
—- order to stall the demand for bonus is to stt apart

large amount of reserves year after year and finally capitalising them by issuing Bonus 
Shares" to the existing share-holders, instead of keeping these large.sums on the reserve 
account. The Standard Mills (Bombay) belonging to Mafatlal Group capitalised its 

... (reserves to the
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reserves to the extent of Rs. 24 lakhs in 1948. Simplex Mills belonging to the Forbes 

Campbells has capitalised upto now Rs. 17s lakhs in the post-war period. The Bombay 
Dyeing Mills belonging to Wadias doubled its paid-up capital to over Rs. 2g crores by 
this device in 1950. The Bangalore Wodllen Cotton d Silk Mills, belonging to Binneys 
have proposed capitalisation of Rs. 81 lakhs. Delhi Cloth Mills belonging to Srirams 
papitalised over Rs, L£ lakhs in 1952. The Khataus of Bombay have from 1944 upto now 
capitalised Rs. 40 lakhs. Mysore Mills, belonging to Chandavarkar has upto now capitalised 
about Rs. 172 lakhs. The entire Bombay textile industry from 1944 to 1949 capitalised 
Rs. 11 crores and 70 lakhs from its reserves. Instances can be multiplied and they 
cover all the biggest monopoly groups in different centres of the country.

The textile monopolists by this manoeuvre have not only reduced the bonus amounts 
for the workers but have also added to the burden of the industry which will have to 
pay increasing dividends on the inflated capital.

II. THE PRESENT POSITION OF’ THE INDUSTRY - CRISIS OF' ITS 
WORKING LEADS’ TO SLUMP - MONOPOLISTS’ SOLUTION AND THE 
WORKERS’ WAY OUT.

GOVERNMENT TOES THE Government has been quite responsive to these demands of the 
MILLOWNERS’ LINE millowners except those regarding taxation unless it 

xxkxxKxixzxtxxx pkxx involves exportable goods. The Government 
spokesman have brazenfacedly supported rationalisation plans and hypocritically 
favoured their implementation "without tears”. The First Five Year Plan provides 
procedure for retrenchment and enactment of compensation legislation has given a 
green signal for carrying out of employers' retrenchment plans. The plan lays down 
the principle of general wage-freeze, only adjustments in the case of non-standardised 
wages being allowed. Party payment of bonus in. cash and investment of the 
remainder in saving certificates a nd securities has been laid down.

ILO experts were invited to increase productivity of the workers by introducing 
innovations in techniques and "Payment of Results" on the basis of work-studies and 
plant organisation. When the question of incentive to labour was raised, the Government 
assured the employers against wage-increases in order to ensure their co-operation. 
Subsequently, the emphasis of investigation shifted to utilisation of existing techniques 
rather than, technical changes to facilitate the operation of existing machines, because 
of the opposition of the millowners to labhuir-lightening innovations. Now the implemen
tation of the scheme is reported to be at standstill because of millowners declaring 
that the experts have no business to make recommendations regarding working conditions, 
maintenance of machinery and training of supervisory staff. This throws light on 
extreme callousness on the part of the millowners to slightest lightening of the burden 
of work, t

Most of the demands of the millowners were referred to the Working Party for the 
Textile Industry appointed in 1950, and completing its investigations during 1952. Its 
examination of the present state of industry has revealed a "new disturbing factor, 
having a bearing on the healthy growth of the industry a nd its- productivity. The 
fact could not be denied that, ownig to the change of management, in some cases in 
inexperienced hands, both production and quality had suffered". The Working Party 
therefore urged continuance of control over industry, unless the industry as a whole 
is in a position to put its house in order and adopt measures which will expose erring 
members and mete out suitable punishment to them.

The fresh examples of the Sholapur Mills at Sholapur, Maheshwari and Lal Mills at 
ahmedabad, Hirjee and India United Group of Mills in Bombay City prove to the. hilt the 
observation of the Working Party. The return of the Sholapur mills back to its 
miscreant owners, Government’s helplessness before the flouting of the Tribunalverdicts 
by the Hirjee mills, and sitting tight over the findings of the inquiry into the 
affairs of the India United Mills, however lays bare the inadequacy of the legislation 
for industrial control and lack of will to implement it. Concealing the misdeeds 
of profiteers and speculators is more important for the Government than concern and 
responsibility towards the interests of the workers and the people.

The Party recommended region-wise and s cientific assessment of workload for the 
industry and has thus cleared the way to rationalisation and retrenchment. In 
distributing the gains of rationalisation, however, the party opposed raising workers'

(wages bo a living...
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wages to a living wage standard and instead recommended sharing of gains on fifty-fifty 
basis. While opposing "the direct transfer of the gains of rationalisation to the 
consumer", the party expressed hope that competitive conditions in "uncontrolled 
economy" would do the job.

The party decided against Managing Agents having even indirect financial interest 
in the sale of products or the purchase articles of the mills. The Government while 
eager to implement rationalisation plans, has turned a -deaf year to the recommendations 
regarding Managing Agents. The party has also recommended that advancement of loans to 
the industry bearing A per cent interest for meeting the needs of replacement and 
modernisation of machinery.

The Barter recommendations regarding the amount of commissions to be appropriated 
by Managing Agents, the amounts of dividends to be paid to the shareholders, and amount 
to be distributed to the workers as Bonus, has been more favourable to the profiteering 
millowners and against the interests of the workers than previous recommendations and 
decisions of Government bodies such as Tariff Board and Industrial Tribunals. This trend 
puts a premium on millowers’ lust for profits and is therefore more than reactionary. 
If the industry is to run on this basis, it would mean heavy drain on its resources and 
continuation of parasitic burdens on it.

Significance of the recommendations of the Working Barty is quite clear.

On the one hand, drastic cut in the Bonus, no immediate living wage to the workers, 
rationalisation and increasing exploitation of the workers under the plea of reducing 
the costs, while, on the other, increase in the already high costs by boosting up 
profits, commissions and dividends for monopolists - such is the crux of the 
Working Barty’s Report. Unless the workers succeed in resisting the implementation 
of the report, it means slashing down of their living standards and no cheapening of 
cloth. These are the prospects before the workers and people under the schemes of the 
Millowners and the Government.

EFFECT ON TaXaTION.OF CONSUMERS. It is necessary here to examine how far Government 
taxation affects the working of the industry in 

discharging its primary task to cloth the needy Indian people?

, From raw materials to bhe finished products of the industry, all materials are 
subjected to Government taxation.

COTTON constitutes about 52% of the manufacturing cost of the cloth. Recently the 
import duty on votton has been abolished. The industry had to pay Rs. 5.42 crores. 
Cotton now is subjected to sales tax in Bombay and other States. Bombay City mills 
have, to pay "'Si- 43 lakhs annually by way of sales tax.

> •« f •

Increase in railway freight on coal involves the industry in the additional cost 
of Rs. 1.80 crores annually.

ELECTRICITY DUTY entails the cost of Rs, 57 lakhs annually for the industry in 
the Bombay State. Import duty on Furnace Oil involves the cost of Rs. 31*50 lakhs for 
the Bombay City mills.

Sales tax on mill stores costs the Bombay mills Rs. 20 lakhs. Figures for import 
duty on them are not available.

Sales tax on cloth costs Rs. 11 crores for the industry while excise duty on cloth 
costs Rs, 20 crores.

Cost of taxation on the materials required for the industry as well as on its 
products is therefore as follows

Cotton.. Rs, 43.00 crores. (Bombay City).
Coal. 1.80 crores. (Indian Union).
Electricity. 0.57 " (Bombay State).
Furnace Oil. 31*50 ” (Bombay City).
Mill Stores. 0.20 " (Bombay City).
Cloth. .. 31.00 " (Indian Union).

TOTAL. Rs. 108.07 crores.

(This total ....
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This total cost of taxation of Rs. 108 crores 7 lakhs is a very low estimate as 
most of their figures are restricted to parts of the Indian Union. The total value-of 
the materials consumed by the Indian industry and wages and salaries paid was Rs. 208 crores 
65 lakhs and Rs. 71 crores 14 lakhs respectively in 1950. Tht total manufacturing cost 
would be Rs. 208.65 kxkx crores plus Rs. 7H14 crores that is Rs. 279.7^ crores. The 
proportion which taxation bears to the total manufacturing costs would therefore be 35/^ 
approximately at a low estimate, while the proportion of wages and salaries to them would 
be only 25^. The textile magnates under the plea of reducing the manufacturing costs 
are out to cut down the wage-bill by means of rationalisation while refusing to fight 
against the Government taxation which constitute a much greater proportion of the 
manufacturing costs and this too when the workers are throwing-on "bare subsistence" 
wage and are yet to attain the living wage standard. The millowners have openly 
committed that the taix burden of taxation is passed on to the consumer xx± normally 
and their complaint is that in times of crisis they cannot do so.

It is clear from the above picture that if only taxation on cotton and cloth is 
abolished, the manufacturing costs of cloth will be drastically curtailed, and this 
would reduce the cloth prices.

Such is the position regarding the effect of Government taxation on the consumer of 
the cloth.

GOVERNMENT POLICY WILL AGGRAVATE THE CRISIS What, then, are the prospects which the 
textile magnates and Government hold out 

before the industry? How is the industry to be run so that it can discharge its 
national duty of clothing the crores of Indian people.

The entire unfolding of the Government policy during the last- few years and the 
working out of the First Five Tear Plan makes it clear that it has no plans to expand 
the industry, except in the case of inefficient units of uneconomic size, and in 
cases where it has been sanctioned under the British Post-War development scheme. No 
new looms are to be installed, but only old looms are to be replaced. The whole 
emphasis is on full utilization of existing installed capacity and the common man has 
to satisfy himself with 15 yards of cloth per year if he is fortunate enough to have 
money to buy it. The industry is to "plan" to slightly overdo the thing which it did 
long back in the war years. It is to "plan" to export cloth less than it did in 1950. 
Thus the existing state of affairs is to 6© paraded as a grandiose plan which however 
fails to cloth the teeming millions of India.

The Government plans no efforts to remove the handicaps which the industry has to 
suffer in the case of machinery and cotton. The- textile machinery industry is to be at 
the mercy of the foreign monopolists who allow it to develop only at a snail's pace. 
There has to be no attempts to remove the antiquated social relation in the■countryside 
which hamper the rapid expansion of cotton cultivation including that of long-staple 
growth. No fair price is given to cotton-cultivating peasant to encourage him to 
supply the needs of the industry. End above all, there is to b e no attempt to expand the 
home market by giving concessions to the peasant, by introducing badly k needed agrarian 
reforms to increase the purchasing power of agricultural population.

The Indian Government started its career by issuing forth the clarion call to 
"Produce or Perish". The workers have increased production but people including the 
workers have no KXKgk enough money to buy cloth and cloth stocks accumulate, mills 
close down wholly or in shifts and Governments sits helpless. "Produce to Export or 
Perish" - This has become the policy of the Government. Instead of drastically 
reducing the enormous profits of the textile magnates, reducing the prices of cloth, 
and thus ensuring its sale in the home market to cloth the people, the- Government- has 
embarked upon a perilous course of relying more and more on the export of cloth and 
making the running of the industry dependent upon the vagaries of the Capitalist world 
market. This is a^i path forced upon them as a price they have to pay for refusal to 
break the ties of the Indian economy with the British-American economy. The- patent 
failure of this policy can be clearly seen- in accumulation of stocks, the closures of 
mills and rising unemployment. •

In order to make the cloth saleable in the international- capitalist- market, 
desperate attempts are being made to "reduce the costs". No -outs in profits and 
commissions and dividends, no crying of half to mismanagement, fraud and speculation

■ • • (in the running of the...
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in the funning of the industry, no cut in the taxation of necessities such as cotton 
and cloth. Instead of this, attack on the workers by increasing their exploitation through 
"rationalisation" ar "productivity" schemes, by retrenchment and unemployment. Cuts in 
bonuses, and guaranteeing fabulous profits to the greedy monopolists in the name of 
"fair return to the investors" to encourage his interest in the increase of production.

Such a policy is bound to lead to intensification of the crisis gripping the industry, 
by further depressing the living standards of the workers, resulting in further contraction 
of the home market. Unemployment, closing down of mills, accumulation of stocks - such 
have been the results of the policy. These are the prospects held out by the monopolists 
and the Government before this industry. The industry cannot be safed from this unless 
their policy is completely reversed and the industry is run in the interests of the 
workers and people with the object of producing cheap and adequate cloth for the people.

WORKERS PLAN TO SAVE THE INDUSTRY. It is the task of the workers and our trade unions to 
oppose the monopolist and Government policy with a 

policy of our own, which will defend the interests of the workers, raise their living 
standards, maki inroads in the profits of the monopolists, put an end to the mismanagement, 
fraud and speculation, remove the parasitic burdens on the industry and clear the path to 
run the industry in the interests of the people. Such a policy and programme should be 
based upon the following principles and measures conforming to them.

1. Plan for immediate expansion of the industry and production with £ 30 yards per 
capita yearly consumption of cloth as basis.

2. abolition of the Managing agency system. Payment of remuneration to the Agents, 
Directors etc, on the basis of their technical and executive services. All 
speculative practices in connection with running the mills be stopped.

A. Consultative, rights for representatives of workers and technical staff on the 
Board of Directors.

5. return on share capital. Assessment of funds to be set aside for various 
purposes to be made on the basis of expert opinion. Surplus gains to be utilised 
for expansion of the industry.

6. Reduction in cloth-prices to one-third of their present level.

7. Minimum living wage, Bonus, Bocial ^enediits and decent working conditions.

8. Cancellation of rationalisation measures and introduction of 3 shifts in the mills 
with 25% night allowance.

9. B&pansion of cultivation of cotton, including long-staple growths by giving fair 
price to the cotton-cultivating peasant. Speculation in cotton market to be stopped.

10. Development of textile machinery industry on the basis of equitable agreements with 
Democratic countries.

11. Concession to the peasantry with a view of expanding the home market.

12. Opening of negotiations with Democratic countries for marketing of cloth and 
securing materials required for the industry.

The textile workers and their trade unions should unitedly popularise and fight for 
such a policy and a plan based upon it and win support of the people to it in opposition 
to the bankrupt plan of the monopolists and the Government. Carrying out the plan will 
lead to this solution of the crisis that is enveloping the industry, will defend the 
interests of the workers, and make the industry realise the expectations of people to 
clothe them with enough fabrics at reasonable prices. This way the textile workers can 
fulfil their task to head the nation in its struggle to cloth its millions.

(III. The Textile worker.........



III. THE TEXTILE WORKERS DEFEND THEIR IMMEDIATE POST-WAR GAINS - UNITED STRUGGLES 
AGAINST RATIONALISATION, UNEMPLOYMENT ’ AND CLOSURES;FOR BONUS AND TRaDE UNION 
RIGHTS DURING 1949-^3.
TTT-TT-TTT-TTTTT7TT-TTTTTTT~TTTT-TT7T-T777-TTTT~TT7T7TTTTTTTTT7TTTTTTTTTTTTT

During the immediate Post-World War II period, the textile workers in India put 
forward their Charter of Demands and Rights and launched several struggles to improve ±k 
their conditions and succeeded in registering definite success. The workers from most 
of the textile centres had their basic minimum wage fixed, secured increases in D.A. 
in some cases, got their wages standardised, secured their right to Bonus and won 
8-hour day. This represents first round of struggles convering the period from 1946 to 
1949. The next round of struggles opened in 1948 when the textile monopolists out to 
rfx defend their collosal profits, and maintain them at the war-level, despite crisis 
conditions, launched frantic attacks against the gains of the workers both directly 
and indirectly.

A BRIEF RESUME OF TEXTILE WORKERS’ We have reviewed so far the important struggles of 
STRUGGLES DURING 1949-53. the cotton textile workers in some detail

during the five year period (1949-53) Centre by 
Centre in various States. Let us take rapid view of the struggles during thie pnriod, 
broadly stating the character, features and upshot of these struggles including the 
important issues which generally dominated these struggles, so as to get a connected 
all-India picture of the struggles and place they occupy in the trade union movement.

1949 to 1950. 1948 to 1950 has been the’darkest period of the Indian Trade Union move
ment. The background of the employers’ attacks on the workers during 

the period is provided by the crisis of the textile industry, when after a heavy 
accumulation of stocks by the.end of 1948, the textile magnates in order to maintain 
their enormous'profits resorted to rationalisation and retrenchment and slackening 
of production by means of closures and layoffs.

The textile magnatesm ade calculated attempts to deprive indirectly wage-gains 
of the immediate post-war period by resorting to the large-scale rationalisation and 
speed-up measures resulting in mass retrenchment, and mass dismissals. They 
directly attacked the workers’ earnings, attempting to deprive the workers of Bonus, 
a right which they had secured in the immediate post-war period. They attacked the 
right of the workers to organise by victimising militant workers, withdrawing recog
nition from fighting trade unions belonging to AITUG and granting exclusive recognition 
to trade unions belonging to INTUC. In this the millowners were helped by the 
Government who declared several AlTUC Unions as illegal and by arresting and terroris
ing thousands of workers and leaders, made their functioning impossible.

Even under such conditions the workers fought with backs to the wall. The 
early beginnings of this period of struggles can be traced back to the hardfought 105 
days general strike in Coimbatore (1948) of 4p,000 workers against rationalisation, and 
retrenchment of over 11,000 workers. The period ends with the 63 days'general strike 
of over 2 lakh workers in the Bombay City, the biggest united action wherein the workers 
fought unitedly in spite of the refusal of the Hi'IS leadership to joint organi
sation and planning of the s-trike. The Bombay Millowners’ plans to deprive workers 
of the Bonus, helped by the Government in rushing through the Labour Appellate 
Tribunal Act, met with strong rebuff. Between them intervenes the two and half months 
general strike of about 40,000 workers from Nagpur and other centres of Madhya Pradesh, 
against rationalisation plans incorporated in the Standardisation Award. The M.P. and 
Coimbatore strikes has the effect of slowing down the pace of rationalisation in xxsta: 
other centres where millowners started introducing in smaller departments such as Blow 
room, Carding, Folding etc. as well as among doffers during 1949 and 1950, Unlike 
other centres, the Bombay workers have been getting bonus every year. The 9 day general 
strike in Gwalior at end of 1950 involving a bout 10,000 workers stopped the introduct
ion of double-side working for two years. In Bombay City, there were four prolonged 
strikes^ two being against 4-looms and two against 3-sides.

Some of the strikes restricted to some departments took place in Bombay, 
Madhya Pradesh, Madhya Bharat, Kanpur, particularly against two sides in Ring 
Department. In Rajasthan, the workers succeeded in winning 8-hour day and getting 
basic minimum wage and D. A. fixed in 1949 and 1950 as a result of strikes and other 
actions. In East Punjab also there were strikes on these issues.

(There are several....
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There are several protest and solidarity actions recorded in this period, 
Coimbatore and Madurai workers several times struck work against repressive acts of 
the Government. Nagpur workers struck work for one day in support of Bombay strikers 
(1950)• On 2-1-1950, over 75,000 workers in Bombay held a one-day strike for living 
wage, bonus, release of political prisoners, etc. There were strikes in 13 mills in 
Bombay involving about- 35,000 workers and lasting for half-day to 7 days during 
July 1949 against continuance’ of stagging of working hours.

An attempt on the paft of Government to compell part payment of Bonus (1948) in 
Savings Certificates was thwarted by a mighty movement of workers in 1949 at Bombay.

1951-1953, The latter part of the five-year period under review, is characterised 
by revival of trade union movement in general and steadily growing 

upsurge of unity among the workers who after tasting the bitter fruits of repression 
and disruption, began to see in unity the only way to improve their conditions. The 
ban on a number of textile trade unions connected with AITUX was removed and they 
started restoring their organisation. However the textile workers’ struggles got 
momeutum in 1952, when a number of struggles took place in various centres recording 
protest strikes and actions in a number of States throughout the country, on various 
issues such as bonus, rationalisation, food subsidies, closures of mills, recognition 
of trade unions. The background for this upsurge is provided by the March 1952 slump 
which revealed the crisis of the industry which in the hands of the monopolists attemp
ted to maintain high profits under conditions of dwindling home-market by intensifying 
attacks on the workers by means of rationalisation, bonus-cuts and closures.

(l) AGAINST RATIONALISATION & This period saw countrywide struggles against ration- 
RETRENCHMENT. alisation and retrenchment. About 8,000 workers of

Ujjain, fighting a 17-days' general strike in
March 1951 succeeded in halting the offensive of double-side working in Ring Spinning 
Department. There was one-day protest strike on 8-3-1952. In Bombay City, there were 
10 strikes against rationalisation in 10 mills of short dutation. In Ahmedabad, 
Sholapur, Khandesh and Indore there were some strikes also on the same issue. In 
Borbunder there were three days’ successful strikes in 1952 and 1953 against two-sides 
in Ring Department. At Poona, the workers successfully resisted four look trial scheme 
by means of 24r-days' sit-down strike in 1952. In the latter half of 1952, there were 
about 50 strikes in different mills at Coimbatore, Mass resistance in one of the 
mills in Delhi postponed two-side working for the time being. The latter part of 1952 
saw the organised campaign against 4-sides-A-looms in Ahmedabad culminating in Anti- 
Rationalisation Conference in January 1953* There was also a protracted struggle 
against automatic-looms in one xxxAkx mill. 7th August 1953 saw in Bombay City a 
protest strike against rationalisation in about 20 mills. The upshot of all these 
struggles was that the pace of rationalisation slowed down, in some cases it xxxx being 
postponed for a fairly long period.

(2) FOR BONUS. With the revival of militant trade unions, the movement for Bonus 
gathered strength and workers began fighting for Bonus which had been 

denied to them since 1949 in almost all the States and Centres excepting Bombay, 
Ahmedabad. Workers from 5 mills Nagpur fought a big united action bringing together 
all the six trade unions to form a joint Committee and conducted their strike for two 
and a half months in 1951-1952. The workers from the remaining mill had also a 7-day 
strike in December 1951• There was a strike in Delhi also. About 8,000 workers from 
Ujjain had one-day protest general strike on 8-3-1952 for bonus. Over 25,000 workers 
from different centres in Madhya Pradesh held a protest strike on 1-8-1953* Tn West 
Bengal, the Textile Workers’ Federation and 16 other textile trade unions outside joined 
the workers from all the major industries in the Puja-Bonus movement and struck work 
on 30-9-1953, and finally won bonus for workers from all the 29 mills. In Bombay City, 
thousands of workers from 20 mills demonstrated inside the mills for payment of bonus 
for Diwali. At Bhavanagar, as a result of struggle for more bonus, the workers 
succeeded getting Tribunal appointed. The entire movement for bonus with its powerful 
protest actions during 1952- and 1953, secured arrears of Bonus from 1949 to 1951 
in almost all the centres. Workers from 48 mills in Bombay City and workers from some 
mills from bholapur secured Bonus for 1952.

3) AGAINST CLOSURED AND UNEMPLOYMENT: One of the important features of the struggles 
during this period is that the workers have 

started resorting to protracted struggles against effects of the crisis in the textile 
industry such as closures and layoffs with its accompanying unemployment, and during 
these struggles the textile trade unions have put forward certain plans regarding

(reorganisation of the....
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reorganisation of the industry and its running in the interests of the people. Since 
1952, such struggles are taking place in several mills such as Laxmi ^arayan 
(Chalisgaon), Rajkumar (Indore), Lal (Ahmedabad), Maharaja (Krishangarh), 
Digvijaya (Bombav), Nazar ^li (Ujjain), Digvijaya (Jamnagar), Krishnakumar (Mohva), 
Sitaram (Trichur) Aaron (Cannanore), Mahalaxmi (Malakunnathukara), Hirjee (Bombay), 
Ramesh (Morvi), Hyderabad Spg. (Hyderabad) etc. Besides these, there was a general- 
struggle in Ahmedabad against threatened closures of several mills in 1953. Ln these 
struggles generally, extensive solidarity campaign have been organised such as holding 
demonstrations, collecting relief in money and in grain etc. In some centres the entire 
population was drawn into action in support of these struggles.

At Chalisgaon arid Indore the workers succeeded in getting the mills reopened. At 
Ahmedabad and in Digvijay (Bombay) mills, the threatened closure was averted. At 
Ujjain reopening was followed by closure after short duration. At Mahva the mill 
started 'working partially while workers from Digvijaya (Jamnagar) and Ramesh (Morvi) 
mills succeeded in getting compensation for g enforced unemployment.

In Indore, united action by workers belonging to INTUC and alTUC, including 
3-day general strike in the mills led to v ictory. In Ujjain, citywide one-day 
protest strike and hartal in which traders and shopkeepers participated was one of the 
important features of the struggle. In Digvijaya (Bombay) and Sitaram (Trichur) mills, 
unity between workers of AITUC and INTUC won success.

A) FOR STANDARDISATION & In the foimerig Princely States which joined the Indian 
INCREASE OF WAGES. Union later, such as Saurashtra, Rajasthan and PEPSU,

the struggle for fixation of basic minimum wage with 
standardisation of wages, D.A. etc/ lingered on right into the last three-year period 
under review. The saurashtra workers secured good wage-increases as a result-of the 
new award, and ha ve also successfully fought against cutting down of prevailing wage
rates in some departments in some of the Centres. In Rajasthan successful struggle 
led to the appointment of Tribunal. In Phagwara (PEPSU), an 11-day strike led to the 
appointment of an Tribunal.

(5) OTHER DEMANDS: During the period there have been struggles for other demands. 
In Coimbatore the- workers have secured compensation for loss of 

work on a ccount of electric-power shortage. In Bombay City also although the workers 
have secured a court decision on the issue, it has been challenged by the employers in 
appeal. In Kanpur, Delhi, etc, there have be'en struggles against multiple shift system. 
In Beawar, there was a successful struggle against prolongation of working hours beyond 
the statutory limits when festival holidays in addition to weekly holidays are given. 
In Ahmedabad, a struggle is going on for re-employment of old workers in a mill 
restarted after change in the management. In three mills in Bombay, the weavers have 
successfully conducted strikes to secure compensation for loss due to changes in timings 
lines of production on account of the slump. These are some of the special issues on

(6) PROTEST STRIKES ON OTHER ISSUES. Some of the notable protest strikes during 
this period which have not been mentioned so far 

are: one day protest strike for restora-tion,of food subsidies in Bombay City and 
Sholapur on June 6th and 13th 1952 respectively; one-day protest strike in Calcutta 
and in surrounding area on 15-7-1953 against increase in tramfare; one day protest 
strike in Bombay City against rationalisation and retrenchment on 7-8-1953; one day 
protest strike in Bombay city on 27th January 1955 and subsequently in Delhi against 
firing on Kamala mill workers at Bombay.

(7) RECOGNITION OF TRADES UNIONS: During this period with the restoration of AITUC 
TRADE UNION UNITY, Unions to their normal functioning after their

emergence from dark days of repression and 
disruption, the question of recognition of these trade unions came to the fore. 
The xKxxxxd regime of repression launched since 1958, made way for exclusive 
recognition of trade unions belonging to INTUC in 1959 in a number of States. The 
revived trade unions fighting against the dual attack of repression ajjd disunity, 
had to link the question of recognition withx that of formation of united trade 
unions commanding a large majority of the workers on the strength of which this 
campaign was being waged. The Bombay workers led the way by forming a united trade 
union in June 1951 by amalgamating the old Red Flag Union with a majority section 
of the union belonging to HMS. Immediately following, the union succeeded in 
collecting over 70,000 signatures in a petition to the Industrial Fourt for

(conceding to the...
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conceding to the united union the night to represent workers in the Bonus case in 
addition to exclusive recognised union belonging to INTUC. In Akola (MP) a united 
trade union was formed during 1951 as in Bombay. In Sholapur as well as in Warangal 
(Hyderabad) similar unions were established during 1952. The year 1953 saw two more such 
unions in Belhi and Rajkot. Buring this period the AITUC unions both at Amalner and 
Madhavnagar succeeded in enrolling more members than those on the roll of INTUX, thus 
challenging the INTUC. The officials of the labour department however refused to accept 
their claim. In Burhanpur (MP) however the Industrial Tribunal had to pass strictures 
on the way in which the recognition of INTUC Union was hustled through by the executive 
authorities. The question of recognition of the other Union (HMS) still hangs ±x on 
fire. .In Bombay, Madhya Pradesh and Madhya Bharat States the way to recognition of 
AITUC Unions is barred by the provisions of the industrial legislation which confer only 
exclusive recognition to one union in an industry. Here recognition of AITUC Unions 
must involve refusal of it to INTUC and hence the struggle has become difficult.
In Nanded and Aurangabad, where such legislation does not prevail, the united unions 
have succeeded in securing recognition. In Bhavnagar recently, a strike for bonus 
led by AITUC Union with the support of all the -workers, compelled the Government to 
allow representation to the Union in addition to INTUC Union before the Tribunal.

Revival of textile trade unions during last three years has also led to the 
formation and revival of State Textile Workers1 Federations in Madhya Pradesh, 
East Punjab and PEPSU, Madhya Bharat, West Bengal, Tamilnad etc. and revival of 
All-India Textile Workers Federation is on &he agenda.

After having taken a brief review of the textile workers' struggles during the 
last five years, it is necessary to give statistical picture of textile workers' 
struggles in comparison to previous period. The following table is compiled from 
figures given in the Indian Labour Gazette from time to time.

TABLE NO. 2.
INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES (INCLUDING LOCKOUTS) IN COTTON TEXTILES FROM 

1946-1952.

Year. No. of Disputes. No. of Workers Invoiced. No. of Mandays lost.

1946. 631 10,51,231 52,98,932
1947 671 9,58,406 73,98,039
1948 393 4,94,259 37,48,551
1949 185 2,46,417 25,50,831
1950 187 4,09,314* 1,03,31,030*-
1951. 221 3,24,481* 15,57,381*
1952 227 s 4,38,359* 10,81,19^

* Figures are incomplete.
(The figures for 1946 and 1947 include along with cotton, woollen, silk and other 

textiles also and cover former British India only. The figures for 1948, include 
other textiles besides cotton and do not cover Part B and Part C States).

The above table shows that a high wate-mark was reached during 1946 and 1947 both 
in number of disputes and number of workers■involved. Strikes took place in almost all 
the centres on the question of wages, D.a., bonus, etc. and in each centre they involved 
more or less all the units, and dura tion also was long^ This was due to spirit of 
unity, and urge for wiping out the outmoded wage-structure. In 1948,figures show 
slackening down in the number of disputes, due to important demands being referred to 
Tribunals in most of the centres, Geneaal strike at Coimbatore and part of the 
duration of general strike at Nagpur at the end of year account for the high number 
of workers involved. Important demands of the workers being settled for time being 
during the previous two years, and due to suppression of the trade union movement in 
111 the centres, the year 1949 saw a fall in the number of disputes. Continuation 
of general strike at Nagpur during the year to some extent account for swelling the 
number of workers involved and number of man-days lost. Rationalisation measures 
started in 1949 were continued either in different centres or in different departments 
account for maintenance of number of disputes in 1950. The Bombay general strike 
involving a very large number of workers and long duration increases the number of 
workers as well as man-days lost out of the proportion to the number of disputes.

(With the r evival...
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With the revival of movement in 1951, the pent-up disputes are taken up and their 
number increases, and general strike at Nagpur at the close of the year to some 
extent increases the latter figures. The revival of the movement spreads to all 
centres during 1952 and a number of protest actions swells the number of workers 
involved.

One of the features of the struggles during 1949-53 generally is that they 
are of a defensive character. The wage and DA revisions were over to a very 
large extent, and piecemeal character of rationalisation offensive, and existence 
of disruption slackens the tempo of the struggles, their extent and duration. 
The impact of crisis in 1952 and overcoming of disruption to some extent, 
increases the tempo of struggles.

Secondly, though there has been some wage revisions during this period, 
the questions of wages and living standards, improving the present conditions, 
have not become dominant issues of struggle except in Saurashtra and Rajasthan 
which joined the Indian Union in 1948 and 1949.. Even the Bonus struggles have 
been more in the nature of defending the gains of the immediate post-war period.

Thirdly, the struggles mostly concerned the workers themselves, barring a 
few protest actions on general popular issues*

Fourthly, the struggles have shown that even in the period of crisis, workers 
are able to defend their gains and even advance, provided they act in a united and 
organised manner, thus blowing up the myth that workers can improve their standards 
only in the boom periods. New demands have been and are being put forward and 
broadening of the unity and strengthening of the organisations will determine the 
future actions of the workers for improving their living and working conditions.

IV. DEMANDS AND RIGHTS VDN BY THE TEXTILE WORKERS - THE PRESENT 
POSITION REGARDING THEIR LIVING AND WORKING CONDITIONS

WAGES. During the last eight years, the textile workers have improved their
economic conditions and made rapid strides in raising their living 

standards. Through a series of struggles the workers from bigger textile 
centres succeeded in getting their basic minimum wages and standardization of 
wages based on it, fixed during 1947 to 1949. Smaller centres followed during 
the subsequent years. The basic minimum wages have been fixed on "bare subsistence 
level" while formerly they were "below-poverty" level. Though the workers’ wages 
fall much short of the living wage standard, the revision of the wage-xxixx structure 
registers- a big. advance on the former position and indicates a definite progress 
towards the living wage.

d1”'. »
The extent of this advance in the minimum wage level of the textile workers from 

centre to centre can be seen from the following tables

(Contd. on page 11....
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TABLE NO, 3.
SHOWING THE BASIC MINIMUM WAGE OF WORKERS FROM VARIOUS CENTRES & STATES AS COMPARED TO 

MINIMUM BASIC WAGE EARNINGS IN THE PRE-WAR PERIOD

ESTATE 6c CENTRE. PRESENT MINIMUM 
basic wages 
28 DAYS

PREVIOUS MINIMUM 
WAGE APPROX.EARN
ED BY THE LOWEST 
OCCUPATION.

^ge GAIN 
OVER PREVIOU 
WAGE LEVEL.

DATE OF ENFOR- 
S CEMENT OF THE

PRESENT WAGE

^BOMBAY.
Bombay City. Rs.30- O-O. Rs. 1 5- 0-0 100 1-1-1947
Ahmedabad. 28- 0-0 15- 9-2-Men. ' 86 1-7-1947

13- 2-8-Women. 115
Sholapur 26- 0-0 6-10-2 333 15-8-1947
Baroda 26- 0-0 12- 0-0 116
Surat 21- 0-0 N.A.
Bar si 21- 8-6 N.A. 1-5-1948
Bhor. (20-12-9 N.A.

(21- 8-6 N.A. January 51
Sangli. 24- 0-.0 N.A. March 1953•
Gadag 21- 0-0 N.A. 1-1-1948
Hubli 23- 0-0 N.A. October 1952

^HYDERABAD.
Nanded 6c Warangal. 30- 0-0 N.A.
Other Centres. 26- 0-0 N.A.

* MADRAS.
Madras City. 26- 0- 0 16- 1- 1. 62 1-4-1947
Coimbatore. 26- 0-0 4-15- 0 420 1-4-1947
Other Centres. 26- 0- 0

^MYSORE.
Bangalore 26- 0- 0 6- 9- 0 333 December 1952

^TRAVANCORE COCHIN ✓
All centres except

one. 26- 0- 0 4-1-0 550
One Centre . 20- 0- 0 N. A.

^MADHYA PRADESH. ..

Nagpur 26- 0- 0 13- 8- 8 100 1-1-1948

^MADHYA BHARAT •

Indore 6c other
Centres. 26- 0- 0 13- 8- 0 15-8-1947
Bhopal. 26- 0- 0

* SAURASHTRa «•
All Centres. 24- 0- 0

* RAJASTAN
All Centres. 26- 0- 0

* AJMER.
Beawar 25- 0- 0

* DELHI.
Delhi. 30- 0- 0 15-0-0 100

* UTTER PRADESH
Kanpur 30- 0- 0 8- 2- 0 550

* BIHAR
Gaya, 23- 0- 0 N.A. 17-9-1948

* WEST BENGAL.
All Centres. Rs.20-2-5 (Men). 9-12- 0 112 1-8-1948

15-1-9 (Women) N.A. ii
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The wages of the textile-workers have been standardised in a number 
of advanced States except Utter Pradesh, Mysore., Hyderabad and Travancore-Cochin. 
The wages in 13aJastan, East Punjab, Pepsu and others xxxx where the mill 
industry is of"later development remain to be standardised yet.

BONUS. The Textile workers during the post-war period, through struggles waged 
from year to year have established their right to Annual Bonus which is 

no more regarded as ex-feratia payment which workers receive in periods of abnormal 
prosperity of the industry such as war-booms. Today Bonus is regarded as an 
extra payment made to bridge the gap between the present subsistence wage 
and the living wage.

The quantum of bonus is fixed by various formulae, the essence of all of 
them being, is the method of determining how much ’’surplus profits are available 
for paying Bonus after meeting 'prior charges' or 'necessary charges' 
considered to be required by the industry from year to year. The most 
common formula which now holds th.e field is that of Labour Appellate Tribunal, 
applied by it for the first time in deciding the question of Bonus for 1949 
in the case of Bombay Cotton Textile Workers. Mills which either do not 
show 'excess profits' or show losses are exempted from paying Bonus. This 
has strongly encouraged tendencies among the textile monopolies to show losses 
or only meagre profits. It has also militated against the principle of giving 
Bonus on industry-cum-region basis, thereby giving in the hands of the 
employers a weapon to split the ranks of the workers. The quantum of Bonus 
xkk dwindling year by year with the result that the demand for a drastic 
revision of the Appellate Tribunal formula is gathering force among all sections 
of the workers and trade unions irrespective of their affiliations. Unless a 
powerful movement of the workers succeeds in radically altering this method of 
determination of Bonus, the workers are faced with prospect of’losing their 
right to Bonus which they have so tenaciously defended from year to year.

The following table will show how the workers were successful in winning 
Bonus from year to year in the Host-war period!

TABLE NO. 4.
SHOWING IHE QUANTUM OF BONUS WON BY THE WORKERS FROM VARIOUS TEXTILE CENTRES 

FROM YEaR TO YEAR AGAINST THEIR MONTHLY EARNINGS.

CENTRE OR 
STATE.

BONUS IN 
1947

TERMS OF 
1948

MONTHS* 
. 1949

WAGES DURING IHE YEAR.’
1950 1951 1952

Bombay City,

Ahmedabad.
Baroda 
Saurashtra. 
Sholapur.
Amain er.
Madhya Pradesh.

Madhya Bharat.

Beawar

Delhi,

Kanpur.

Hyderabad City.

Bangalore.

Cochin.
Madras City. 
Coimbatore.
Madurai•

* Bonus 
while

3 4g 2 1-4/5 3

3 4g 2 2 3
3 4g 2 to 2<

1 to 2. 1 to 2g 1 to 2g
2$(app.) 2 1

2
3 it to 2. i to 3

(7-mills) (9-mills) 
1g 3a 12 to 4g

(.for the last
N.A. 3* 3*

^includes D. A.)
N.A. 3 2a

(one mill).
3 3 3 3 3

(4-mills) (4-mills) (5-mills) (9-mills)
N.a. 2 N.a. N.A. N.A.

(2-mills).
1-1/5) 1-1/5 ) 1-1/5) N.A. N.A,
to ) to ) to )
1-4/5) 2-1/4. ) 2-1/4)

1g 1 1g
1g 1-4/5 1g 1-13/20 N.A.
5 4* 2 to 3* 2 N.a.
3 3 3 2 to 3 N.A.
actually paid to the workers and accepted by them 
the case is going on before the Tribunal.

1-4/5 
(48 mills)
2

1g (2-mills)

3 years).

*

i

N.a.
N.A. '
N.a.

as "interim"
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The Bonus payments have certain conditions attached to it. The workers at 
various textile centres have persistently fought against these unjust conditions 
and succeeded in getting some of them cancelled. The Bombay textile workers kxxx 
were first to receive unconditional Bonus in 1951• One of the most obnoxious 
conditions is refusal of Bonus to workers who are "dismissed for misconduct" 
during a particular year, thereby punishing them twice. Among such other 
conditions are the required presence of a worker on the muster rolls when the 
Bonus payment is made, and necessary minimum attendance of workers during a 
particular year. The Bombay ward for 1952 has stipulated a new condition ' 
whereby financial loss to the company if any on account of "misconduct" of a 
worker for which he is dismissed is to be deducted from the bonus payment. 
The workers at different centres are fighting for securing cancellation of 
all such unjust conditions.

V. PROGRAMME OF DIMKDS AND RIGHTS FOR THE COTTON TEXTILE WORKERS

A programme cf demands was adopted by the All India Trade Union Conven
tion at Calcutta in Mah 1952. Since then new developments have taken place. 
The struggles of the textile workers during the last two years have given us a 
new experience. New problems and new demands have arisen. New attacks on the 
workers1 conditions on the part of the employers have taken place and the 
employers’ offensive takes new forms. Besides new social legislation which the 
Government was compelled to enact under the pressure of the working class 
movement has thrown up new problems requiring us to formulate common demands 
for all the textile centres in the country. The Programme of Social a nd 
Economic Demands was adopted by the Second Conference of Textile & Clothing 
Workers' Trade Unions international (Berlin, October 1952) after discussions 
between the representatives of the textile trade unions of 30 countries. 
Conferences of textile trade unions in a number of States in our country have 
also adopted Charters of Demands. The following Programme of Demands and 
Rights for the Cotton Textile Workers is prepared on the basis of all this 
material. Exchange of experience and a first-hand acquaintance with the 
living and working conditions of the textile workers in different centres 
on the. part of the delegates ans observers at the Calcutta Session of the 
All-India Trade Union Congress will enable us to drag up an exact, exhaustive 
and common programme cevening the variety of conditions of the workers in 
different centres. It is in order to facilitate this task that the following 
programme is being put forward for discussion and final adoption with necess
ary additions and modifications.

(a) WAGES, WORKING CONDITIONS AND AMENITIES

(1 ) National Minimum Living Wage Rs. 55.Minimum subsistence wage Rs. 35/- 
(both on pre-war price-levels).

(.2) Fixation of Dearness Allowance on a sliding scale at a flat rate to 
compensate fully for rise in the cost of living since the beginning of the 
World War. Consolidation of 50/ of D. A. into the basic wages.

(3) Unconditional Annual Bonus equivalent at least to 3 months’ earnings.

(A) Time-Scale of Wages for all workers with a view to give them increments 
according to the length of their services.

(5) Standardization of Wages on the basis of new workloads already introduced.

(6) Reduction of Working Hours to AA hours' week without a cut in the wages.

(7) Relay System for the working hours be abolished. 
• I . . •

(8) Cancellation of all rationalisation schemes and introduction of three shifts 
with 25/ night allowance.

(9) All piece-workers should be compensated for the forced leisure during the 
working hours due to stoppage of machinery, lack of materials or due to 
-any other reason.

( (10) Every Badli....
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(10) Every badli worker be made permanent on his completing three months’ 
continuous service.

(11) Tripartite Committees composed of elected representatives of workers, 
management and Factory inspection department to enforce the implementa
tion of Factories-Act.

(12) All unjust practices such as forced speed-up, fines, harassment, mass 
dismissals, and victimisation be stopped.
The present Standing Orders be drastically revised in consultation with 

respective trade unions so as to ensure security of service to 
the workers and to safeguard their rights*

(13) The present functions and status of Canteen Committees be modified to 
invest them with executive and administrative powers*

(14) Holidays with Pay - at the rate of 1 day for every 10 days’ work, during 
a year, 20 days’ casual leave and 20 days’ s-rick leave be given to' 
workers during a year.

(15) Festival Holidays be given in addition tonormal weekly holidays and all 
holidays should be with pay. Workers of religious or other minorities 
should be allowed to have their holidays.

(16) Decent Housing be provided for the workers at employers’ or Government’s 
cost.

(17) All monthly dues to the workers from the employers and moneys belonging 
to Workers’ Co-operative Societies as well as Provident Fund is 
'xxxxpdixdx ’exempted' mills be given statutory protection and should be 
recoverable from the employer in the case of bankrupcy.

(B) SOCIhL SECURITY
(1S) All rights given to the workers in the Government Provident Fund Scheme 

should not in any way be restricted by conditions regarding length of 
service or manner of termination of service, ^embers be allowed todraw 
loans against amounts standing in their name. All workers below the 
living wage standard should be exempted from paying employees' contribu
tion. Workers’ representatives on the Central Board of Trustees should 
be elected by the workers. Elected representatives of the workers should 
be taken up on various regional and local bodies to xx be set up for 
the purpose of administration of the Fund in order to ensure democratic 
control over it.

(19) The Employees’ State Insurance Scheme should be extended to the families 
of the workers. All existing benefits such as sick leave with pay and 
privileges regarding compensation for accidents, maternity benefits, 
which the workers enjoy free‘of charges houId be maintained. All cumb
rous and delaying procedures in the scheme be revised. Representatives 
of trade unions be associated with the administration of the Scheme.

(20) Workmen’s Compensation Act be revised to bring its benefits in confor
mity with the present living standards. The ’waiting period’ clause 
be eliminated and workers should be given full pay during the period 
of their disablement.

(21) Workers should be entitled to receive Service Gratuity on the basis of 
one month's earnings including D. A. for every year of service. No 
break in service should be allowed to disqualify him for benefit.

(C) WORKING WOMEN AND WORKING YOUTH.

(22) Discrimination against women in matters such as wages, employment etc. 
should be prohibited.

( (23) Full medical attendance...
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(23) Full medical attendances and services to working mothers during the 
period of pregnancy and after confinement. Opening of special hospitals 
for working women. Maternity benedit be given at the rate of full pay 
and its period extended to three months.

(24) Dismissal from work of working women during pregnancy and within one year 
after confinement be prohibited.

(25) Provision of Creche and Nursery Schools in mills. All sanitory facilities 
and free milk provided. Joint Committee consisting of employers’ and 
workers' elected representatives for supervision be set up.

(26) Educational and physical cultural facilities be provided to the working 
youth free of cost. Exhorbitant school fees be reduced. Technical 
training should be provided.

(D) UNEMPLOYED WORKERS.

(27) Retrenchment and closures be banned. Unemployed workers be given compen
sation for the entire period of unemployment. A scheme for the relief 
of the unemployed in cash and in kind be introduced.

(2$) Employment Exchange and Decasualisation Centres be started at all textile 
centres wherever they do not exist. The present procedure and method of 
recruitment should be revised in consultation with the textile trade 
unions in order to eliminate all bureaucratic and corrupt practices 
involving delay and injustice to workers. Employers be compelled to inform 
all temporary and permanent vacancies occupation-wise daily. The 
centres and exchanges be run with the co-operation of all the trade 
unions. Prohibition of their use for strike-breaking purposes.

(E) TRADE UNION RIGHTS

(29) Workers’ right to work, to security of service, right to strike and 
picketing, to assembly should be guaranteed.

(30) Victimisation by the employers be made penal offence.

(31) No discrimination against any trade union be practised by the Employer or 
the Government. All trade unions be allowed to approach the workers for 
enrolment and other purposes in the mill premises.

(32) Workers’ right to join any trade union of their choice and right to 
collective bargaining through it should be guaranteed by the employer 
and the management in the case of all trade unions registered under the 
Trade Union Act. Workers s hould be allowed to approach mill authorities, 
Government and Industrial Courts and Tribunals through trade unions of 
their choice.

(33) All agreements entered into by the recognised trade unions on behalf of 
the orkers should not be considered valid unless they are ratified by the 
majority of the workers concerned.

(34) If the representative character of a union is challenged, the question 
should be decided by secret ballot of the workers.

(35) All State acts regarding industrial relations be repealed and Central 
Labour Relations legislation be enacted safeguarding all the rights of the 
workers and providing machinery for the speedy disposal of their disputes.

(36) All repressive and anti-democratic legislation be repealed.

It is our task to popularise such a programme among the workers and strive 
to bring about widest possible unity of action for winning the demands and rights 
of the workers.



STRUGGLE AGAINST T.U. RICHTo IN SWATANTRA BHaRAT KILLS,

ATTACK OK T. U. RIGHTS IN ti ATANTRA BHARAT MILLS, BRANCH 
GF THE DELHI CLOTH & GENERAL MILLS CO. LTD., DELHI .

'The Swatantra Bharat Mills is one of the most modern units of 
the textile industry in India. The Managing A? ency of tl/e ?®kb parent 
Co. of which It is a Branch, is held by the well-known industrial ist ori. 
Shri Ram and his sons. Recently the management of the Bills declared a 
lock-out resulting in temrorary loss of employment to about 4000 workers, 
thereby causing acute economic distress to them and their dependents 
numbering over 20,000. The lock-out has come as a consequence of an 
eight-month old dispute between the workmen represented by the ir Union, 
the Kapra Mazdoor Ekta Union (Regd.) and the management. This dispute 
centres a round the demand of the workers that they be allowed to excercise 
their fundamental rights of forming and Joining a Trade Union of their 
choice and sack that the ban placed by the management on holding meeting 
and carrying on peaceful trade union activity, in the workers’ colony be 
removed. This dispute started in April 19J4 and has since constantly been 
the cause of much agitation by the workers. The workers led by their 
Union explored all avenues for securing a peaceful and Just settlement of 
the dispute, Scores of written and oral representations were made to the 
management and the Delhi State Government. Right from the Labour Officer 
at the bottom to the Chief CoEEaissioner at the top all authorities were ' 
repeatedly approached in the matter. The matter was also agitated in the 
Delhi Legislative Pssenbly in its last sess on. All these methods failim 
to yield any results, the Union resorted to other methods of peaceful and 
lawful agitation. Dozens of mass-deputations, processions, demonstrations, 
public meetings were organised in the industrial areas as well as in the 
city and New Delhi in support of the demand of the workers. But even this 
proved of no avail and the situation suffered progressive deterioration 
from day to day.

The attitude of the management was highly unreasonable and 
provocative throughout. At first they :ried to wean the workers away from 
the Unions’ influence by holding out threats of dismissal, demotion or 
similar disciplinary action. They an atterpt was made to create disrupt
ion in the ^nion throu^ a handful of mill-agents whom the union allowed 
to Join up in accordance with its democratic constitution. When these 
people saw that there was no chance of their succeeding in their evil 
designs they left the union and treid to create disruption from without 
through a management-sponsored puppet rival union. But even this proved 
futile and barring about 40-50 mill-agents, many of whom were freshly 
recruited by the management for this purpose, no worker Joined this FMyy*^ 
puppet union, with each successive failure of its tactics the mana^ernent 
became more unreasonable, more aggressive and oppressive and more 
desperate. Villification of Uni Icials, breaking up of peaceful 
workers’ gatherings, framing up frivolous criminal cases against union 
workers by lodging false reports with the police, harrassment of active 
union workers in the course of their duties in the mills was tried in turn. 
Specific cases involving such high-handedness on the part of the manage
ment were brought to the notice of the authorities by the Union, every 
time they occurred. But no heed was piid to these complaints. (M Ub 
other hand the Folice in the initial stages openly sided with the employers 
whom they obliged by cooking up false cases against Union rrerrbers. Bore 
than p0 workers were prosecuted by the police under section 290 for 
shouting oloran regarding their demands in the workers’ colony or under 
section 107 I.F.C. for the alleged apprehension of breach of peace. The 
result of all this, however, was contrary to the managements’ wishes and 
expectations. With every fresh attack on the solidarity of the workers or 
on the integrity of their union, the workers closed up their ranks with 
still - ore doggedness, courage and determination. They were able to raise 
an industrial dispute involving certain important economic and other issues 
in the meantime which were referred to adjudication under the Industrial 
Dis-utes ct by the Btate Government. The Union also successfully 
challenged several improper actions of the management and by its constant 
defence of the legitimate ri^its and privileges of workers incurred heavy



displeasure of the management. Failing to break the workers’ morale and 
unable to shake their faith in the union, the employers tvok recourse to 
their last weapon. An all-cut campaign of criminal intimidation, violence 
and hooliganism was let lose on the workers, heading union workers became 
special targets of this violence and gan. sterism. Union property, includ
ing the news-board used by the union for announcing un’on programmes to its 
members was forcibly removed from the mill-colony. nooli;a ns armed with . 
lathies and daggers openly went about the colony assaulting and abusing 
workers and holding out threats of dire consequences against union members. 
Dozens of such reports involving Indi vidual cases are on record with the 
Police. This ccmpaign of violence and terrorism naturally created a state 
of tension and resentment a^ong the workers, who were compelled to lodge 
an effective rrotest a al net it by roin^ on a one-day protest strike on the 
13t: . of iece ber. The success of thi^ step drove the mana erne nt into mad
ness and frenzy and they started hitting out recklessly. Tass charre
sheeting of workers was followed by dismissal notices on practically every 
member of the Unions’ Executive Committee. Lala Bharat ftim, the Fanaging 
Agent of the ills openly repudiated an agreement earlier arrived at 
through the mediation of the Government Concilia ti n Officer. This agree
ment sought to partially restore some of the trade union rights to the 
workers. When advised to settle the dispute by negotiations by the Govt. 
Labour Director, Lala bharat Ram left the Conference-table refusing to talk 
to the Union’s representatives. Still, in Line with its basic policies, 
the Union continued vigorous efforts to find out an amicable and peaceful 
settlement of the dispute. Besides exploring the usual avenues of concil
iation, negotiation, etc. it took the matter up in the Labour Advisory 
Board of the otate Government and subsequently in the Tripartite Committee 
for Textile Industry. The attitude of the representatives of the management, 
at all these conferences was of total non-cooperation and even arrogant 
and insulting. Instead of exchanging views and making an attempt uf under
stand the workers’ view point, they adopted an attitude of dictation, of 
holding out threats and of blackmailing.

several attempts on the life of Union officials followed inside 
the mill, sensing extreme insecurity of their lives and failing to obtain 
any unsatisfactory reply from the management to their repeated demand for 
effective steps being taken to safeguard their lives, on the 15th January 
the management declared a lightening lock-out the workers en-nasse stopped 
working. *hen the news of the lock-out spread in the industrial area of 
Delhi, thousands of workers from other textile mills collected near the 
xaxkaxxi gate of the mills. A perfectly peaceful meeting of the workers was 
in prorress when seme hirelings of the management misbehaved with some women 
workers who were sitting near the main gate. Cn an alarm being raised, the 
gcondaa were seen running Inside the mill gates, which were closed for 
others. This infuriated the workers many of whom gave chase to them. The 
~olice posted both outside and inside the mills got panicky at this and 
apprehending danger to Its own safety s anted lathicharging the crowd. This 
was followed by teargassing. The lock-out has been continued since.

As the issues involved in the dispute are of basic and paramount 
importance to the working class in general representatives of 71 trade union 
organisations, including the Delhi Branch of the All India organisations like 
the Hind Masdoor Dab ha, the United Trade Union Congress and tie All India 
Trade Union Congress, who met An the 18th inst. organised a mass protest 
»X1X WP.1X&* Aft&AlBHXJSidtiLiUUXm m

xxkaxx; ;xxxxxxx

procession and demonstration on the 22nd instant.

Ibis is the situation as it stands today. *e will let you know 
later developments.



CHE. NICU OF EVENTS

April 1954

May-June 54

6.6.1954

30.6.1954

26,7.1954

27.7.1954

27.7.1954

1.8.1954

6.8.1954

- Union formed in dwatantra Bharat tills.

- Recruit merit of undesirable persons started as ’temporary hands*

- Union meeting in workers’ colony not permitted to be held.

- Union oi'f'clals prevented from addressing a mass meeting. . e 
instance of the General Manager a resolution against 1 kta Union 
is atte; pte^d to be moved - attempt is defeated badly.

- The Watch and hard staff attempts to break up a meeting of 
workers being addressed by the local union officials.

- The Manager himself disturbs a meeting of workers and starts 
addressing the workers in an attempt tc provoke a clash. The 
attempt does not beat? fruit.

- R.e.u. parades and rallies initiated in the colony at the 
instance of the General anager. lore ‘uoondas’ recruited ana 
commissioned to break up and stone any Union Meeting.

- olice brought into the picture to arrest 7 workers, Union
Branch officials, who were distributing union leaflets to workers 
coming out of the mill gates - a clash provoked by management, 
averted by the timely intervention of the Union. Later lock-out 
declared by the management for the night.

- An agreement promised by Lala Bharat Ham by the 9th. a draft 
prepared on the basis of certain discussions through GoV^mar t 
Labour Office - but eventually the mana einent backs out.
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their fundamental rights of forming and Joining a Trade Union of their 
choice and sack that the ban placed by the management on holding meeting 
and carrying on peaceful trade union activity, in the workers’ colony be 
removed. This dispute started in April 19J4 and has since constantly been 
the cause of much agitation by the workers. The workers led by their 
Union explored all avenues for securing a peaceful and Just settlement of 
the dispute, Scores of written and oral representations were made to the 
management and the Delhi State Government. Right from the Labour Officer 
at the bottom to the Chief CoEEaissioner at the top all authorities were ' 
repeatedly approached in the matter. The matter was also agitated in the 
Delhi Legislative Pssenbly in its last sess on. All these methods failim 
to yield any results, the Union resorted to other methods of peaceful and 
lawful agitation. Dozens of mass-deputations, processions, demonstrations, 
public meetings were organised in the industrial areas as well as in the 
city and New Delhi in support of the demand of the workers. But even this 
proved of no avail and the situation suffered progressive deterioration 
from day to day.

The attitude of the management was highly unreasonable and 
provocative throughout. At first they :ried to wean the workers away from 
the Unions’ influence by holding out threats of dismissal, demotion or 
similar disciplinary action. They an atterpt was made to create disrupt
ion in the ^nion throu^ a handful of mill-agents whom the union allowed 
to Join up in accordance with its democratic constitution. When these 
people saw that there was no chance of their succeeding in their evil 
designs they left the union and treid to create disruption from without 
through a management-sponsored puppet rival union. But even this proved 
futile and barring about 40-50 mill-agents, many of whom were freshly 
recruited by the management for this purpose, no worker Joined this FMyy*^ 
puppet union, with each successive failure of its tactics the mana^ernent 
became more unreasonable, more aggressive and oppressive and more 
desperate. Villification of Uni Icials, breaking up of peaceful 
workers’ gatherings, framing up frivolous criminal cases against union 
workers by lodging false reports with the police, harrassment of active 
union workers in the course of their duties in the mills was tried in turn. 
Specific cases involving such high-handedness on the part of the manage
ment were brought to the notice of the authorities by the Union, every 
time they occurred. But no heed was piid to these complaints. (M Ub 
other hand the Folice in the initial stages openly sided with the employers 
whom they obliged by cooking up false cases against Union rrerrbers. Bore 
than p0 workers were prosecuted by the police under section 290 for 
shouting oloran regarding their demands in the workers’ colony or under 
section 107 I.F.C. for the alleged apprehension of breach of peace. The 
result of all this, however, was contrary to the managements’ wishes and 
expectations. With every fresh attack on the solidarity of the workers or 
on the integrity of their union, the workers closed up their ranks with 
still - ore doggedness, courage and determination. They were able to raise 
an industrial dispute involving certain important economic and other issues 
in the meantime which were referred to adjudication under the Industrial 
Dis-utes ct by the Btate Government. The Union also successfully 
challenged several improper actions of the management and by its constant 
defence of the legitimate ri^its and privileges of workers incurred heavy



displeasure of the management. Failing to break the workers’ morale and 
unable to shake their faith in the union, the employers tvok recourse to 
their last weapon. An all-cut campaign of criminal intimidation, violence 
and hooliganism was let lose on the workers, heading union workers became 
special targets of this violence and gan. sterism. Union property, includ
ing the news-board used by the union for announcing un’on programmes to its 
members was forcibly removed from the mill-colony. nooli;a ns armed with . 
lathies and daggers openly went about the colony assaulting and abusing 
workers and holding out threats of dire consequences against union members. 
Dozens of such reports involving Indi vidual cases are on record with the 
Police. This ccmpaign of violence and terrorism naturally created a state 
of tension and resentment a^ong the workers, who were compelled to lodge 
an effective rrotest a al net it by roin^ on a one-day protest strike on the 
13t: . of iece ber. The success of thi^ step drove the mana erne nt into mad
ness and frenzy and they started hitting out recklessly. Tass charre
sheeting of workers was followed by dismissal notices on practically every 
member of the Unions’ Executive Committee. Lala Bharat ftim, the Fanaging 
Agent of the ills openly repudiated an agreement earlier arrived at 
through the mediation of the Government Concilia ti n Officer. This agree
ment sought to partially restore some of the trade union rights to the 
workers. When advised to settle the dispute by negotiations by the Govt. 
Labour Director, Lala bharat Ram left the Conference-table refusing to talk 
to the Union’s representatives. Still, in Line with its basic policies, 
the Union continued vigorous efforts to find out an amicable and peaceful 
settlement of the dispute. Besides exploring the usual avenues of concil
iation, negotiation, etc. it took the matter up in the Labour Advisory 
Board of the otate Government and subsequently in the Tripartite Committee 
for Textile Industry. The attitude of the representatives of the management, 
at all these conferences was of total non-cooperation and even arrogant 
and insulting. Instead of exchanging views and making an attempt uf under
stand the workers’ view point, they adopted an attitude of dictation, of 
holding out threats and of blackmailing.

several attempts on the life of Union officials followed inside 
the mill, sensing extreme insecurity of their lives and failing to obtain 
any unsatisfactory reply from the management to their repeated demand for 
effective steps being taken to safeguard their lives, on the 15th January 
the management declared a lightening lock-out the workers en-nasse stopped 
working. *hen the news of the lock-out spread in the industrial area of 
Delhi, thousands of workers from other textile mills collected near the 
xaxkaxxi gate of the mills. A perfectly peaceful meeting of the workers was 
in prorress when seme hirelings of the management misbehaved with some women 
workers who were sitting near the main gate. Cn an alarm being raised, the 
gcondaa were seen running Inside the mill gates, which were closed for 
others. This infuriated the workers many of whom gave chase to them. The 
~olice posted both outside and inside the mills got panicky at this and 
apprehending danger to Its own safety s anted lathicharging the crowd. This 
was followed by teargassing. The lock-out has been continued since.

As the issues involved in the dispute are of basic and paramount 
importance to the working class in general representatives of 71 trade union 
organisations, including the Delhi Branch of the All India organisations like 
the Hind Masdoor Dab ha, the United Trade Union Congress and tie All India 
Trade Union Congress, who met An the 18th inst. organised a mass protest 
»X1X WP.1X&* Aft&AlBHXJSidtiLiUUXm m

xxkaxx; ;xxxxxxx

procession and demonstration on the 22nd instant.

Ibis is the situation as it stands today. *e will let you know 
later developments.



CHE. NICU OF EVENTS

April 1954

May-June 54

6.6.1954

30.6.1954

26,7.1954

27.7.1954

27.7.1954

1.8.1954

6.8.1954

- Union formed in dwatantra Bharat tills.

- Recruit merit of undesirable persons started as ’temporary hands*

- Union meeting in workers’ colony not permitted to be held.

- Union oi'f'clals prevented from addressing a mass meeting. . e 
instance of the General Manager a resolution against 1 kta Union 
is atte; pte^d to be moved - attempt is defeated badly.

- The Watch and hard staff attempts to break up a meeting of 
workers being addressed by the local union officials.

- The Manager himself disturbs a meeting of workers and starts 
addressing the workers in an attempt tc provoke a clash. The 
attempt does not beat? fruit.

- R.e.u. parades and rallies initiated in the colony at the 
instance of the General anager. lore ‘uoondas’ recruited ana 
commissioned to break up and stone any Union Meeting.

- olice brought into the picture to arrest 7 workers, Union
Branch officials, who were distributing union leaflets to workers 
coming out of the mill gates - a clash provoked by management, 
averted by the timely intervention of the Union. Later lock-out 
declared by the management for the night.

- An agreement promised by Lala Bharat Ham by the 9th. a draft 
prepared on the basis of certain discussions through GoV^mar t 
Labour Office - but eventually the mana einent backs out.
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Standing Rules for Operatives
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NOTICEAll persons employed in this Factory are informed that no> person in any capacity whatsoever has any right or authority to offer, ask for, receive or collect any money, loan, bribe, present, reward, photograph, commission from any other employee or person for any purpose, or upon any pretext whatsoever either on his own behalf or on behalf of any other person or persons.Each person employed should understand that the pay earned by him is his absolute property and intended for the employee’s own use and benefit, and that, therefore, no employee should be deprived of any part of such pay by loans or by giving it away in the shape of bribes, presents,, rewards, photographs, commissions or dustoory to any superior or other employee. Should the custom be for employees of higher grades to extort money, presents, loans,, rewards, photographs, commissions or dustoory from those subordinate to them on the plea of getting the latter employment, promotion or other advantage, warning is hereby given to each and all that such custom is in direct contravention of the Company’s orders and that the moment it comes to the Company’s knowledge that any employee is directly or indirectly concerned in such malpractice, instant dismissal will follow.



NOTICE TO ALL SIRDARS AND DEPARTMENT 
CLERKS

You are hereby warned that instant dismissal will result in 
any instance coming before the Management of you or your 
friends or relatives, taking bribes from workers for any 
reason whatsoever, or in any way unduly influencing workers 
by virtue of your position in the factory, to purchase articles 
•of food, clothing, etc.
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STANDING RULES FOR OPERATIVES

1, Hours of attendance.—The Mill will work each day 
for such number of hours as the Manager may from time to 
time fix in accordance with the Indian Factories Act, and the 
periods of work for all classes of operatives will be posted up 
on the Notice Board at the Main Gate. If a shift system is 
being worked in the Mill, operatives may be transferred from 
one shift to another.

2. Entrance.—The opening and closing of the Mill will 
be signalled.: by means of a whistle, and no operative shall 
enter or leave the premises’except by the,gates appointed for 
the purpose. *

3. Late attendance.—Operatives attending late are 
liable to be shut out and treated as absent.

4. Leave of absence.—(«) Any operative who desires 
to obtain leave of absence, except for a temporary purpose 
within the Mill premises, must make application through the 
Head Sirdar and Departmental Clerk who will put the 
request to the Head of his Department or any Officer 
appointed by the Manager for the purpose, who, if he thinks- 
fit, may, subject to the approval of the Manager, grant the 
operative the leave applied for.

(b) The Company cannot reasonably be expected to- 
concern itself with any outside employment on which workers- 
may at times find it necessary to engage their attention. 
Under the circumstances, workers applying for leave in 
order to follow. pursuits such as cultivation, hand-loom 
weaving, etc., will find their request refused and in cases 

-where workers absent themselves for any of these reasons, 
they are liable to find their posts filled on returning to 
the Mill.

(r) Sick leave cannot be granted without a certifi
cate from the Company’s Medical Officer.
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(d) When any worker is unable to attend the Mill through sickness or any other cause, information should be sent to the Departmental Overseer through a neighbour or relative, when leave will be granted provided there is sufficient cause for absence. If, however, the Management subsequently finds that a worker has abused this privilege and has remained absent without just cause, the Management will take such action against the offender as may be deemed necessary.
5. (Amended). Absence without leave.—No operative shall under any circumstances absent himself from the factory during working hours without leave and (subject to rule 11) any operative who shall absent himself either for seven consecutive working days or for more than a total period of fifteen days in any calendar year without such leave or without having sent to the Manager an explanation satisfactory to the Manager for his absence shall be considered to have left his employment without notice.

6. Holidays.—(a) A list showing the annual Mill Holidays and Festivals is posted in each department of the Mills. Sunday shall in all cases be a Mill holiday but if it is necessary for any operative to be employed on a Sunday he will be given a substitute holiday in accordance with the provisions of the Indian Factories Act. In no case shall an employee be required to work for more than ten days without a holiday. (£) In addition to the holidays specified under (a) holidays may be granted for religious festivals and in cases of festivals of importance any applications put forward by the village concerned, will be considered. Workers must realize, however, that the number of employees in certain villages is so large that the Mill cannot be run in their absence. The Management, therefore, reserve the right to close down the Mill for a half day or longer when the number of absentees necessitates such action being taken.
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7. Wages.—All operatives, whether employed on a 
monthly salary, daily wages or on piecework, will be paid 
their respective wages once in every month and Notices 
specifying the days on which wages will be paid will be 
posted for the information of employees in accordance with 
the provisions of the Payment of Wages Act. No alterations 
in the rates of wages will be made without giving one 
month’s notice by means of a general notice specifying the 
nature of the changes proposed. In these Rules ‘ wages ’ 
means only such payments as are provided for in the 
Company’s Standard Wages List.

8. Deduction of Wages.—Deductions from Wages will 
be made in respect of any fines or forfeitures which any 
operative may havfe incurred by reason of any breach or 
infringement of any rules or regulations from time to time in 
force, and also in respect of any amounts due to the Com
pany from the operative for amenities or services provided 
by the Company for the operative provided in the latter case 
that such deduction has been authorized in writing by the 
operative concerned. Any dispute or complaint regarding 
wages shall be brought to the notice ot the Manager or other 
person appointed in that behalf immediately after the receipt 
by or tender to the complaining operative of the slip showing 
the amount of wages appearing to be payable to him, and it 
shall be the duty of the Manager or Officer appointed in that 
behalf to attend to such complaint and adjudicate thereon 
forthwith.

If ten or more operatives, acting in concert, absent 
themselves from work without due notice and without reason
able cause they will, at the discretion of the Manager and in 
accordance with the Payment of Wages Act, be liable to a 
deduction from their earned wages of an amount not exceed
ing eight days’ earnings in each case.

9. Termination of Service by Employee.—Any 
operative desirous of leaving the Company’s service shall
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give 15 days’ notice to the Manager. The wages due to 
such an operative will, if possible, be paid on the day the 
notice expires and in any case within two days after the 
expiry of such notice.
10. Termination of service by Company.—The em

ployment of any operative may be terminated by 15 days’ 
notice or by the payment of wages for a like number of days 
in lieu of notice. If the operative draws wages on a piece 
rate basis, the 15 days’ wages shall be computed on the 
average daily earnings of such operative for the days 
actually worked during the previous wage period.

Provided always that in case any operative shall 
misconduct himself or be found guilty of any act or acts 
described in sub-section (a) of Rule 12= the Manager may 
dismiss him summarily and the operative so dismissed 
shall not be entitled to any notice or wages in lieu of 
notice.

Where the employment of any person is terminated 
by or on behalf of the Mill any wages due to him shall be 
paid before the expiry of the second working day Irom the 
day on which his service is terminated.

i 1. Stoppage of Factory.—The Company will not hold 
themselves liable, if for any reason such as fire, catastrophe, 
breakdown of machinery, stoppage of the power supply, 
epidemic, civil commotion, shortage of orders, strikes or 
other cause, whether of a like nature or not, the Company 
have to close the Mill or to stop any machine or machines or 
department or departments, wholly or partially for any 
period or periods so that operatives are unable to work for 
the full number of working days in a calendar month. In 
such case operatives, whether paid as aforesaid or otherwise, 
will only be entitled to be paid in respect of the number'of 
working days in the month during which they have worked 
at the Mill.

I
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The Company will be under no responsibility to give 
notice to operatives of the closing of the Mill or any part 
thereof for any such reason mentioned above.

12. Penalty for Misconduct.—(d) Any operative who 
is adjudged by the Manager on examination of the operative, 
if present, to be guilty of misconduct is liable to be dismissed 
without notice.

In particular the following acts or omissions will be 
treated as misconduct:—

(1) Wilful insubordination or disobedience whether 
alone or in combination with another or others to 
any lawful and reasonable order of a superior.

(2) Striking work either singly or with other operatives 
without giving 15 days’ previous notice.

(3) Inciting whilst on the Company’s premises any 
operatives to strike work.

(4) Theft, fraud or dishonesty in connection with the 
Company’s business or property.

(5) Taking or giving bribes or any illegal gratification 
whatsoever.

(6) Absence without leave for seven consecutive working 
days unless it is afterwards proved to the satis
faction of the Manager that such absence was 
unavoidable.

(7) Collection of any moneys within the Mill premises 
for purposes not sanctioned by the Management.

(8) Distributing pamphlets, leaflets, forms or literature 
of any kind inside the Mill premises without the 
previous, sanction of the Management.

- (9) Drunkenness, riotous or disorderly behaviour during 
• working hours or any act subversive of discipline

or efficiency.
(10) Wilful disobedience of any order expressly' given 

or any rule expressly framed for the purpose 
of securing safety or wilful rerpoval or disregard
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of any safety guard or other device provided 
for securing safety.

f 11) Smoking on the Mill premises.
(12) Any other act of serious misconduct not speci- 

'fied above.
(6) For offences against the Company's Rules and 

Regulations not specified above workpeople will 
be warned by Departmental Officers (a Register 
being kept of such warnings), and the Manager 
may take such further action as he may deem fit 
including dismissal for serious offences or for 
repeated minor offences.

13,- Other employment.— No operative while in service 
is allowed to work in any other Mill, Factory or Workshop 
or accept employment from any person in the Company’s 
service.

14. Posting of Rules.—A copy of these Rules, which 
will come into force on 1st June 1939, will be posted in all 
departments and they will also be shown to all operatives 
employed after that date.

15. Disputes or Grievances.—In cases of disputes, or 
when workers think they have a grievance, the matter should 
be reported immediately to the Manager. In such cases 
workers may nominate any clerk employed by the Company 
as interpreter.

16. Wages on Holidays and Festivals.—Operatives 
will be paid wages in respect of the Mill holidays and festi
vals referred to in Rule 6 but not exceeding 10 such Mill 
holidays or festivals.
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WARNINGS AND DISMISSALS FOR OFFENCES 
UNDER THE COMPANY’S RULE No. 12

A Dismissal Register is kept in respect of each Department 
in Which is entered details of all ‘Special Warnings’ and 
Dismissals, showing the dates, the Registered Number of the 
operative, and full reasons for the ‘Special Warning’ or 
Dismissal.

Warnings are of two denominations :—
(a) Special Warnings ’ for offences which, when the 

maximum as laid down is reached, will warrant Dismissal. 
Such ‘ Special Warnings ’ will be withdrawn after a period 
of three months if the employee’s conduct during that period 
has been entirely satisfactory.

(b) Warnings for offences of a minor nature the repeti
tion of which, however, may necessitate the issue of a 
‘ Special Warning ’.

The Dismissal Register is kept to record all ‘ Special 
Warnings’ given, as well as all Dismissals.

The Manager/Departmental Assistant may issue two 
‘ Special Warnings ’ to an employee, any third and final 
warning will be confirmed by the Manager in person. Fourth 
offences warranting Dismissal will be considered by the 
Manager, and should the employee desire to appeal to the 
Manager, the services of the Welfare Secretary are available 
as interpreter. Such appeal will be heard by the Manager 
before Dismissal is made effective, and all Dismissals on 
becoming effective will be recorded in the Dismissal Register 
and'counter-signed by the Manager.

The dismissed employee will receive a Gate-pass and the 
reason for his/her dismissal will be fully explained and 
recorded on the Gate-pass.

The system of giving ‘ Special Warnings ’ does not limit 
in any way the liability to Dismissal without notice as 
provided under Clause 12 (a) of the Company’s Rules.
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DISPENSARY RULES

1. Sick leave cannot be granted without a certificate from 
the Company’s Medical Officer.

2. The Medical Officer’s Certificate for leave in cases of 
minor sickness should be taken to the European Officer in 
charge of the applicant’s department and not to a maistry or 
writer. In emergent cases of serious illness or infectious 
disease, a special triplicate certificate will be issued by the 
Medical Officer, which will enable the applicant to leave the 
Mill immediately. The Manager will record the certificate 
in these cases.

3. The Medical Officer may be consulted by the families 
of workpeople during dispensary hours; medicine will be 
provided free, but out-patients should bring their own 
bottles.

4. The Company will pay half the cost of spectacles with 
a maximum of Rs. 7-8 to employees who have served 
continuously for five years, and whose pay does not exceed 
Rs. 50, who are recommended for spectacles by the Medical 
Officer and who produce a prescription from the Government 
Ophthalmic Hospital.
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COMPANY’S HOUSES
Rules for the occupation of the Company’s houses by 

employees of the Company for the more convenient perform
ance by them of their duties.

RULES
1. Every employee occupying one of the Company’s 

houses only occupies it at the will of the Company and he 
may be turned out by the Company at any time on 15 days’ 
notice, and for this purpose the Company by its Mill Manager 
or other Officer appointed by him shall with or without 
servants or workmen be entitled to enter the same at any 
hour during daylight to re-occupy the same.

2. Only an employee of the Company will be entitled to 
occupy a house and no adult male not employed by the 
Company shall occupy the same unless he be a dependent of 
an adult male employed by the Company.

3. The occupant shall not have possession of the house 
and shall not sub-let the whole or any part of the house 
occupied by him and shall not allow any other person, except
ing his own wife and children, to live in the house with 
him.

4. Every employee occupying a house shall keep all 
drains, yards and paths adjacent to the house clean.

5. Every employee occupying a house shall report to the 
Manager of the Mill all cases of cholera, small-pox or other 
infectious disease.

6. Every employee on leaving the Company’s service 
shall immediately vacate the house and if he does not 
do so the Company may remove him and his goods and 
chattels.

7. The occupation of a house by an employee shall not 
constitute him a tenant and the monthly payment by him
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•shall not be a rent but only a charge for use and occupation 
which monthly payment shall be made in advance on the 1st 
or 16th day of each month.

8. Every employee and his family shall conduct them
selves in an orderly and peaceable manner.

9. Every employee shall, unless specially permitted by 
thel Company, vacate the house occupied by him when his 
pay reaches Rs. 40 a month.

10. Occupants of cooly line rooms will not be allowed to 
install hand-looms.
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WELFARE COMMITTEE

The object of the Welfare Committee is to bring about 
closer contact between the Management and the Workpeople 
and to promote understanding and co-operation between, 
them. It achieves this end by holding regular periodical 
meetings at which questions affecting the interests of the 
workers are discussed, and by giving facilities to the 
workers to represent matters to the Management through 
their .representatives. The Committee is composed of the 
Agent (President), the Manager and the Mill Clerk (Vice- 
Presidents), 21 representatives of the Workpeople and 2 
Secretaries. All representatives of the Workpeople are 
elected yearly. At the meetings of the Committee, which are 
held monthly, matters affecting the general interests of all 
workers, or any considerable section of them, are discussed. 
Matters concerning a particular individual or of a depart
mental character are generally dealt with by the Labour re
presentatives and the Secretaries directly with the Manager 
or Departmental Officers, but such business is not excluded 
from the deliberations of the Committee. Resolutions or 
representations passed by the Committee are given effect to,, 
provided they receive the assent of the Managing Agents. 
Representatives of organizations which conduct different 
Welfare activities attend the monthly meetings of the Com
mittee when reports of their activities are recorded.
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OFFENCES AGAINST THE COMPANY’S RULES 
AND REGULATIONS
(See Standing Rule 12)

(1) All acts or omissions contravening :—
(«) The Factory Act and Rules.
(£) instructions issued by the Inspector of Factories.
(c) Instructions issued by the Mill Authorities in 

connection with the Factory Act or Rules.
(2) All acts or omissions of an insubordinate nature, 

insubordination and wilful disobedience.
(3) All acts or omissions which cause deliberate loss or 

damage to material, stores, tools, machinery or 
other Mill property.

(4) All acts or omissions which lower the quantity 
or quality of goods manufactured and/or lower 
production (i.e. careless or bad work).

(5) Negligence in work or neglect in work or laziness or 
inefficiency causing the quantity of material 
processed by the worker to be under the average 
quantity processed by other workers.

(6) Bad time-keeping and/or late attendance.
(7) Remaining absent from specific duty in the Mill 

without leave or absence without leave or other 
sufficient excuse from the employees’ appointed 
work in the Mill.

(8) Theft or pilfering.
(9) Quarrelling, fighting or causing any disturbance 

among the .other workers.
(10) Quarrelling, fighting or noisy or abnoxious conduct 
• likely to cause a breach of the peace.

(11) All acts of extortion.
(12) Entering or leaving the Mill Premises except by’the 

gate or gates provided for that purpose.
^13) Filthy or indecent behaviour.
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(14) Smoking on premises where smoking is forbidden-
(15) Loss of Shift or Group Tokens, i.e. identification, I 

discs, also Latrine passes.
(16) Loss of Weaving, Winding or Sewing Billets, i.e- 

piecework tally cards or forms used for the pur
pose of registering workers’ production.

(17) Taking from or giving bribes to any workmen or 
person employed in the Mills or any person, 
having dealings with the Mills.
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Rule 80 of the Madras Factories 
Rules 1936)

for the PREVENTION of 
ACCIDENTS

uards in position. They are for your

z Form ‘E’—(See

I *
NOTICE1 X r

1. Keep safety g 
protection.

2. Do not expect your helper to be so good a mechanic as 
you are.

3. Stop machinery to clean, oil, adjust or repair and do not 
try to operate a machine you do not understand.

4. Do not use machine with guard removed.
5. Report to your employer unsafe places and machinery.
6. Do not attempt to repair electrical equipment but call an 

electrician.
7. Remember there is always danger in removing belts 

while machinery is running.
8. Never try to shift a moving belt by hand.
9. Stop the machinery to replace heavy belts.

10. Never wear loose, torn or improperly fitted clothing 
where machinery is working. Loose sleeves around 
machinery are invitation for broken arms.

11. Goggles should be worn while working at grinders, 
shapers, welders, metal pouring and chipping. 
Always use a screen when chipping.

12. Mushroom heads on tools are dangerous.
13. Never strike tempered steel with a hammer or other 

metal object.
14. Cultivate a habit of caution ; carelessness often leads tc 

loss of life.
15. See that wrenches fit properly.
16. Do not let sharp tools lie around carelessly.
17. Never stand or walk under crane-loads.

2
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18.
19.

Walk with care on wet floors.
Before using ladders see that they are equipped with 

safety spikes or hooks and that rungs are sound 
Never use a weak or defective ladder.

20. Remember all scaffolds and ladders are not safe.
21. Running, horse-play or scuffle in a factory is dangerous.
22. Do not wear rings on your fingers. Machinery may rip 

them off and the fingers with them.
23. Do not think you cannot have an accident because you

never had one.
24. Do not work machinery entrusted to another even in 

’his absence.
25. Do not be talking to your neighbour while at work on 

machinery. The talk leads to' distraction and your 
hands may get caught in the machinery.

26. Do not go to the hot water tank in the factory for a 
bath. If you desire a bath go home and have it.
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of dismissal, demotfcon or similar disciplinary action. Then an . 

attempt was made to create disruption in the Union through a hand

ful of mill-agents whom the Union allowed to join up in accordance 

with its democratic constitution. When these people saw that 

there was no chance of their succeeding in their evil designs 

theyileft the Union and tried to create disruption from without 

through a management-sponsored pifppet rival Union. But even this 

proved futile and barring about 40-50 mi 11-age nt s; many of whom 

were freshly recruited by the management for this purpose, no 

worker joined this puppet Union. With each successive failure 

of its tactics the management became more unreasonanle, more 

aggressive and oppressive and more desperate. Vilification of 

Union Officials, breaking up of peaceful worker’s gatherings, 

framing up frivolous criminal cases against Union workers by 

lodging false reports with the police, harrassment of active Union 

workers in the course of their duties in the mills was tried in 

turn. Specific cases involving such high-headedness on the part 

of the management were brought to the notice of the authorities 

by the Union, every time they occurred. But no heed was paid to 

these complaints. On the other hand the Police in the initial 

stages openly sided with the employers whom they obliged by 

cooking up false cases against Union members. More than 80 workers 

were prosecuted by the police under Section 290 for Shouting Slogan 

regarding their demands in the workers’ colony or under section 

107 for the alleged apprehension of breach of peace. The result # 

of all this, however, was contrary to the managements’ wishes and 

expectations. With every fresh attack on the solidarity of the 

workers or on the integrity of their Union, the workers closed 

up their ranks with still more doggedness, courage and determinetioyc. 

They were able to raise an industrial dispute involving certain 

import nt economic and other issues in the meantime which were 

referred to adjudication under the Industrial Disputes Act by the 

State Government. The Union also successfully challenged several 

improper actions of the management and by its constant defence of 

the legitimate rights and privileges of workers incurred heavy
r )

displeasure of the management. Failing to break the workers



morale and unable to shake their faith in the Union, the employers 

took recourse to their last weapon, /in all-out campaign of 

criminal Intimidation, violence and hooliganism was let lose on 

the workers. Leading Unidn workers became special targets of this 

violence and gangsterism. Union property, including the news

board used by the Union for announcing Union programmes to its 

members wasforcibly removed from the mill-colony* Hooligans armed 

with 1athies and daggers oppnly went about the colony assaulting 

and abusing workers and holding out threats of dire consequences 

against Union members. Dozens of such reports involving individual 

cases are on record with the Police. This compaign of violence 

and terrorism n- turally created » state of tension and resentment 

among the workers,who were compelled to lodge an effective protest 
against it by thinly lawful method open to them, i.e. by going on 

a one-day protest strike on the 13th. of December. The success 
of this stepfclearly demonstrated the unity of the workers 

against the management and their agents who vainly tried to break 

the strike by every means at their disposal. This success! drove 

the management into madness and frenzy and they started hitting 

out recklessly. Mass chafge-sheeting of workers was followed by 

dismissal notices on practically every member of the Unions* 

Executive Committee. Lala Bharat Ram,the Managing agent of the 

Mills .openly repudiatedrn agreement earlier arrived ajr through 

the mediation of the Government Conciliation Officer. This 

agreement sought to partially restore some of the trade-union 

rights to the workers. When advised to settle the dispute by 
% 

negotiations by the Government Labour Dt^°ctor, Lala Bharat Ram 

left the Conference-table refusing to talk to the Union’s repre- 

sentatives. Still, in line with its basic policies, the Union 

continued vigorous efforts to find out an amicable and peaceful, 

settlement of the dispute. Besides exploring thelusual avenues of
Ml %

, etc. it took thomatter up in the Labour 

Advisory Board of the State Government and subsequently in the

conciliation, negotion

Tripartite Committee for Textile Industry. The attitude of the 

representatives of the management, at all these conferences was 

of total non-cooperation and even arrogant and insulting. Instead 
j 

of exchanging views and making an attempt to understand worterts



view pointy they adopted an attitude of dictation, of holding out

threats and of -

Several at-empts on the life of Union Officials followed * •
insi de the uitll* Sensing extreme in^wxwix^r of their lives and 

failing to obtain any satisfactory reply from thehanagement to

their repeated demand for effective steps being taken to safeguard 
(TXx faL 4jLc(xua2 dgrlt-ew

their lives, the workers en-masse stopped working! When the news

of the lock-out spread in the^Lndustrlal area? of l/elhi, thousands 

of workers from other Textile Mills collected near the? worker^ 
gate of the mills* fThe undersigned was himself presentbn the spot 

at about 1 P.M.j A perfectly peaceful meeting of the workers was 

in progress when somehirelings of the management misbehaved with 

some women wrkofru who were sitting near the main gate. On an 

alarm being raised, the goondas were seen running inside the mill 

gates, which were closed for others. This infuriated the workers 

many of whom gave chase to them. The Police posted both outride 

and inside the mills got panicky at this and apprehendingpanger 

to its own safety started lathicharging the crowd. This was 

followed by teargassing. The lock-out has been continued since. 

The Union holds that it is an illegal and unjustified lock-out. 

Section 24 (3) of the Industrial Disputes Act, under which the 

management is seeking protection does not exempt it from conforming 

to the requirements of Section 33 of theAct. The former section 

only doejt away with the need to give a 2-weeks notice in case of 

an illegal strike. Even if the stoppage of the mill from 9-1-55 

is deemed to be an illegal strike, which itself is doubtful, the 

management is debarred from declearing a lock-out without obtaining 

express permission In writing of the Additional Distt. and Sessions 

Judge, Shri G.R.Budhiraja, who is at present adjudicating an 

Industrial Dispute between the Union and the management.

The charge of the management that the Union is a Communist 

Union, is a mere repetition of the now too-familkr jargon. It is a 

fact that the overwhelming number of officers and’ Executive members 

of the Union are non-Communists. independent trade

Unionists, Socialists, and known and respected Congressmen* The 

Union has no quarrel with any political Party or with the local xjc 

IMTUC as the employers are trying to make out. In fact the INTUC



1^ t 
has come|into pirnre nnlv after the protest strike of the 14th.Dec

Nobody heard of that body in the Siratantra Bharat Mills before 

that date.

The Uni on has repeatedly offered to assist in normal . 

resumption of ;rork if its demand for an Impartial inquiry into the 

whole dispute is agreed to. The Union holds that from the very 

beglning the management has been guilty of unfair ^abour practices 

in so far as it has calculatcdly and deliberately suppressed 

trade Union activity by hindering the formation of an independent 

Union free from the influence of the management and by bolstering

up a pocket Union. The manage

ment has clearly been acting against all established conventions, 

practice and usage, and also the law in denying access to this 

colony to trade Union workers. The right to carry on peaceful
» •* «

and legitimate trade Union activity in a worker! c colony is now 

fully recognized by the Government of India and embodied in the 

legislation which has recently b^en undertaken in respect of

Tea and other Plantations.

We still hope wiser counsels will prevail with the manage-

ment of the Mills and they will act in accordance with the spirit 

of the times andgive up its-1 Slave Drivers1 attitude in the matter 

of basic trade Union rights.

As the issues

paramount importance to

involved in the dispute^re of basic and 

the working class in general/it is but

natural and proper that the entire working class of the State

should take them up. The decisio: representatives of 71

trade Union organizations, including^ All India orgabuzations like

the Kind Mazdoor Sabha, the United Trade Union Congress and the 
All-India Trade Union Congress, who met on the 13th.iastant/ to 

ponder over the situation is much welcome by the Textile workers. 

According to this decision there will badass protest procession 

and demonstration on the 22nd ins tantollowed by a protest rally 

on the next day i.e. on Sunday. If even this falls to movefche

Government, then the entire organized Section of workers may have 

to embark on a general strike to enforce the acceptance of the just



6

demand of the Swatantra Bharat Mills workers.

In the end we cannot help criticizing the attitude of 

the Delhi State Government in this matter. If a proper appre- 

datton and understanding of the issues had been attempted and* 
.e 

appropriate attention and care bestowed oh the problem in the

stage, which was repeatedly urged by the Union, the situation



CHRONICLBpF MAIN EV8NT.

April *54. Union formed in Swatantra Bharat Mills,

May-June *54. Recruitment of undesirable persons started as 
k )temporary hards.

6-6-54, Union meeting in worked colony not permitted to

be held.

30-6-54. Union officials prevented from addressing a mass

meeting. At the instance of the General Manager a resolution 

against Ekta Union is attempted to be moved - attempt is defeated 

badly. *^ >**-**** '^ •

26-7-54, The Watch and Ward staff attempts to breakilp a 

meeting of workers being addressed by local w^officials.

27-7-54, The Manager himself disturbs a meeting of workers and 

starts addressing the workers in an attempt to provoke a clash. 

The attempt does not bear fruit* 
•* t.

27-7-54. R.3.3. parades an^rallies initiated in the colony

at the instance of the General Manager. More ’Goondas’ recruited 

and commissioned to break up stone any Union Meeting.

1-8-54. Union Branch Secretary assaulted by Security Officer 

at night after a meeting.

3-3-54, Police brought into the picture to arrest 7 workers?

Union Branch officials who were distributing union leaflets to 

workers coming out of the mill gates - a clash provoked by 

management, averted by the timely intervention of the Union . 

Latter lock-out declar'd by the management for the night.

6-8-54. An agreement promised by Lala Bharat Ram by the

9th. A draft prepared on the basis of certain discussions 

through Govt. Labour Office - But eventually the management 

byoahe-n out.

18-8-54, An attempt made by the management to discredit the

Union by publishing a handbill in the name of * Labour Unity1 
< )

exhorting the workers to boycott Janamasntamt celebration. The 

attempt frustrated by timely detection of the conspiracy* 

Unions’ demand for inquiry not mcceedec no. frivolcharge 
C^TK^'rM'JuL

sheets to thfcs militants A puppet Union called

Bharat Mills Mazdoor Union given birth to. 
’1*4 n'O C

Aug.-Sept. ’54. About 80 prosecutions launched under



I-P.C. - y-

107 & 290 ^against workers of Swatantra Bharat Hills ( mainly 

activists of the Union ) for holding meetings or shouting slogans 

19-9-54. Union decides to call cut a token strike in Textile

Industry on 18th.0ct.54.

28-9-54. A Draft agreement having consent of Lala Bhagat Ram *o.

4-10-54. An agreement was signed through the ^nodif ieatlen of

the Govt. Labour Officer,. - Strike' call withdrawn.
7 /

6-19-54. Notice displayed by General Manager in the Mills 

denying the conclusion of any agreement.

7-10-54. Union holds a mass meeting in the colony for which 

prosecutions are started against top Union officials i.e. the 

President, the General Secretary and tho Joint Secretary.

12-10-54 to 29-10-54. Numerous Election meetings of Congress 

and Communist Party held in the workers* colony undisturbed 

by the management.
■* «

31-10-54. Mill ’Goondas* attack five workers in their homes 

in the colony.

13-11-54. Union Branch officials meet General Manager who

refuses to abide by the agreement. >

<7-12-54. Union Branch President and other militants assaulted 

by ’Goondas* inside tho Hill at 11.30 a.m.

13-12-54. Union Branch Secretary brutally attacked with knives

and lathies at 11.30 P.M. in the workers* colony.

Union Hews Board stealthrily removed by management

from the workers’ colony, - Govt, withdraws all the cases under 

section 107 Cr. P. C.
i i
Board returned to the Union in accordance with an 

promoted by the Labour Office.

Lala Bharat Ram and General Manager in a conference

in the office of the Director of Industries and Labour officially  ̂
X - oJL4-u*a^

repudiate^ the 4th.Oct. agreement. Union its

resolve to abide by the agreement.

21-12-64. News Board again forcibly removed cy management.

22-12-54. Union serves a general strike notice for 9~th.Dec.to

enforce implementation of the agreement.

24-12-54. Strike decision held in abeyance a 2nd time on an.



assurance from the Government.

5-1*55. Union President, General Secretary, Joint Secri^^y 

sent to Jail on a complaint by management under section 448 for 

having held a meeting in the colony on 7-10-54.
I i

8-1-55. Rowdyism by ^oondas in colony - Threat held out to 

our workers.

9-1-55. 1.15 P.M. A Union member manhandled inside the mill ih

his department. - 3.30 P.M. - 3 to 10 $oondas armed with knives 

attack union workers inside the mill - a clash follows, resulting 

in injuries to a member of people.

_____Immediate stay-in-strike follows and continues ±Ht±GMi 

following refusal of the management to ensure safety of liBe 

inside mills.

15-1-55. One day general strike in all textile millsjta18000 
declares

workers. At 11.30 A.M. the management suddenly^jMPctest againstr 

'the a lock-out and enlistjpolice help for

forcibly removing workers from inside the mill, which leads 

jro a clash.
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